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INTRODUCTION. 

FEW subjects seem more to have occupied 

the public attention than the important po .. 

litical speculations contained in the ' Ob

'servations on the Present State of the 

, Highlands of Scotland.' In itself at all 

times of deep moment, it is at present more 

peculiarly interesting, from certain temporary 

cons.iderations arising out of the political as

pect of the times; when our national rival is 

making such gigantic strides to universal do

minion, and when we are now called upon 

A 
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to exert all the energIes of the British em

pire in our defence. At such an era, when 

ingenuity 'seems to exhaust herself in devising 

means for raising men adequate to the de

mands of these perilous times, the inquiry 

may wen arrest attention, how far it is ex

pedient or wise that any person, capable of 

~dding to our national strength, should be 

encouraged to abandon his native country. 

THE mode in which this subject has been 

discussed by Lord Selkirk renders it still more 

attractive and inviting. We are not present

ed with a dull and tiresome calculation in po

litical arithmetic, to enable us to estimate the 

profit or loss resulting from Highland emi

gration. The charms of language with which 

his opinions are adorned; the enthusiasm 

which they breathe, and the beneficence from 

which they seem to spring; the indisputable 

truths upon which his great and leading doc-

trines are founded; the tone of authority in 

which the conclusions he has drawn are 

delivered, not as the opinions and theories of 

others, but as the result of actual obseiva ... 
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tion, throw a kind of fascination over the 

reader, which prevents him from doubting 

the solidity of the politicJ.1 consequences de

duced. If any thing were wanting com

pletely to delude the judgment of the public, 

it would be found in the air of romance, 

which the narrative of the establishment of 

the colony on Prince Edward's island gives 

to the whole. There is something extremely 

inviting in the review of an Arcadian state 

of society: and how amiable does the design 

appear of withdrawing the poor and the 

humble from the miseries incident to their situ

ation, amidst the cold selfishness of an advanc

ed period of society; and transplanting them 

to a new country where the same odious dis

tinctions do not meet them, but ,\:,'Le:",: rhey\yiii 

aU find them~elves equal, in being dependent 

only on nature and their oym l:xertions fUi' 

their support and enjoyment. It see-ms, too, 

to afford such a proof of the deep conviction 

which the author has of the justice of tll(' 

views he has formed, and it l1:1S led to sucL 

a course oflaboricus ;',l}d unwe~ried e~~enjpIL 



without any other apparent motive than that 

of pure patrioti~m and disinterested benevo

lence, that it is almost impossible for the most 

determined scepticism to refuse assent to the 

opinions which have dictated such a conduct. 

It is the more remarkable, and therefore the 

more seducing, when it has originated in a 

person of an elevated rank of life and ample 

fortune: circumstancii at all times apt to in

fluence our judgment. 

TH E numerous and frequent emigrations, 

which have for many years taken place from 

the Highlands of Scotland, did not long 

escape notice. The people, thus expatriated, 

were of a race of men peculiarly attached to 

their ancient customs and their native soil; 

the characteristic of all rude tribes in a moun

tainom, inaccessible, and highly picturesque 

country. The fate of these exiles excited in 

the public mind in general deep commisera

tion, mixed with other sentiments called forth 

by the apparent oppressIon' exercised by the 

Highland proprietors, which ,occasioned so 

much individual suffering. Others who 



s 
viewed the subject more nearly, and not 

through the medium of prejudice, while they 

could not stifle in their breasts the feelings of 

regret, so natural for the melancholy situa

tion of the emigrants, often brought upon 

themselves by their ignorance and restless 

pursuit of happiness at a distance, entertained 

a doubt how far the charge of oppression and 

cruelty against the proprietors was in all cases 

well-founded. They saw that emigration had 

often commenced, not in necessity or covetous

ness on the part of the landlords; but because, in 

the progress of improvement, it was proposed 

that the tenants should pay a rent more ade

quate to the state of the country than they 

had paid for centuries before, when the pro

duce of the ground was neither so great nor 

so valuable. They saw that the discon

tent thus excited among the ignorant was fos

tered by selfish and interested men; one set of 

whom thought that such persons continuing 

in this country stood in the way of their own 

ambitious views; while another set, who had 

obtained grants of land in America, knew 
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that without emigration these would be per

fectly useless to them. 
BUT, of all the theorists in this age of no

velty and paradox, none arose so hardy as to 

maintain, that the great and increasing emi

gration from the Highlands was advantage. 

ous to this empire; that no room for the 

industry of those who proposed to emigrate 

could be found within the country; that if 

they remained, they must be unemployed, and 

consequently a burden; and that, therefore, 

the sooner they carried their industry and 

their skill to another country, so much the 

better. This, however, Lord Selkirk has sup

plied; for all this he maintains. He is at the 

same time fully aware of the singularity of his 

opinions; and he seems to claim no small 

share of merit from this very circumstance. 

He bespeaks the attention and favour of his 

reader, by boldly declaring, in the first words 

which he addresses to the public~ that, ' on a 

, subject which had undergone much investi

, gation, and excited general attention, he 

, comes forward to controvert received opi-
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, nions, and to offer views which have pre:

• viously passed unnoticed.' 

SINGULARITY of opinion, however, is no 

where declared to be the test of truth. The 

annunciation is, of course, intended to pro

voke discussion; and Lord Selkirk will proba

bly have no dislike to have an opportunity of 

canvassing and confirming his opinions, if he 

should honour these remarks with a perusal. 

In them it is hoped he will find nothing in

consistent with the legitimate rules of fair and 
\ 

impartial inquiry; and the same freedom 

which he claims in commenting upon the 

opinions or conduct of others, he will not 

of course object to, when applied to his own. 

A question is anticipated, which at once 

occurs after the bold declaration of his being

to produce novel opinions upon a subject 

which has been often canvassed, and which 

embraces the political happiness of a large 

portion of the inhabitants of this country. 

'Every one is disposed to ask, What 

, have been the peculiar opportunities of 

, information upon which he presumes to 



, contradict those-who have gone before him?' 

The following is the answer, which the au

thor gives to this very natural question. It 

shows the foundation of the right by which 

he claims the prerogative of dictating on this 

iubject; and it at the same time contains 

what he exhibits as an accurate picture of the 

progress of those views which led to all his 

liubsequent exertions. 

, WITHOUT any immediate or local con

, nection with the Highlands, I was led 

, early in life to take a warm interest in the 

, fate of my countrymen in that part of the 

, empire. During the course of my academi. 

, cal studies, my curiosity was strongly ex

, cited by the representations I had heard of 

, the ancient state of society, and the striking 

, peculiarity of manner still remaining among 

, them; and in the year 1792, I was prompt

, ed to take an extensive tour through their 

, wild region, and to explore many of its re

, motest and most secluded vallies. In the 

, course of this, I ascertained some of the 

( leading facts, on which the arguments of 
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.( the followin:; pages ar.: grounded: in 'par

"ticubr, tlnt emigi'ation was :m unavoid

, able result of the general st:lte of the coun

, try, arising from G1USC', above all controul, 
, d·· l' f . an ,111 ItSt'lt, 0 essential ~onseq'Ll'.~nCe to the 

, tranquillity Qnd perm:l11ent 'Nclhre of the 

, ki!)~·lnr' ... bL~ ...... .I. ..... 

Tn E particular destination of the eml

.. grants is not li!.:~ly to excite much interest 

, in those '\yho believe that emigration may 

, be obviated altogether. Being persuaded 

, that no such expectation c:):.~:d be reason

, aLly entertained, I bestowed toOIilC attention 

, on details, which, to other observers, may 

, 'h~lVe appeared nugatory. I learned that 

, the Highlanders were c1ispe~'sing to a va

, riety of situations, in a foreign L.l:ld, vv-here 

, they were lost not only to tb:ir native 

, country, but to themselves ::l.~ a separate 

'people. Admi.ring many generous and 

, manly features in their character, I .could 

, not observe, without regret, the L11Jid de

, dine of their genuine manners, to which 

.~ the circumstances ,of the country seemed 

B 
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, inevitably to lead. I thought, however, 

, that a portion of the ancient spirit might 

, be preserved among the Highlanders of the 

, New vVorld: that the emigrants might be 

, brought together in some part of our own 

, colonies, where they would be of national 

, utility, and where no motives of general 

, policy would militate (as they certainly 

, may at home) against the preservation of 

, all those peculiarities of customs and lan~ 

, guage, which they are themselves so reluc ... 

, tant to give up, and which are perhaps in .. 

, timately connected with many of their most 

, striking and characteristic virtues *.' 
I T cannot escape observation, that this ac .. 

count betrays the source of many early prep os .. 

sessions. Of these it is difficult indeed for any 

mind to divest itself. That, in the course of a. 
single visit to this country, a stranger to the 

language and the wants of its inhabitants, was. 

not able to correct his preconceived opinions of . 
i' 
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'what once was their situation, and what must 

now be their wishes, need not excite astonish

ment. It is a subject on which a warm fancy 

and romantic imagination could not fail to in

dulge with peculiar fondness. These are the 

faculties of the mind which, in youth, soonest 

reach maturity: But these afe not the only 

faculties which are requisite for the inquiry 

how the condition of the lower ranks is to be 

ameliorated. The idea which was impressed 

so strongly upon Lord Selkirk's mind, amidst 

his early studies, was to preserve the ancient 

manners, and to give free scope to the an .. 

cient feelings of the Highlanders. These it 

had been the policy of government to efface 

as quickly and as radically as possible, and 

the success of these measures had produced 

in any inconveniencies. In this country these 

views of the author's never could be carried 

into effect. But in the remote districts of 

America, could there be the same political 

obstacles to the scheme? With such precon

ceived notions need we wonder, that what 

others have seen tending to the comfort and 
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usefulness of the people at home, he has fal1-' 

ed to discover; and that every method for 

improving the condition of the Highlanders" 

and obviating the distresses occasioned by the 

breaking up of the ancient system of man

ners, shert of emigration, has been overlook

ed; or that \-vhere it was impossible to over

look it, it has figured only in the diminish

ed scale in which every object must appear 

which is hostile to the warm awl romantic 

impressions of youth? In short, Lord Sel

kirk has not been able to take a calm and 

dispassionate view of the subject. He has 

drawn, from the representations of former 

times, his opinions of the present character 

of the people; whence he ascribes to them 

feelings and affections the result of his closet 

reflections, the faliacy of which his opportu

nities of information regarding the actual state 

of the country, anJ or its inhabitants, han;' 

not enabled him to detect. 

THE important principles which are to 

guide our judgement upon this, as on every 

other subject of political economy, have been 
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illustrated by Dr Adam Smith, in his im

mortal Treatise on the \Vealth of Nations. 

His usual acuteness is displayed in the 4th 

book, where the solid foundation of all our 

reasoning upon this subject is accurately laid 

down~ 

I T is unfortunate that, upon the same in

controvertible and firmly established princi

ples, Lord Selkirk rests his general reason

ings ; 'for, in their application, he has raised 

an edifice totally different from what that au

thor intended. The singular plausibililJ and 

air of intelligence and candour, with which 

his conclmions are stated, mislead the reader, 

till he finds himself in the midst of a la

byrinth of paradoxes and contradictions, 

from vvi1ich he knows not how to escape~ 

and cannot conceive how he wandered so 

far. \V.hile he thinks he has been only 

yielding his a~.sent to the illustration, 

from the individual case of the Highlands, 

of those general laws cy the Gperation of 

which Dr Smith has shevvn, that a re

moval of a part of the tenantry is always 



the forerUnner of the improvement of the 

manufactures and commerce of the state, he 

finds he is assenting to a system of depopula

tion, inconsistent with the true interests of the 

commonwealth. The removal, which that 

enlightened author alludes to, means only 

the change of employment, not change of 

country. F or it can form no part of age .. 

neral system of improvement to diminish 

the cultivators of the soil, without increasing 

the industrious inhabitants of the towns. 

To assist in endeavouring to detect the 

sophistry of some of the reasonings of l,ord 

Selkirk, and to controvert the truth of some of 

the facts from which his inferences are deduc

ed, the following hints are offered. The sketch, 

it is hoped, will be filled up by some abler pen. 

The writer of these remarks cannot expect this 

endeavour to meet with the singular applause 

which has accompanied L8rd Selkirk's spe

culations, or the marked approbation which 

his conduct has experienced. The very at

tempt to dissolve the magic spell, which Lbrd 

Selkirk has contrived to throw around him, 



nlUst, independently of any defect in the 

execution, be unpopular. All that is aimed at 

is a fair discussion of the question, which, on 

one side, has been argued with so much of 

the imposing enthusiasm of eloquence. In 

disapproving of much which is advanced, the 

author can assure the public that he has no 

personal object of any kind to serve: he 

has unfortunately no highland tenantry to lose 

in this country, and no means of employing 

them in another. What he conceives to be 

the best and most solid advantage which 

the empire at large will derive from Highland 

population, and the greatest sum of indivi

dual happiness which that population can 

attain, is the only incitement he has to dis
cuss this question. E very patriotic and be.,. 

nevolent mind must feel an interest in such 

a question, when he thinks he sees mistaken 

opinions recommended by such high autho~ 

rity, alld sanctioned by a conduct which only 

ma.kes them the more pernicious, 



1. THE Noble Author begins by directing 

the attention of his readers to the ancient 

-state of the Highlands, during the indepenp 

oence of the chieftains, and marks the internal 

state of the country resulting from that cir

cumstance. In a picture of the present state 

of a country, it seems singular tG begin by 

describing what it formerly was, of which 

the author's readers have generally just the 

same means of information as the author 

himself. When both derive their knowledge 

from the same source, it seems unnecessary 

to dwell on details which all may acquire 

without his aid; and the reader impatiently 

turns to the page where the present not the 

past state of society and manners is to be 

sketched. No one .in the ~lightest degree 

~cquainted with the Highlands of Scotland, 

is ignorant of those leading facts which are 

detailed by Lord Selkirk at so much length. 

But the intention of again exhibiting a view 

~f ancient manners, is for the purpose of 
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Ingrafting hi::; future speculations upon it. T! I 

hayc referred merely to the portrait of the 

state of society \vhich others had drawn with

out reference to any particular theory, and 

unconnected with any practical inferences, 

\vould haye been sufficient for his purpose. 

The prominent figure "vhich some parts of it 

make, and the mode in which other features 

are thrown into the' shade, in his eloquent 

s]:eLch, may be thus easily accounted for. It 

forms the b~i::; of all his subsequent teason

in:;s ; had it not been for this, it would have 

been quite unnecessary to take any notice of it 

in an inquiry into the presel~t state of the 

Highlands. 

LORD Sr:LKIRK describes every person, 

above the common rank, as having former

ly depended for his safety and his conse

quence on the number and attachment of 

his servants and dependants: without peo

ple ready to defend him, he CDuld not py.:

pect to sleep in safety, to preserve his house 

from pillage, or his family from murder. 

To this essential object, every inferior con

sideration was sacrificed; and the principal 

c 



advantage of landed property consisted in the 

means it afforded to the proprietor of multi

plying his dependants. By allowing his· 

tenants to possess their farms at low rents, he 

secured their services whenever required; 

and, by the power of removing anyone 

that was refractory, maintained over them 

the authority of a monarch. The tenant in 

fact paid his rent, not so much in money as 

in military services; and the proprietors 

seem never to have ventured to raise their 
rents.'),:-

The rents however, it may be remarked,. 

were low, not so much because the proprietor 

abstained from raising them in order to retain 

his pO\ver over his tenantry,. as that in fact, in 

that rude state of society, he had no artificial 

\vants to be gratified, which present such an 

increasing source of expence from their never

failing variety. Eesides, by far the greatest 

part of his rents was paid in kind, or in 

services military personal or predial; very 

little was ever paid in money. Little altera

tion therefore could be expected to take place 

'II< P. II. 
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',IrOn the rent payable in such a country as 

the Highlands then were. Considering the 

state of agriculture, ,the rents, though certainly 

not high, Were not so perfectly trifling as is 

imagined; nor did they admit of any great 

or regular increase. If the tenant raised upon 

his farm enough to maintain his family and 

pay his landlord, it was all he ever thought o£ 

The Highlands were not then in the state of an 

advancing country. They lay at the back of 

the world, if the vulgarism may be allowed; 

and it is only since the colonization of America 

that either the Highlands of Scotland or Ireland 

have risen into any importance. The whole 

trade of Scotland was formerly monopolised 

by the east coa5t. The Highlands exported no

thing. They had no constant communicatioi1 

",vithany Dther country, to fu:"n1Sh the meall::; 

of improvement, or an encourz.[tment to at

tempt increa&ing thdr producti'"u.c~" Hmv 

then could the rents be raised? But, if the 

lowness of the rent was merd y to preserve the 

attachment of their tenantrv, {lei" the 11:J;-[;(;:-;(:., 
. I' 

Df attack or defence, ho'\v come, it ':il~t thcN' 
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proprietors did not raIse their rents whose 

tenants owed no obedience to them, but were 

at the entire command of their chieftain? 

Those proprietors had not the same interest 

which Lord Selkirk assigns as the reason for 

their being satisfied with an inadetluate rent. 

In short, the state of the rents arose solely from 

the state of the country; and, while that con

tinued the same, no change in the rent could 

possibly take place. 

The value of landed property, we are told 

by the Noble author, was. in those times to be 

reckoned not by the rent it prcl(;~l'=cd, but by 

the men whom it could send into the field. 

Under these circumstances, it 'vvas natnral that 

every proprietor should wish to reduce his 

farms into as small portions as posc.ible ; and 

this inclination vvas most fully seconded by the 

dispositions of the people. The state of the 

country left a father no other means of provid

ing for a numerous family, than by dividing 

his farm among them; and when two families 

could be placed on the land previously occu

pied b:T one, the proprietor acquired a new 
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tenant and a Dcy," soldier. From the opera

tion of these principles, the land seems, in a 

great majority of caseS, to have been divided 

in::(l possessions barely sU::lcitnt for a scanty 

su~s,stcnc(" to the ocnll1i:.?r~."c 
r 

But the s::~'.te of occupation ditl not and 

could not ESGlt merely Lom the prin6ple 

to which it is here ",,~cribed. Every hc.d,'T 

of a fl1Tl1 could not possibly expect to be cd

led upon to act as a soldier. Am :.Jst all 

the feuds of the Clans, it never w;:"s ~1'>'rJ ,-.f 

that a chief went into the field with all or :ler'f

ly .111 the inhabitants of his estate capablc of 

bearing arms. In fact, the very same circum

stance takes place wherever the same state of 

society is found. Land is, next to the beasts 

of the chace, the first source from which man 

derives his subsistence; and the idea of aid

ing the spontaneous productions of nature is 

the first exertion of industry which he makes. 

All have a connection \vith land, not from 

choice or affection, but from necessity. 

',' P. 13-
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Where there is little accumulation of capital, 

the portion of land held by each must be 

nearly equal, and proportioned only to the 

wants of each family. Their only object is 

subsistence. They have 'neither the means 

nor the inclination to occupy more ground 

than can be converted to this purpose, without 

any very great exertion either of industry, 

which they are unwilling to bestow, or of skill, 

which they do not possess. There is little ap

pearance that, in former times, the population 

of the Hi.ghlands ever encreased so as to have 

made it necessary to diminish the size of 

farms which were once occupied by fewer 

tenants and in larger proportions. The ten

dency of improvement, as skill and capital 

progressively encrease, is to enlarge the farms, 

and for one man to hire the labour of others , 
where he formerly depended solely on the 

labour of himself and his family. Indeed 

there were many causes which seem to 

have checked in the Highlands the natural 

tendency of population to encrease: among 

these may be ranked constant wars with the 



Scottish and Norwegian Sovereigns, and a

mong their own independent Clans, added 

to the inevitable consequence of every failure 

of a crop producing a famine. Till order 

and good government were established, and a 

communication opened with other parts of the 

vvorld, the recurrence of similar calamities 

could not be prevented. These causes suffi

ciently account for a fact which could not be 

learned from the description of Lord Selkirk, 

that the country was peopled far below its re

sources; and that great tracts now cultivated 

and peopled were formerly waste. To SU'11 

spots, any increase of the inhabitants would 

have naturally betaken themselves, as they 

have since done. But the reason why a farm 

appears divided among a number of tenants, 

interested in its labour and produce, is to be 

found in the necessity there was of creating in 

each individual an interest to protect his neigh

bour; and the principle of self preservation 

points out why the various occupiers of the 

same piece of ground clustered their several 

huts together. It is only in a state of security 



that single families can venture to live out of 
the reach of protection against a superior force. 

One reaSOD, however, why in m:my cases 

the portions of land occupied by a family 

""vere small is totally overlooked by Lord Sel

kirk. Before any separation of pTofessions 

takes place, every family performs for itself 

many offices, for which, in civilized life" 

it applic3 to others for assist:mce. But even 

after considerable progress has been made in 

the various arts of life, after one familyoccu

pies itself only in one errort of industry, and 

hires out its industry and skill to (Ithers, it is 

necessary in a thinly peopled country, where 

CDnstant employment cannot be had, that a 

certain portion of land should oe occupi.ed by 

every man for the maintenance of his fami

ly. In no one district could an artisan in 

the Highlands find sufficient employment 

for furnishing a decent livelihood; and 

the little cornmunication between one part of 

the country and another, prevented this 
I 

deficiency from being supplied by the de-

mand for his labour from any other quar. 

ter. In a country too, where a circulating 



lucdium of exchange is little known, a pro~ 

prietor, who receives almost all. his rents in 

kind, is naturally induced to give portions of 

land for services which at more advanced pe

riods of society would be-rewarded by money. 

Hence the harper and more recently the piper 

of the chieftain always possessed a certain por

tion of land, as the wages he \'.Tas entitled to 

for the exercise of his tuneful art. Every Ber

son was obliged to cultivate some small spot of 

ground at his leisure hours, to obtain for his 

family that subsistence which he could not 

derive without this aid from any other source. 

This was the result of necessity and not of 

choice,. on the part both of the landlord and 

the tenant, and wouid naturally give place, 

like a combination of professions, to a better 

system, whenever a constant demand for the 

labour of anyone artizan, furnished by the en

creasing populo~sness of the country, render

ed it unnecessary. It has done so in all 

countries which have attained an ordinary 

degree of civilization. 



r T was, indeed, usual, we are further' in ... 

formed, for the head of a Clan, possessing ex

tensive territories, occasionally to grant more 

considerable farms to the younger branches of 

the family; but this circumstal1cc had little ef

fect on the geneta1 mode of agricultural ma

nagement. The tacksmen (as the holders of 

such large farms were tenned) were considered 

nearly in the same light as pro:rrietors, and 

acted on the same principles. They were 

the officers who, under t.he chief, command. 

ed in the' military expeditions of the Clan. 

This ,"YaS their employment; and neither their 

own dispositions, nor the situation of the 

country, inclined them to engage in the drud

gery of agriculture, ar..y farther than to sup

ply the necessaries of life for their own fami

lies. A part of their land was usually suffi

cient for' this purpose; and the remainder 

was let off in small portions to cotters who 

differed but little from the small occupiers 

who held their lands immediately from the 

chief, excepting that, in lieu of rent they , , 

were bound to a certain amount of labour 



for the advantage of their imlllcLb~e supe

nor. The m0re of these people any gentle

man could collect around his habitation, \vith 

the greater facility could he carryon the 

work of his farm,-the greater too was his 

own personal safety. Besides this, the tacks

men, holding their lands from the Chiefs at a 

mere quit rent, were naturally solicitous to 

me~it his favour, by the number of their im

mediate dependants, whom they could bring 

to join his standard; and they had in fact no 

other means of employing to advantage the su

perfluity of their possessions, than by joining 

in the general system of the country, and mul

tiplying the ultimate occupiers of the land o,ji-•• 

This last remark, that the tacbmen pos

sessed no other means of employing the land 

which remained after supplying the wants 

of their own family, seems to account'::mf

ficiently ~or the fact of its being so employ

ed, without adducing as its cause either the 

desire of pleasing the Chief by bringing more 

.. n 14. 



soldiers into the field, or a concern for their 

own safety, or the be~efit of obtaining the 

work upon their farm easily and speedily 

executed. In fact, what else could a 

tacksman do, who had more land than he 

required to cultivate, but give it off to others, 

receiving from them an acknowledgement for 

it? He had neither the means nor desire of 

accumulating stock, which would only excite 

the avarice of some neighbour to drive it off, 

for it could consist only of cattle. The 

conduct of the tacksmen in subdividing their 

possessions was founded upon the shape and 

form which such a state of society must natu

rally assume, and not upon any of the artifl.cial 

motives to which it has been ascribed. But so 

far was it from being merely because they held 

their lands at a quit rent, that the tacksmen 

followed their Chief to the field, that this was 

one of the tenures upon 'Which they were en

titled to hold their farms. In every respect they 

were so like proprietors that the same subor~ 

dination of subtenant and cotter existed under 

them, as in the case of those frQm whom 



they themselves derived t' eir own title. This 

has been misapprehended by Lord Selkirk. 

For the subtenants, totally distinct from the 

cotters under the tacksmen, were in every 

point of view similar to the same class under 

the landlo'rd, except in this, that the rent 

they paid ,vas in general higher, and the ser

vices they performed more severe. Proba

bly two-thirds of the whole tenantry were 

of this class. Among them, it will after

wards be seen, that emigration has chiefly pre

vailed; and it will also be found that they 

neither have nor could have been supposed to 

have any feellt~g of pride which would rather 

lead them to America to find a farm which 

they must clear from wood and cultivate, 

than to become fishermen or crofters in this 

country immediately under the laird. 

AFTER giving the description of soci. ty 

here adverted to, Lord Selkirk thus ,con

tinues: These circum&tances produced a 

state of manners, from which it is easy Si 11 

to trace the most striking pel~uliarities (If V1C 

Highlanders. The breatest part of the coun .. 
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try was fit only for pasturage, and the small 

portiom, of arable land, which fell to the share 

()f any family, could occupy but little of their 

time. On two or three occasions, in the 

course of the year, the labO\,lrs of the field re

quired a momentary exertion to prepare the 

soil, or secure the crop: But no regular or 

continued industry was necessary for provid-, 
" , 

ing the ample necessaries of life, to which 

their forefathers had been accustomed, and 

beyond which their ambition did not extend. 

The periods of labour were short; and they 

could dedicate the intermediate time to indo

lence or to amusemEnt, unless when their as

sistc'lllce was required for the defence of their 

chief, or of their families, or for attacking 

some neighbouring clan. Prowess on these 

occasi0115 was the most valuable quality they 

could possess, and that on whiCh their pride 

was founded ; warlike atchievements engross

ed their thoughts; and the amusements of 

their leisure hours generally c~)llsisted of ac

tive exercises, or displays of strength and agi-



lity, calculated to inhance their estimation a'S 
• >11-

warnors "'. 

THE portrait which is thus drawn of the 

character and occupations of the Highlanders, 

in ancient times, is a very remarkable in

stance of the high colouring which the sub

ject derives from the pen of Lord Selkirk. 

It is unquestionably true, that ther~ can be 

no industry where th'ere if, no room for its 

employment. But were the labours of the 

Highlander, in fo~mer times, confined sole

ly t,o sowing a few acres with grain, and 

reaping it when 'ripe ; had he not his cattle 

at all seasons of the year to take ca~e of; 

had he not the labour of procuring fuel 

constantly awaiting his leisure hours; and, 

can that man be,entirely idle, who has almost 

, every operation of domestic industry to per

form, which he must always perform awk

wardly, and therefore slowly ? 

THE ancient style of manners in the High. 

lands was more calculated certainly to form an 

"" P. 16. 



intrepid than an industrious character; for the' 

natural incitements to industry did not meet 

the attention so frequently and so strongly 

as to create any regular or vigorous exertion. 

But it is not hence to be inferred, that that :vi

gour of mind and ardour of application, which 

prepare aman for habits of industry, were 

wholly unoccupied, or did not exist; their 

exercise was only directed to those objects 

which the early stages of society present; 

but which change their form and lose their 

attractions in the more civilized periods of so

ciety, leaving their place to be occupied by 
objects more beneficial to the country. 

THE enthusiastic devotion with which 

each member of the dan looked up to its 

chieftain, is one of the most prominent, and 

at the same time the most artificial parts of the 

Highland character. But if Lord Selkirk attri

butes its rise, as he seems to do, to the original 

possession of the property parcelled out among 

the members of the clan, and supposes that it 

could only be maintained by unremitted at

tention to the arts of popularity, and un-



l,,_:unJ..:,J gcne:-osity on the part of the ch;ef

tain, he seems altogether to have mistaken it. 

His v ie\y of it would limit its effects entirely 

to the connection formed between landlord 

and tenant, sllperior and vassal. But the 

chieftains sometimes possessed little or no pro

perty, and yet exerted their authority and 

their influence very widely, very often in op

position to the inclination and power of the 

.immediate landlord. It had no absolute or 

decided connection with the feudal system. 

It preceded the introduction of that system, 

and was always independent of it. It was 

much more a patriarchal than a feudal attach

ment, though the forms of the feudal law 

came to be ingrafted upon it. It was the same 

form of government which formed the first 

rudiments of more artificial systems. Every 

member of the clan derived himself from the 

same stock with the chief, and looked '-WOll 

himself as one of the children of his fan:ily. 

He desired not, nor expected, to be treated 1S 

an equal; his profound respect for his chief 

removed such a sentiment far from his mind~ 

E 
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But he looked for no glory except through 

him, and considered no calamity equal to that 

(,Ii' his displeasure. His attachment was alto

Fether unconnected with his interest or his am-
e> 

hition; it had the strength of a native instinct; 

and acted almost with its hlinuness. 'Every

/; duty, moral or political,was absorbed in af

, fection and auherence to the chief. Not many 

, years ha ve pas~ed since the clans knew no 

\ la\v but the laird's will. He told them to 

, \\hom they should be friends or eneDies, 

, what king they should obey, and what reli

, gion they should profess t-.' In the castle of 

the chief unbounded hospitality prevailed, not 

from any necessity of conciliating the at

tachment of their people, or any idea that this 

mode would be successful, but as a necessary 

result of the state of society. In a country 

which has neither foreign commerce, nor 

any of the finer manufactures, a great pro

prietor having nothing for which he can ex

change the greater part of the produce of his 

lands, which is over and above the mainte-

'I, Johnson's Journey, p. 196 . 
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nance of the cultivators, consumes the whole 

in rustic hospitality at home. If this surplns 

produce be sufficient to m~intain a hundred 

or a thousand men, he can make use of it in 

no other way than by maintaining a hundred 

or a thousand men *. 
As a proof of what has been advanced, re

ference may be made to a very singular do

cument, exhibiting a curious picture of the 

manners and state of society in this part of 

the kingdom in the 16th century. One of 

the enactments of the Scottigh legislature t, for 

repressing commotions in the Highlands and 

borders, sets forth, that' clans dwell upon the 

, lands of diverse landlords, and depend upon 

the direction of the captain~ chief, or chief

, tain (by pretence of blood, or place of the;r 

, dwelling) although against the will cft

, times of the krd of the ground.' Fro:11 

tllese last, therefore, hostages were not taken 

fer the good behaviour of their tenants: i~ 

,,','ould have been unJusI to have mace them 

'Wealth of Nations,B. 4. c. J. 

t Stat. 15 87, c. 94-



liable for the conduct of those over whom 

they had no sort of control whatever. But hos

tages were taken from the chieftains for the 

good conduct of every person who belonged 

to the clan, whether he lived under the chief

tain's immediate eye, under the direction of 

his tacksmen, or V.'JS resident upon the pro

perty of another from whom he derived 

right to the farm which he possessed, but to 

whom he neither owed nor paid any obe

dience. We thus find that the weakness 

of the government was obliged virtually to 

recognise an authority which resulted from 

the state of society, and which the attachment 

of their people continued voluntarily to con

fer upon their chieE 

In the course of the subsequent pages, it 

will probably occur to the reader, ,;vhy some 

parts of the sketch which is given by Lord 

Selkirk of the ancient manners have re

~eived so high a colouring: and the repre

sentation which is given of the effect produced 

upon the Highland character by the progress 

of improvement, will probably account for 
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some of the omissions which are to be met 

with in it. Amidst opinions and precepts, 

which are admitted to be so very novel, it 

,"'as necessary for Lord Selkirk to maintain 

this idea of the origin of the connection be

t'iveen the chief and the lY~'_ >nbers of the clan. 

This connection gave birth to most of those 

peculiarities in character, which were fast 

wearing away in this country, but which it 

was his object to preserve entire and una

dulterated iIl the New 'vV orId. But how 

could it possibly be conceived that this tender 

plant should thrive amid the wilds of C:a

nada, when transplanted from its native soil, 

and deprived of its natural nutriment. Lord 

Selkirk's opinions at once solve the difficulty; 

for if they be correct, he has nothing to do 

but to establish a feudal subordination simi

lar to that of the tacksman, tenant, and cotter, 

in order to transfer to himself that blind de

votion to a particular family, which can be 

traced back to the earliest dawn of society, 

and had received additional vigour fro·1 '!c

cumulating associations during subsequent 

ages. 



II. LORD SELKIRK proceeds to remark, 

that the change which the state of society in 

the Highlands underwent, after the rebellion 

of I 745, was great and sudden. The final 

issue of that contest annihilated the indepen

dance of the chieftains; and the vigorous 

mea$ures by which the victory of Culloden 

was followed gave to regular government an 

authority which it had never before posses

sed in that part of the kingdom. The king

dom was disarmed, and a sufficient force 

stationed in it to prevent any great and daring 

violation of the law. 

The chiefs now ceased to be petty mo

narchs. The services of their followers were 

no longer requisite for defence, and could no 

longer be made use of for the plunder of a 

defenceless neighbour. They were reduced 

to the situation of any other proprietors: but 

they were not long in discovering
1 

that, to 

subsist, a numerous train of dependants was 

not the only way in which their estates could 

be rendered of value; that the rents they re

ceived were far below those given for lands 
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of equal quality in other parts of the king

dom. 

For a few years after the power of the 

chieftains was broken, the influence of old 

habits seems to have prevailed, and it was 

~;:)me time before any great change took 

pbce; but, by degrees, the proprietors began 

to exact a rise of rent. Though the first 

demands of this kind were extremely mode

rate, the rents being still far below the real 

value of the lands, yet the circumstance \vas 

so unprecedented that great dissatisfaction en

sued; and the removal of some of the ten

ants, who refused to comply, excited still 

more indignation *. 
To these circumstances, the demand of a 

rise of rent was partly owing; but it was in 

part also owing to the peaceable state to 

which the country had now attained. Every 

man might now enjoy the fruits of his own 

industry ; and security never fails to produce 

both the means and desire of accumulation. 

By the intercourse with the southern pro

vinces of the kingdom, an eager desire for 

'" P. II. 



a.U the luxuries of an advanced sta~e of SD:"'

ciety was introduced; and a ready market was 

now opened for the productions of the coun

try, which of course raised the value of the' 

lands more nearly to a level with lands of a 

similar quality in other parts of the country: 

enabling them to pay, and inducing the pro~ 

prietors to demand a better rent. 
The progress of raising rents, and conse-

quently of discontent and di8.possession, the 

author ir:forms us, was slow. The gmtle

men, who had been educated amidst the ha

bits of the feudal times, could not at· once 

relinquish all the sentiments of their youth. 

The attachment of a numerous tenantry .... vas 

of so Battering a nature, that it was ofteJ;l 

preferred to pecuniary advantages, and little 

alteration was made till the generation of old 

proprietors was extinct. Gradually, how

ever, men educated under different circum

stances, and feeling more remotdy the inRu:... 

ence of ancient connections with their de

pendants, succeeded, who were not inclined 

to sacrifice for a shadow the substantial ad

vantage of a productive property; the full 



benefit of which, it i8 alledged, wa~ Incon

sistent with retaining- the population of their 

estates. This change, we are informed, has not 

yet taken place nearly to its full e~tent: But 

th~ Highlands are described to be at present in 

the crisis of change, which has' yet to pro

( duce its entire and unimpaired effect, in a 

:, country still teeming with the superabundant 

( population accumulated by the genius of the 

, fe~dal times ':~.' The full- and entire effect 

thus anticipated, it is not disguised, will be 

to drive out the largest proportion of the 

present .. inhabitants, as ' a few. shepherds with 

, their dogs will be found sufficient for all the 

, profitable work of an extensive range of 

, land t.' 
Effects which are ascribed to such a generai 

cause musr have taken place in every cOLln~ry 

which is now improved and civilized, where 

the feudal system and its accompanying r:1~m

ners have been formerly prevalent. \Ve arc 

not therefore called upon to contemplate in the 

contra',t between the present and former state 

'* P. 37· t P . 3°· 
F 



of the Highlands, an insulated and snl;tary 

fact in the progress of society, for which we 

~hall in vain seek a parallel among other na

tions. History will tea~h us the course which 

other nations have pursued in advancing from 

a similar state of society to improvement and 

civilization; and by examining the effects 

produced in these instances by the operat on 

of the same causes, we shall perhaps, bp able to 

account for those peculiar and unfortunate 

occurrences \vith which they are combined 

in the Highlands. 'Ve need not go be

yond the limits of our island for examples. 

The same change we know has been effect

ed in the Low lands of Scotland and in 

England. 

The change which took place in England 

was during the ti rne of Henry V: 1. who was 

enabled, partly thro' the losses sustained by the 

great barons during the contest for the crown 

between the houses of York and Lancaster, 

and partly through the power of the com

Plons, to finish the efiorts of preceding mo

narchs to crush the p0:-ver of the feudal aris ... 

tocracy. A new order had been grad~ally 
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i"tsing In the state; towns h:1d been built 

and made independent of their supenors; 

and every encouragement, which policy 

could suggest, was held out to promote their 

welfare. The rise of the commons was thus 

gradual and progressive; and~ '.vith them, as 

being then inGlpable of injuring the royal 

prcl\::',;Jtiy~\ the sovereign alw1Ys allied him

self JS a counterpoise to the greJ.t power of 

the G~~i'cns, \Vhen the army of retainers, 

'which each had formerly maintained, was 

dis1l1is~ed by means of the' vigorous admini

stration of Henry, they retired into the neigh

bouring towns and villages, which, {i'om the 

advanced state of the country, were SL;;:;clcnt-, 

ly numerous t~ absorb all the i~dustrious 

part ?f those who were displaced. I.',f e 

hear of no emigrations in consequence O{ this 

challge. Complaints were indeed made, and 

statutes enacted regarding the depopulation 

of the kingdom: but the appearances of de

population were entirely fallacious. The 

people merely changed their residence from 

the country to the towns; ann the eye, which 
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observed a ruined cottage or deserted farm,. 

forgot to examine the neighbouring village, 

which would have accounted for the apparent 

deficiency. The kingdom at large profited 

greatly by the change: the industry of the 

country was ccnc:ncted b~' fewer hands, while 

the industry of the towns 'vvas benefited by the 

additional influx of labour. But it was not tilL 

nearly a century afterw~\nh that the settlements 

in America carried off any of the population.. 

f ~· 1 d o .i2..ng,an . 

The accounts handed down to us of the 

stare of the borders bet,veen :England and 

Scotland, and of the opinions and employ

ment of the hostile clans of that district of 

country, shew that the same system of man

ners at one time prevailed there that till lately 

existed in the Highlands. In the series of acts 

of parliament formerly referred to, as hav

ing been enacted in 1587, for settling the 

peace of the country, we nnd that one third 

of the troublesome <;:lans, of whom postages 

were required, resided upon the borders. 

But now the same regularity and industry. 

distinguishes that portion of the empire which. 
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is to be found in the rest of the Lowland",. 

This is the more similar to the chano-e that is 
i b 

taking place in the Highlands, that the coun-

try is chiefly occupied in pa~turing sheep: 

yet we do not find <.~ny great and increa$ing 

emigr;.t.lons to a foreign country. \Ve only 

see the rise of the towns of Selkirk, Hawick,. 

Langholm, and several others in that quarter, 

by the gradual and silent influx of the novv 

unemployed inhabitants of the country. 

It is true, indeed, that the change in tLe 

Highlands has been' great and sudden:' it is. 

owing to this very circumstance that, in· its 

effects, the change has been attended by 

any thing so very unusual or so inconsistent 

with national improvement as emigration~ 

The ~ountry, 111 fact, was not ripe for the 

change. It was brought about by violence 

against the natural course of advancem.ent) 

and consequently before provision. had been 

made for such a step. 

Previous to the various measures adopted 

by government, in consequence of the vic

tory at Culloden, the Highlands were as 



completely separated from the LowIands 

of Scotland, as if these two districts had 

been under independent sovereigns. , A 

distinct origin, opposite manners, a different 

language, g~arded still more than even their 

then unaccessible mountains, the purity of 

their race from the effects of foreign inter

mixture, or even the influence of foreign in

tercourse. The state of society was entirely 

pastoral; neither tmyns nor villages had 

arisen among them. The powerful aristo

cracy and the system of clanship remained 

in their original strength; and no new order 

had arisen in the state, through whose influ

ence the sovereign of this country, indepen

dently of the power acquired by the right of 

conquest, could have destroyed the aristocracy. 

This, however, was effected almost instan

taneously by the sovereign of the British Isles. 

Ages probably would have elapsed before such 

an event could have taken place from the in

ternal energies qfthe country itself. Towns and 

villages must have previously arisen; commerce 

and industry must have been in some de:.. 

gree introduced; and the change would have 
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operated gradually and silently as it has done 

in other countries. The demand for an .,')1-

creased rent, under such circum~tances, if ac

companied by dissatisfaction, wa'uld have 

be~'n unattended by emigration: the dis

conrented population of the country w()'uld 

have been absorbed intI) the towns; giving 

a ~pur to their industry from the addi

tionzd capital carried into th m as well as 

by the diminished price of labour from the 

competition created by the numbers now 

looking for mployment. 

Nor let it be supposed that there.is any 

thing in the disposition of a Highlander 

which could have prevented the un,iversal 

rule frOlTl operating in this case as in every 

other. This is insinuated by I~ord Selkirk; 

but most certainly he is mistaken. For in all 

the emigrations which have been occasioned 

more by the mode of management on the part 

of the proprietor, than of caprice on the part 

of the tenant, wherever there was any oppor

tunity, from the near neighbourhood of a vil

lage or town, instead of .wanderi n?; to : he 

distant wilds Of America, the dispussessed 



tenants and cotters there took up their 

abode. There they turned their attention 

to the occupation most congenial to their 

temper and feelings. Most unfortunately 

for them and for the country, these oppor

tunities were few indeed. Thus we learn, 

that ' one fourth of the parish (of Kil-
.' malie) is still under black cattle, and con

, tains as great a number of people as ever; 

, and of those who have been dispossessed, 

, very few have quitted the parish. They 

, go and reside at Maryburgh, as several 

, also do from neighbouring parishes, which 

, accounts for the increasing populousness of 
-

, that village *.' The very same circumstance 

is mentioned by the well informed author of 

the account of the parish of Boleskine. The 

change of 5ys~em, ' when the principal tacks

, men exchanged their former tenants and 

, dependents for a flock of south country 

, sheep,' we are told, ' has- turned out much 

, to the advantage of the tenantry, who 

, thereupon retired to the town of Inverness, 

'iF Statist. Ace. of Scotl. vol. 8 p. 42 i. 
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'i and applied themselves to manufacturing 

, industry *.' 
These facts are of importance, as they are 

the result of experience: and if they should be 

.adverse to the theoretical conclusions which 

have been drawn from the supposed character 

of the Highlanders, the reflecting mind will 

have no difficulty in deciding between them. 

Such indeed is the versatile nature of man, and 

such the facility with which he adapts him

self to the varying pursuits of life, that it is 

impossible to reason a priori how he will be 

able to act in untried scenes, or to what a 

pitch his exertions will raise him when spur

red on by necessity. 

The above are recent instances of the dis

possessed tenantry betaking themselves quiet

ly to the industry of the towns. But a mo

ment's reflection must teach us, that as High

land manners were once much more exten

sive in Scotland than they now are, and as 

no complaints have been made, till within 

'ii. Statist. Ace. of SeotI, vol. 20. p. 26. 

G 
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these few years, of violent and frequent emi

grations, the change must have produced ef

fects extremely different from those which 

are predicted to be its never-failing accom

paniments. On examining a document 

formerly referred to, it will be found, that 

the estates of many of those, who were oblig

ed to give host"lges for their tenants, are situ

ated on the borders of the Highlan,ds, which 

form now as quiet and well ordered a part 

of the kingdom as is to be found within the 

co~pass of the island. The feudal system and 

clanship existed just as strongly there as it did 

in any part of the Highlands previous to the 

year 1745'; and yet, without any emigration 

to America, an encroachment has been made 

upon the former modes of life, and man

ner of occupying the land, all along the bor

ders of the Highlands from Dunbarton to 

Aberdeen. Any supernumerary population 

has been suitably disposed of, not dismissed. , 
;md the country has assumed -the character 

best adapted to the advancement of its pros

perity: it has become, in every respect, sImi

lar to the Lowlands, fi'om which it cannot 



now be distinguished. rhe towns of Dun

barton, Greenock, Glasgow, Paisley, Stir

ling, Montrose, Forfar, Aberdeen, and innu

merable villages have received the population, 

and hav~ been enabled to employ it in the use· 

ful industry which has been so beneficial to 

Scotland. The farms have by degrees been as

suming the size thought most convenient, and 

acquiring the stock deemed most adv~ntageous; 
but the numbers of the people have not upon 

th~ whole been diminished: On the contrary, 

this chaFlge of employment has given birth 

to greater and more profitable industry; and, 

without these supplies, the trade amI manu-. 
factures of this country never could have 

made the rapid' progress they have done 

within the last fifty years. No spot in tile 

Highlands is oftener yisited by tr;wellers 

than Lochlomond; and we need only re

mark the population employed on the ba;_,'~s 

of the river Leven, and the productive en;~cts 

of the industry there exerted, as a specimen 

of ~hat it is possible for the Highlanders 

-to attain, at some future, perhaps not :"ery 

distant period. A gr~at part of the displaced 
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tenantry of Argyltshire has found employ .... 

ment there. Various other situations afford 

similar advantages •. 

Since the s(curity of the kingdom, how

ever, has obliged government to introduce reo 

gulationsfor repressing the power of the High

land Chieftains; since povver consists no lon

ger in men, but in money, ar; it ooes in every 

ciY~iized or- improving country; and since a 

man's power of comm:1i1<iing the labours of 

others, is just eqtidtothe quantity. of mo

ney he can give in exchang~ for it ; it cannot 

surely be either wondered at or lamented, 

that the desire d' bettering the condition in' 

which we are placed, \vhich is the univer

sal passion and the spring of every improve

ment, should influence the conduct of many 

of the Highland proprietors. But the right of 

conquest having been exercised, the revolu

tion from-the one state to the other has unfor

tunately been rapid and premature. It is then 

the duty of Government, whose conduct has 

made the agricultural improvement of the I. ~ntry produce effects so vefY unusual and 

; . tructive, to provide whatever means can be 
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devised, consistently with national policy and 

the constitution of a free state, for averting as 

much as possible the evils attending the loss of 

so much capital and industry to the country. 

III. Seemingly conscious that the same ef

fects which had attended the breaking up of 

the feudal system in other countries, should 

haye occurred in the Highlands, Lord Scl

kir~ proceeds to remark, that, ' i~ one very 

, importailt circumstance, the ancient state of 

, the Highlands differed remarkably from the 

, i-est of the kingdom i-every spot was occu

, pied by nearly as many families as the pro

, duce of the land could subsist *.' This must 

indeed be allowed to be a most singular fact 

in political oeconomy, and it is a solitary in· 

stance; for even the great and populous em

pire of China is found to possess, within its im

mense compass, vast quantities of waste land 

which would admit of a greater number of 

inhabitants than it at present maintains. 

\Vith a vigorous and patriotic government, 

an industrious and sober Feople, a mil:;".cli-

* P. 25· 
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mate and productive soil, and in a countqt 

where agriculture is made a public concern, it 

might have been expected, that we should find, 

if we were to meet with it any where, every 

spot occupied by nearly as many families as the 

produce of the land could subsist. But Lord 

Selkirk desires us to look for an example of 

this singular fact to the Highlands of Scot-· 

land immediately after the victory of Cul

loden-to the inhabitants of a country whose 

manners were lawless and chiefs independent, 

-constantly at enmity with each other,-suf

fering from an unsettled government, the mi

series of famine, and the destructive effects of 

war-with a climate not uncomillonly favour

able to the productions of nature, and a soil by 

no means supplying this defect. The ob

servation must be allowed at least to have the 

attraction of novelty in its favour. 

It can scarcely be conceived how it should 

have escaped Lord Selkirk, that this is so far 

from being the case, that, by more vigorous 

exertion, and under a better system of agri

cl1lliire, the land has even already been 
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made to yield a much greClter quantity of 

food than it formerly furnished. Indeed it will 

be found in all those districts where sheep

farming has not been introduced, that t~e 

increase of population has amply kept pace 

with the incre::tse of subsistence; so that, upn 

the whole, the Highlands are now much more 

populous than they were fifty years ago, and 

that many districts, which formerly imported 

grain when the inhabitants were fewer, now 

need no foreign supply. As long as there 

is waste land which can be cultivated, it will 

be found in every country which is poor, 

and where the tenantry of course partake 

of the general poverty, that the only way 

In which this can be done, is by invi

gorating the exertions of the labourers, by 

securing to them the fruits of their toil, by 

pos~ession of the land which they have 

improved. Till the whole, which can be 

made productive, is cultivated, it never can 

be true, that there are 'more people than 

, afe necessary for carryi~g on the work that 

* P. 2, '. 
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'must be done *.' Most assuredly it can

not be said that t~e Highlands either in 

the present, or at any former time, have at

tained this pitch of agricultural perfection. 

Lord Selkirk sometimes speaks of the coun

try' as teeming with the superabundant po

, pulation accumulated by the genius of the 

, feudal times t.' By this phrase, it cannot 

possibly be meant, that the popula.tion ex

ceeded the productive po~ers of the. country 

for procuring subsistence. In this sense the po

pulation cannot possibly be said to have been 

superabundant; for the COUI~try now main

tains not only the same number of inhabita?ts 

it did before the year 1745, but even a much 

larger number. If there be any meaning at 

all in these high sounding words, it must be 

this, that the. populati(;m, under the feudal 

system of manners, was greater than is re

quired at a more improved period of society 

for procuring the same quantity of subsistence 

from the ground. There canno~ be a doubt 

of this. Perhaps few persons then exclusively 

themselves to agriculture: each family . 

t P. 37· 
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had to perform for itself many of the opera

tions of domestic industry which, in a more 

advanced age, become separate professions; 

and occasional predatory excursions demanded 

a portion of' their time from their other con

cern,s. Each family was satisfied with pro

curing subsistence,-they could have no oh

ject in accumulation,-there was no means 

of exporting their own produce, and ex

changing it with the produce of other coun

tries. As they had no wants to supply from 

abroad, they could do nothing else than 

make use of the whole produc.e of their COUll

try: more was not raised than was necessary 

for this purpose. But when the state of the 

country enables the inhabitants to accumulat~ 

stock with perfec~ security; arid the intro

duction of new wants makes it an object to 

do this as cheaply as poss~ble, and to employ 

themselves exclusively in it, are we to rest sa

tisfied with the same quantity of produce 

which the country formerly yielded? and is all 

the lab~ur, which is not required for this 

H 
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purpose, to be considered useless, and the po ... 

pulation to be called superabundant ? We may 

now see whether the statement of the argu ... 

ment be cortect, when it is said, that 'the 

'fact in reality amounts to this, that the 

'produce of the country, instead of being 

, consumed by a set of intrepid but indolent 

, military retainers, is applied to the sup ... 

, port of peaceable and industrious manufac

~ tures *' in other parts of the country. Would 

not all this take place in a much higher de

gree, if the country was made productive to 

the utmost extent of its resources, by taking the 

full benefit of the present population. Many 

more manufacturers would be encouraged 

for supplying their wants, and a much great

er quantity of surplus produce would be 

sent out of the country ~n return for the 

productions of their skill. The ground, 

which is now waste, would become fertile; 

and the people, who would otherwise be 

pbliged to weaken' our national system, by 

:;j, P. 77· 
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deserting the country, be usefully and happily 

employed at home. 

In mountainous districts, We are told, when 

a considerable population is collected into one 

spot, it is only where a number of hands are 

required for working mines, or where the 

abundance of coal has led to the establish

ment of manufactures. 'In the Highlands, 

, (Lord Selkirk continues) there are few 

, mines, and these of little consequence; the 

, country is entirely destitute of coals; and 

, though the inhabitants have an opportunity 

, of supplying themselves with peat or turf 

, from the mosses, yet this is by a process 

, so expensive and precarious, in a rainy c1i

, mate, that this fuel is by no means a com

, plete substitute for coals, and is of very 

, inferior value. "*' These statements lead to 

the following train of reasoning. 'The 

, Highlands are, therefore, on a par with the 

, mountains in the south of Scotland, and 

, those on the borders of the two kingdoms, 
, \ 

, with a great part of Cumberland and 
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, \Vestmore1and, of North Wales, and some 

, other mountainous districts in England. In 

, such mountainous regions, the most pro

, fitable employmen~ of land is universally 

, found to be in rearing young cattle and 

, sheep; which, at a proper age, are bought 

, by farmers in more fertile countries, and 

, fattened for the butcher.' The conclusion 

of the whole is, that, from the prevalence of 

the same circumstances, it must be expected 

that the lands in the Highlands will fall into 

the same general style of management; and 

that ' a few shepherds and their dogs will 

, be found sufficient for all the profitable 

, work of an extensive range of land -l\c; and 

, therefore a great part of the present inha

, bitants of the Highlands must, in one way 

, or another, seek for means of livelihood 

, totally different from those on which they 

, have hitherto depended tv' 
This is the foundation of the whole of 

Lord Selkirk's doctrines: if natural causes 

* P. 29-
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oppose any: other mode of employing those 

hardy and intrepid mountaineers, it would 

be idle to resist the future progress of Ame

rican colonization. For exper-ience teaches 

us, that the conclusion of the ingenious au

thor is but too just, that wherever the sheep

farming system has prevailed, according to 

the rash and unskilful mode in which that 

has too often been introduced, the old oc-

-cupiers of the land have been displaced; and 

it seems probable that the same consequences 

will accompany it into many other districts 

of the country. 

To those who consider the Highlands as 

fit only for breeding and rearing sheep for 

the rest of the island, this change will be 

looked upon as the most advantageous which 

can happen: as the fewer people are em

ployed in sending the produce of the earth 

to market, the occupier will be enabled to 

send a greater quantity, and thus increase the 

national w'·alth. But is it certain that this 

system of depopulation is really the most ad

vantageous for the country; Does the climate 
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and situation of the country present n~ dther 

means' of making it productive? Is it impos

sible that numerous improvements, requiring 

additional labourers, should be made· upon the 

present agricultural system? Do the seas 

which surround the Highlands furnish no 

object for the employment of those who 

leave their farms? Is the inexhaustible 

supply of peat so poor a substitute for coals 

as to be a bar to the introduction of all 

kinds of manufactures? These are serious 

and important questions well worthy of at

tentive consideration. 

From the experience of some late years, 

these questions meet with a most satisfactory 

answer. It will be found quite unnecessary 

for the populatioll to seek for lands to cul

tivate in America, or for the proprietors to 

look only to a flock of sheep as the means 

of obtaining an adequate rent. It is vel)' true 

that a small mountainous and inland district 
) 

in the neighbourhood of rich and fertile 

fields, will be best employed in rearing young 

cattle, which may be exchanged ,for the 



corn of the immediately adjacent district. 

But it is a very different case, when a who~e 

country is to be appropriated to this pur

porse ; when the iuhabitants are to be r(:-. . 

moved to another region, and the supplies 

of the necessaries of life are to be brought 

from a great distance. This condemns it 

to a stationary condition for ever: the pro

prietors have no chance of increasing their 

rents by agricultural exeltion: the country 

never can advance; its resources never can be 

drawn forth. If it possess arable land, that 

will of course yield an inferior produce; and 

the fleeces of its flocks must be sent out of 

it for the purpose of being manufactured. 

But these points will more naturally solIcit 

our attention afterwards: in the mean time, 

it will be sufficient tCl observe, that, to every 

one, the aspect of the country has not appear

. ed in the same light that it has done to Lord 

Selkirk. So far from being similar to the 

mountaincus districts in the south, and 

adapted to the same 'mode of culture, the 

two countries are pronounced to be ' very 



, different productions of nature. . The Che-

, viots are a congeries of tall hillocks without 

, regular vallies, and with little or no bottom 

, lands betwee~l them. The Highlands, on 

, the contrary, are formed of long ridges of 

'mountains intersected by extended vallies, 

, some of them of considerable width, con

, taining lands well fitted, by soil and situa

, tion, for arable lands of the first quality: 

, and even supposing a general plan of sheep

, farming. to be practicable, it would perhaps 

, be found most profitable to keep these lands 

'under a course of cultivation *.' Such is 

the opinion of one of the first rural econo

mists of the age, a man whom .no local pre

judices could possibly bias in favour of this 

opmlOn. 

Lord Selkirk himself adds an unintenti onal 

testimony to the same truth: indeed, it is 

not unusual for him to take the trouble of 

answering h~mself: he tells us that in the 

island of South Dist alone, the extent. of 

>It Survey of the Centro High. by Mr Marshall, 



good land, though not accurately surveyed, 

seems to be at least thirty square miles, be

sides ten or twelve times as much moorish 

pasture, partly improveable ; and we find no 

obstacle alleged against its being as produc

tive as it ought to be, except the miserable 

style of agriculture under which it is mana

ged,t. Now, in which of the districts to 

which his Lordship has compared the High

lands is this applicable? \V ould it be more 

advantageous to devote the whole of this 

island to pasturage, and import its whole sup

ply of grain? Lord Selkirk himself has answer

ed this in the negative; and every person who 

is acquainted with the subject knows that 

in this he is correct. It may be added, that 

no mountainous country in the world affords 

such a facility as the Highlands for the for

mation of good roads, which may be made 

nearly upon a level throughout the whole 

country: in addition to this, it is intersected 

in a very remarkable manner with arms of 

t Appendix, P·47· 
I 
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the sea, affording all the means of internal 

navigation. These circumstances point out 

the Highlands, if other causes concur, as 

much more adapted for agriculture, for inter

nal commerce, and for manufactures than any 

other of the mountainous districts to which 

it has heen com pared. 

IV. The ingenious author now proceeds 

to a branch of his subject, which, to his sys

tem, is extremely important; namely, the 

choice of employment to which the tenantry 

may have resource on being dispossessed of 

their farms. To them, as wen as to the cotters, 

who, by the ~ame progress of improvement, 

are deprived of their situation and livelihood~ 

two different resources, we are told, present 

themselves. They know that, in the low 

country of Scotland, and particularly in the 

manufacturing t?wns, labour will procure 

them good wages: they know lik~wise that in 

America the wages of labour are still higher; 

and that, from the moderate 'price of land, 

they may expect to obtain not only the pos-



sessiDn of a farm, but an absolute property. 

Of these alternatives, it is added, everyone 

who is acquainted with the country must ad

mit that emigration is by far most likely to 

suit tlIe inclinations and habits of the High

landers *. 
It is possible that, if there re2"Hy exist a n'e

cessity for the people lC::2vin=~ the Hif!hlands, 

it 'may have been 'at one time l"'ith many, 

'and may still with some, be t; \(' most ~Qn;eni:"ll 

to their insulted feelings, to leave the country, 

which, like an unnatural mother, seems to Ilave 

turned out her unoffending offspring to the 

world, houseless and friendless. The High

lander, too, may have formerly felt a national 

dislike at forming any settlement in the low 

country, which it would require strong induce

ments to overcome. But now that these antipa

thies are wearing out, and that the harsh shades 

in the character of the separate clans are by , 
degrees softening from more frequent inter-

course, can we suppose that men, so peculiar-, 

SI,III - -il - t *= • if 

* P. 47· 
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Iy devoted to their country, will resolutely'in ... 

sist upon quitting it? The introduction of a 

new system, by which, in a few instances, 

some may have been disposs~ssed of farms, 

which they looked upon t, be as much the. 

inheritance of their familie1i, as the estate was 

of the landlord who dispossessed them, would 

naturally excite great irritation and discontent. 

But can we suppose that the same feelings 

now operate, when the frequency of the oc

currence has prepared them for the event. 

The first idea may have been to abandon the 

country entirely; and discontent would carry 

them out of sight of those well known ob

jects of endearment which had twined them

selves round their hearts. Now, if it be at 

all necessary to displace them, (as it most 

certainly is not,) they must view their situ

ation with more calmness,-they can see its 

approach at a distance,-they can prepare 

. themselves for its consequences,-and they 

may hope, by the exertion of industry, again 

to revisit in comfort and ease the scenes of 

their youth, provided they do not place the 
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wide atlantic between them and their strong

est passions, Such unquestionably are the 

feelings of these people, if freely left to 

the i~npulse of their own. he3.rts; and ac

cordingly they would do almost any thing 

rather than leave their own country; and 

would contentedl y endure poverty, and all 

its ills, if they could but hope that their 

bones should fc:JCS'::; \vith the ashes of their 

fathers. 

Admitting, however, with Lord Selkirk, 

that the Highlander, upon being dispossessed 

of his farm, must have emigrated either to 

America, or to the low country of Scotland; 

and that this same alteL'atlve, and no other, 

will ever open to him, experience seems 

scarcely to justify the conclusion, that, with 

, a very few exceptions, we find the choice 

, of the Highlanders h3.8 been entirely regu

, lated by their ability or inability to afford 

, the expences of their passage to America* ;' 

fot the idea of emigration to America, after 



the resolution was taken of quitting the High .. 

lands, seems to have been often as much the 

result of necessity as of choice; it seems to 

have been confined entirely to particular dis

tricts of the country; to those which are re· 

motef,- om the manufacturing counties of the 

south, or from the few towns in the High

lands to which the people could retire. 

When they were all at once dispossessed, 

and in great numbers, and no new agri

cultural employments provided for them; all 

except those, who could find occupation in 

the fisheries, were obliged to leave the coun

try. Thus, from the county of Argyle, 

which many years ago set the example of 

this new system of management, ,it is a. 
very well known fact that emigration 

at no time has been great. The fisheries 

employed a considerable number: a still 

greater number were required for navigat

ing the shipping belonging to the Clyde; 

but by far the greatest proportion removed to 

the manufacturing towns-upon that river. It 

has only been in sl1ch districts as are remote 



from the Lowlands, and with which the com

munication is both distant and difficult, that 

emigration has taken place to the injury of the 

state: this difficulty is so much encreased, and 

this distanc~ so much magnified by the igno_ 

rance of the. people, that the direct communi
cation between America and the west coast of 

the Highlands was at one time', though the 

assertion may appear singular) easier and more' 

regular than with the law country of Scot

land. This circumstance, then, of remoteness 

or nearness to any place, which could absorb 

the labour of the dispossessed peasantry, seems 

hitherto to have reglllated the desire to emi

grate, among those who could afford to pay 

for the passage. As the country goes on im

proving both by a readier communication, 

and by the introduction of industry, the ef

fects of this circumstance must be much 

more universally prevalent. 

Whenever emigTation has taken place, 

it may be very true that 'the emigrants 

, have. been almost entirely of the class 

, of tenants; while the cotters, whom the 



c same change of agricultural syste~ has 

, deprived of their situation and livelihood, 

, have in general removed into the -ma-

, nufacturing districts of the south of Scot-

, land *.' But, though formerly, before 

proper employment eQuId be held out for 

the inhabitants in the more remote parts 

of the country, this statement may be cor

rect, still it will be found that the small te

nants have just as little inclination to emi .. 

grate as the cotters, out of whose reach it is 

said always to have been placed. It will be 

found much more universal than the favour

ers of emigration will c11US'e to avow, that 

wherever proper attention has been paid to 

provide employment for them, they have not 

shewn themselves so discontented with the 

change as rather to abandon their country 

than betake themselve-s to a new branch of 

industry. Very possibly they would have 

preferred continuing the occupation which 

their fathers followed before them; but it has 

'"' P. 57· 
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cost them a much less effort to leave one line 

of life and adopt another, than to take such 

an immense voyage as that to America for 

the sake of pursuing their former employ

ment. Although' this may be inconsistent 

with theory, it is still most strictly con

formable to fact, which many proprietors 

w~o have made the experiment can amply 

testify, In the course of these remarks, this 

will be made abundantly evident ; but, in the 

meantime, the following striking instance· 

may be given in the present situation of those 

Highlanders who originally composed the Ca

tadian regiment' raised in 1802. Great temp

tations were held out by government, and li

beral prOluises of grants of land were given, 

for the purpose of raising that regiment; nor 

can it be supposed that these inducements 

would be diminished in the representation 

of those who recruited it. In general 

the men were of the class' of tenantry, with 

the usual portion of the pride of indepen

dence, which they are supposed peculiarly 

to possess. vVhen they were disbanded, it was 

K 
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impossible for them to return to the High

lands, as their places had been filled up upon 

quitting the country; a few only were dispos

ed of ill this way: and but few would co~

sent to enter into a marching regiment, their 

conditions of service having been so much 

more inviting, and the experience of the 

treatment they were led to expect not being 

calculated to overcome their dislike. By far 

the greatest number are therefore at this 

moment employed, and happily employ

ed, as labourers in the neighbourhood of 

Glasgow. They have neither inclination nor 

intention to emigrate, because they are now 

no longer in the rank of tenants, their situ

ation being extremely comfortable, from the' 

increasing price of labour. Their children, 

.too, have an opportunity of very early being 

of use to their parents; by being employed in 

the manufactories, to which their habits can

not be averse, whatever may be said of those, 

of their parents. 

All Lord Selkirk's reasonings> upon the ne-
-

cessity of emigration are dra wu from those 
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districts into which sheep-farm;ng has been 

introduced; the effects of which seemed best 

to suit his colonizing views. But the preva

lence of this system has hitherto been only 

local and partial; and any person, in the 

slightest degree acquainted with the subject 

upon which he has undertaken to enlight

,en the public, knows that by far the great

est proportiGn of the districts, from which 

,emigration has taken place, neither have 

been yet stocked with sheep, nor are fit for 

being so. It is a fact, too, that emigration 

began before this system was heard o£ The 

first colony of Highlanders, who went to 

America, was in the year 1735, tD the settle

ment of Georgia; an emigration neither nu

merous nor respectable; but which was oc

casioned by the encouragement given by go

vernment to settlers. It was intended for the 

protection of Carolina frollI the inroads of 

the Spaniards. The, greatest emigration, how

ever, which took place, and which has 

been repeated at certain intervals since, was 

fro'm Skye and North Uist about the year 
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'l7'70' occasioned solely by a demand for ?l11 

increase .' of. rent, which later events have 

shewn the tenants could have perfectly well 

afforded to pay, but which they chose to 

resist, being contrary to what they con

ceived to be thci~ rights. Several of the 

tacksmen, men of some property, of educa

tion and skill, having a very great influence 

over their subtenants and cotters, settled with 

them in North Carolina. The emigration went 

on regularly for several years, arrangements 

being always made to. accommodat,e the people 

in the one country before they left the other. 

Not many years afterwards the same event 

happened, exactly from the same cause, from 

South Vist, from Glengarry's country, and 

from App:n. The emigrants trom this last dis

trict joined the settlement in Carolina; while 

those from the other two, who were almost 

all Roman Catholics, emi grated to Canada, 

which now belonged to the British empire, 

and where that religion was extremely pre~ 

valent. All of these were led by discon-:

~ented men of a superior class, who refused 
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to F~Y an adequate rent, and who stirred up 

as many :'.8 they possibly could to aCCO!11-

par:.y tl1fir fl~ ht, for the sake of profitably 

establishing themselves in America. If it 

were possible for Highlanders t,o be more 

comfortable and happy any where else than 

in their own country, it could be looked for 

or:ly from emigrations conducted in this man

ner. But when the sheep-farming system 

was introduced, and many Scotch settlers had 

obtained grants of uncultivated lalld in Ame

rica, the mode_ and necessity of emigration 

becameextreme1y different. Those who were 

disp~ssessed had no time to look about them 

to form any future plan at home; and it was 

only those of the poorer sort who ever thought 

of such a step as going to America. F or by 

this time the tacksmen had foqnd their way 

into the British army; they did not emigrate, 

and therefore did not incline to conduct a 

systematic emigration; while, OIl the other 

hand, those who had previously emigrated, 

finding the advantage of having more labour

~rs, assailed the poor and the ignorant tenant 



on every side with golden dreams of wealth 

and happiness, and fixed his wavering reso

lution. After the establishment of the inde

pendence of the United States, when every 

effort was made by the Americans to im

prove their territory; and when we also en

deavoured to strengthen our colonies, by giv

ing settlements in Canada to the loyalists as 

well as to the army who had served in the 

war~ the incitements to emigration were again 

renewed with surprising success; till at length 

an universal fever raged throughou~ the coun

try, extending over every district, whether 

capable of being s~O'cked with sheep or not, 

and affecting every person, whether capable 

of labour or not :-being as disadvantage

ous to the country to which they flocked, 

as, hurtful to the country from which they 

were flying; and, 'in both, calling loudly for 

legislative interference. 

V. The political effects of the emigrations 

from the Highlands next claim the discussion 

of the enlightened author. These, however, 

he has confined entirely to the supposed loss 
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of that valuable supply of soldiers which the 

public service has hitherto derived from the 

Highlands. Before proceeding to examine 

the author's views upon this subject, it is ne

cessary to consider minutely the loss which 

the country sustains by the desertion of so 

many of her hardy sons. 

The advantage which a country derives 

from its population depends much upon 

the character of the people; whether they 

be sober, industrious, and warlike; or lux

urious, idle, and effeminate. One who 

could have no local attachments to preju

dice his estimate of the Highland charac

ter thus sketches it: '- It is strongly mark

, ed, unusual circumstances having concur

'red in forming it. It might be wrong, 

, however, to attempt its, history here. It may 

" be sufficient to say, .that out of the aggregate 

, of these circumstances grew a strongly fea

" tured character; inquisitive to gain informa

, tion; cautious to retain it; and artful and 

, active in applying it to advantage: Features 

'which, though somewhat altered by a 
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I change bf circumstances, still mal"k to this 
, day the Highland ~haracter. I must not, 

, however, omit in this place to do justice to 

, the moral character of the nlOdern High ... 

'lander. Murder, cruelty, and even theft, 

, are rarely heard of; nor are riotings, drunk ... 

, enness, or any kind ,of debaucheries; at pre ... 

, sent prevalent among them, comparatively, 

, at least, with other districts of the island */ 
In addition to this;, it may be mentioned, 

that, at Inverary, where all criminal causes are 

tried for the southern 'Highlands; not a s'i~gle 
criminal was executed from the year 1754 td 

the year 1803; and at Inverness, where the 

criminal causes for the rest of 'the Highlands 

are brought to trial, nearly the same picture 

of good conduct is to be found. Such is the 

character of those men whom the principles 

of this work doom to perpetual banishment; 

and such are the dispositions which might di .... 
rect their industry to the good of their coun ... 

try. 

'" Survey of Centr. Highl. p. 18. 
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The direct loss sustained by this coun

try in consequence of these emigrations, is 

much more than is perhaps at first perceived. 

History teaches us, that the internal strength 

of a nation is in no case to be estimated by the 

extent of its territory, but by the number of 

its citizens, and the utility of their labours: 

that the population, the wealth, and the power 

of a state cannot be supported with perma

nence by any resources exclusive of home

productions raised and augmented by an in

creasing improyement of the soil. Other 

sources of wealth may be cut off by political 

convulsions; but nothing short of a convulsion 

of nature, annihilating the fund upon which 

national industry is to be exercised, can des

troy the basis of national wealth derived from 

the population and produce of the country 

itsel£ While there exists an acre of unculti

vated and waste land within the country; -or 

a market for the fish which swarm upon our 

coasts; or sale for the manufactured produce 

of our industry, every man who leaves the 

country must be considered as a national loss. 

L 



An estimate of this loss may be made from 

the following considerations. 

J. The emigrants, we are informed by 

Lord Selkirk, form the greatest number of 

those who are dispossessed. Data, however, 

are not furnished for ascertaining what that 

number is; but it appears that it amounts, 

in the sheep-farming districts, to at least 

three-fourths of the population of the coun

try. Admitting again that, on Lord Selkit:k's 

principles, only two-thirds of this num

ber leave the country, (the other third not 

being able to pay for their passage, or not 

chusing to bind themselves as slaves to defray 

the freight,) it will be at once seen what a 

number of able active citizens are lost to the 

state for ever. The industry thus transferred 

to ,another country is very great. But there is 

not only this loss in expectancy; there is also 

the direct loss of the expence of the main

tenance of all the grown persons who emi. 

grate; these may be reckoned at three out of 

every five. While children, they were ne-



cessarily maintained by the nation, and the 

whole which was then consumed is thus left 

unrequited; for at the very time that they are 

in a capacity of remunerating the state by 

their industry, they abandon the country. 

There is also a serious loss in p(lint of popula

tion. For although all the children under 

five years of age were to be cut off, it is very 

doubtful whether the effective population 

would be at all injured; other children would 

immediately supply the place thus vacated for 

them. The expence of the maintl!nance of 

those cut off would be very trifling. But 

on the other hand, while it must be very 

long before a nation could recover the Joss of 

all the young men and women between 20 

and 25 years of age, the expence of their 

maintenance- thus lost would be very con

siderable. It need scarcely be added that the 

effect of a decrease of population is to cause 

an encrease in the price of labour, which 

again throws the most powerful bar in the 

way of all kinds of improvement. ln some 

places of the Highlands, the advance, in point 



of wages, has been greatly disproportionate to 

what has taken place in the 10w country. 

2. We are inform,ed by Lord Selkirk, and 

it is indeed a well knowN fact, that the emi

grants carry out with them much more mo

ney than it could have been conceived pos

sible for persons in their situation to possess. 

An account is given of one whose capital 

amounted to L. 116. as a specimen of what 

others in a similar rank, and that not very 

high, might be possessed of. Many carry 

out much more with them, even t'o the 

extent of L. 1000. By far the greater 

proportion, however, transport along with 

themselves a great deal less. Suppose, 

that on an average ~each person carries out 

L. 30. it will be at once seen, that besides 

the quantity of productive industry, the na

tion is also deprived' of a very consider

able quantity of capital, amply sufficient for 

putting that industry and much m:ore into 

motion. In the year 1802, it is known, 

that 4S I 0 emigrants, independently of the 

passage mone.)" took with them abov~ 
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L. 100,000. in cash *. The industry of a 

country being always in proportion to the 

capital which excites it, the capital is reci

procally increased by the' industry which 

circulates it; and a capital is always the 

more advantageous according to the use 

which is made of it. If it be hoarded up 

in gold and silver, it affords no proEt to the 

state; if it be employed in exerting agricultu

ral industry, it is the most beneficial mode 

of employing it. Its loss is so' much the more 

to be deplored. The expenees of national 

defence must always remain the same, while 

the same terr~tory is to be defended. But if, 

instead of deserting the country, the capital 

and additional industry of the emigrants re

mained to operate on each other, the burden 

of the expences of the state would fall lighter 

upon the community at large. 

3. It is no doubt true, that the emigrants, 

w hen in America, will still have a demand 

for various manufactures with which we sup-

* Apr. C. to Third Rep. on Coasts, &c. of Scotland. 
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ply that great continent. They will thus in 

some measure' encourage our national indus

try and advance our commerce. But this 

operation turns the capital and industry of 

the country from the home trade into a fo

reign trade of consumption; from a trade 

where the returns are quick, to one where 

they are comparatively very slow; from a 

trade which brings the market as it were 

into the centre of every Highland estate,

to one which removes it to the opposite 

shores of the Atlantic. If the emigrants can 

be usefully employed in this country, their 

whole capital and labour is employed for the 

advantage of the state; and, after furnishing 

their necessIties and ministering to their con

venience, the surplus is exchanged for the 

produce ;of other countries. While, on the 

other hand, when they have emigrated, 

and no longer add to the population and 

protection of the state,. it is only a p3.rt of 

this surplus which they exchange for such 

of our productions as they require or can af

ford to procure. Industry at home must in 



the meantime Iangtiish exactly in proportion 

as these emigrations occasion a loss of mar

ket ali home; and still more from making 

the market which is created abroad compara

tively disadvantageous. They add in no 

other way to our national resource~, as our 

colonies on the other side of the Atlantic 

have never contributed either to our defence 

or the expences of our government. 

4. It has hitherto been taken for granted 

that the emigration is to our own colonies. But 

in former times this has not always been the 

case; as they have very commonly gone to 

increase the wealth and power of a state fast 

rising to commercial eminence: So that 

every person who leaves the Highlands, and 

settles in the United States, inflicts a double 

wound upon the power and resources of his 

native country. This is indeed a very seri

ous evil. 

The political effects then of emigration seem 

to be loss of population, and consequently of 

natiodal strength-loss of capitai, an~ conse~ 
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quentIy encrease of national burdens-loss 

of industry, and consequently of the means 

of supplying these defects. If we are not 

mistaken, the loss in point of population is a 

loss greatly and sincere! y to be lamented; 

for we cannot agree with Lord Selkirk in 

thinking that, 'indepel1l1ently of depopula

, tion,that nursery of soldiers which has hi

, therto been found in the Highlands cannot 

'continue.' It is very true th:1t the compo

sition of the Highland regiments is now 

in some degree changed"*; that the clan 

does not now fight under the chief, nor 

the diflerent companies under the hereditary 

officers; that as the rents are raised and mo

neypreferred to men, a regiment in the 

Highlands must now be recruited pretty 

much in the same way as in any other part of 

the c~untry. But can it be disputed that the 

hardy mountaineers of our native country 

possess In no common degree those qualities 

------------------------------------
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which fit them for modern warfare, where 

so much depends upon strength of body and 

energy of mind. Can the jail sweepings of 

a great town, or' the enfeebled inmates of a 

manufactory, be compared with Highlanders 

in that noble elevation of thought, and in that 

pride of national glory which makes them 

fear nothing so much as disgrace to the name 

they bear? 

The change, however, cannot be so great 

as is represented, and most assuredly it is 

not such as to injure the military character 

of our countrymen. It has not been cus

tomary for the chief and the subordinate 

officers to lead out the clan according to the 

old practice; since Highland regiments were 

first raised for the service of the state, it 

has been usual for some one, having the coun

tenance of the chief and the confidence of 

the clan, to command them. Thus much, 

however, was absolutely necessary; it is still 

necessary; and will continue to be so, till 

the present manners are entirely changed, 

and the recollection of former events entire-

M 
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Iy obliterated. Let any person unconnect

ed with the Highlands endeavour to recruit 

soldiers in that country as he would do 

at Glasgow or Paisley; and his want of 

success will most completely justify the re

mark, that the Highlanders are still so unlike 

the rest of our countrymen, and still retain 

so much of those habits which produced 

their most heroic atchievements, that they 

will only engage to fight under native of

ficers connected with their chiefs. In no 

other way can they think it possible that they 

should earn the laurels they conceive to be 

attached for ever, by a ki~d of imprescriptible 

right, to the Highland name. 

It will probably be found upon examina

tion that there is room for supporting the 

greatest part of the present population in agri

cultural industry, the best mode of forming 

a brave and hardy peasantry. But even were 

.a very great proportion to find their way into 

a fishing village or manufactory, it would 

require many generations before the glory 

and gallantry of their ancestors would be for

gotten, or the eager desire to imitate their 



deeds be extinguished. No set of men on 

ea~h have such a strong passion for national 

.glory, preserved under almost every circum

stance of distance, climate, and occupation; 

and the prede1iction they uniformly show to 

Highland regiments and Highland officers, 

prove t~at the pre~ent race still furnish th~ 

same source of national defence and tr~umph 

which is allowed to have been once the glo

ry of the Highlander. They must indeed un

dergo a very great change when their habits 

and feelings do not peculiarly fit them for 

forming the military establishment of the 

country. Sobriety, obedience, ardour, pa

tience of fatigue, are qualities eminently use

ful in a soldier, and eminently possessed by 

our countrymen. Inured to hardships from 

their earliest years, possessed of activity and 

courage which brave difficulty, and know no 

fear, they form a part of our bulwarks the 

best fitted for the defence of the state. This 

opinion is justified by the experience of every 

war in which we have been engaged, since 

the immortal Chatham called upon the High-



landers to fight the battles of their coun~ 

try, whether we look to the fields of Ger

many, the wilds of America, the plains of 

Hindoostan, or the sands of Egypt. Yet the 

regiments which there distinguished them

selves were not raised till the vigour of the 

feudal system was at an end. At a time 

when it has been necessary to encrease the 

bounty for recruiting our army beyond all for .. 

mer example, and when the demands of our 

navy are likely to embroil us with a powerful 

rival, does it become a real patriot to disparage 

the best source from which those difficulties 

can be obviated? Lord Selkirk ought to have 

looked well to the ranks of our army, to the 

situation of the British empire, and to the as

pect of Europe, before he attempted to dimi

nish the public reliance upon this resource; or 

hazarded opinions of which every avaricious 

speculator will eagerly avail himself, who, 

while he is inflicting one of the s€verest 

wounds upon his country, will claim the ap~ 

plause of having performed an acceptable ser.., 

vice to the state, and assume the privilege of 
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heaping abuse upon every person who con

scientiously opposes his pernicious schemes. 

It is very true, that it is not now so easy as 

it formerly was, to raise a regiment in the 

Highlands; but this surely does not betray 

any unfitness or unwillingness in the inhabi

tants to undertake a military life. Neither 

can anyone in the least degree acquainted 

with recent events, ascribe it with justice to 

the change of management. No doubt this 

last has its effect in the depopulated districts; 

but it is well known that the main obstacle in 

general has been (and it has required strong 

influence and strong inducements to get the 

hetter of it) the fear,whether justified or not, 

that they will be draughted into other regi

ments, and lose the glory of the national 

character by serving along with comrades, 

and under officers, who are not Highlan

ders. Their fear of being considered in the 

same light and upon the same footing as 

other regiments, has been able to check 

feelings the most congenial to their hearts. 

From this cause, mu<;:h more than from any 
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change of system which has yet taken place, 

is to be ascribed the hesitation which has 

been sometimes found among the Highland

ers to obey the call of their country: Expe

rience, they have thought, teaches them that 

their chieftains and officers are not sufficient

ly powerful to protect them £l'om what they 

conceive to be an unjust invasion of their 

rights. Their very unwillingness proceeds 

from a strong and seemingly indelible charac

ter which has eVer distinguished them, and 

which will probably endure as long as the 

political independence of our empire. 

The motives and conduct of the author 

himself give a sufficient earnest, that the spirit 

of the Highlanders, which lays the foundation 

of the great and generous features in their 

character, will not soon be effaced. It is ac

knowledged to have been one of the objects 

of all his perilous undertakings to preserve, 

even on the other side of the Atlantic, the 

same temper of mind which distinguishes 

them in their native countrv. The associa-
" 

tions from external objects, the impressions 
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fr'om sympathy of feeling, lay the fotl11da

tion of a national character: Lord Selkirk, 

howe~er, seems satisfied that when these ties 

are broken,-when clanship is dissolved and 
I 

chieftainship is forgotten,-when their coun-

try itself, and the deeds of their fathers live 

,alike to them only in the tale of other times, 

the same character may still be exerted upon 

a different field of action. If so, how much 

more naturally must it exist among scenes 

which recal every warlike impression to the 

mind, and among those kinsmen who can still 

point to the rude memorials of former times; 

although their occupation no longer be the 

indolent amusements of th,e shepherd state, 

but the adventurous conflicts of the ocean, or 

the animating pur.suits of the indmtrious vil

lage. 

VI. Our attention is now called to a position 

which, at first sight, we should most certainly 

not expect to find seriously maintained-that 

instead of emigration being prejudicial to the 

public interest, ' the effect on the commercial 
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, prosperity of the kingdom IS directly the 

'reverse. To give a just view of the subject, 

, the great change that has been described in 

, the general management of the Highlands 

, must be considered as one connected event. 

, Emigration is a part of the change: it is 

'one result; and cannot, in fair reasoning, 

'be abstracted from the other concomitant 

'effects. If the national prosperity is es

'sentially promoted by the causes from 

, which emigration ensues, this effect cannot 

, be considered as pernicious *.' It is not 

possible to yield assent to this reasoning to 

the length to which it is carried: it decides 

the question without meeting it. It may 

no doubt be true, that the present system of 

management is more immediat~ly profitable to 

the individual proprietors than the former was, 

and that it is therefore more productive of na

tional wealth. But the object of enquiry still 

remains; VV ould not the advantage ultimately" 

be tenfold greater, if means could be devised 

to prevent emigration taking effect as a con-

* P. 75· ' 
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sequence of the new system of management? 

How much greater would the improvement 

be, to turn the whole land to its most profit

able use, and to bring a market into the heart of 

every Highland property by the establishment 

of some branch of productive industry, which 

would afford employment to the people, and 

wealth to the proprietor? If emigration be 

a necessary and unavoidable precursor of na· 

tional improvement, we must submit without 

a sigh to the miserable spectacle of depopulat

ed fields and dreary wastes: but if these be r.ot 

naturally concomitant, but, on the contrary, 

hostile to each other, let us not lose the adva.n

tage of our population by being satisfied with 

the acquisition we have already made to our 

national wealth; but let us strain every nerve 

to make the acquisition still greater, and to 

avail ourselves of whatever the liberality of 

nature has placed within our reach. She has 

given us arable plains; let them be cultivated: 

and let our mountains be stocked with the 

produce be:;t fitted for them: let the raw mate

rials, the produce of our fields, be exported 

N 
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under all the advantages of manufacturing 

industry.. Let the people who are idle for 

want of employment be thus employed. , If, 

after this, we have any unemployed people 

desirous of emigrating, let them by all means 

leave us: Such could only be a burden to the 

country. 

If such were the system adopted, and if the 

change of management were gradually intro

duced, not only all emigration to a foreign 

country would discontinue, but there could nat 

then exist the most distant excuse for transfer

ring 'the seat of population from the remote 

'villages in the Highlands to the towns 

, and villages of the South *.' For surely 

this could not be an advantageous change 

for the state, even although it should take 

place ' without any absolute difference of 

'numbers.' Will the towns and villages of the 

south produce the same hardy and intrepid race 

of mountaineers that have so often made our 

enemies tremble? Is there not some danger that 

the people would, -in a certain degree, change

their manners and habits with their ,place of 

* P. 78~ 
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tesidence? At all events such a removal is at4 

tended with much distress, and many affect. 

ing ~ircumstances, in breaking asunder the 

strongest natural instincts, which bind us to 

our kindred and the scenes of our early en

joyments: and the country perhaps might lose 

some who may have a dislike to settle in, 

what is to them, a land of strangers. Nei

ther can it, in other points of view, be for the 

safety or advancement of the state, that a part 

should be turned into a desert, and the whole 

population ooncentrated into one spot. The 

improvement of no country whatever was 

ever effected in this way. The advantages 

resulting to the cultivation of the soil from 

the vicinity of towns and villages are well 

known; but, for many obvious reasons, their 

influence extends only a few miles. It is of 

importance, then, that this beneficial influence 

should be as widely diffused as possible, and 

nothing can do so, but the multiplication of 

towns and villages in all different parts of the 

country. It gives to all the same advantages, 

instead of creating a monopoly in favour 
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of one or of a few districts ~ and, by more 

generally diffusing incitements to industry, 

really increases the productive industry of 

the nation. Bulky alticles, too, thus find a 

market, when perhaps they would not bear 

the expence of distant carriage; or, being 

manufactured on the spot into a much more 

valuable and more portable commodity, they 

will find their way to a distant market, at a 

cheaper rate to the public, but with a much 

more profitable return to the district of pro

duction. 

Were the whole manufacturing capital and 

population collected into one or two spots, 

wages must rise in proportion to the diffi

culty of providing great towns with all the 

necessaries and luxuries of life; the expence 

of carriage from a distance necessarily adding 

one to other reasons for their advanced· 

price. This consequently must, in some de

gree, increase the price of the manufactures, 

which is always attended with this conse

q uence, that it lessens the demand for them, 

hy putting them beyond the reach of many 
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who would otherwise become purchasers. 

The wages in our manufacturing towns are 

often at so high a rate, that the manufacturer 

can afford to spend a great part of his time in 

idleness and dissipation; the profits of his la

bour for a part of the week being amply suf

ficient for his support during the whole of it. 

Part of these wages, too, he expends upon 

what the manufacturer may consider as a ne

cessary of life, but which certainly adds 

neither to the strength nor health of the in

dividual. 

Some years ago, several inhabitants of the 

Orkneys c~me to the manufacturing towm in 

the low country, where they got employ

ment. But they soon had the sagacity to 

discover, that they could perform the same 

quantity of work equally well at home, at a 

much more profitable rate to themselves, as 

provisions were so much cheaper there. They 

did so accordingly. Now, instead of the high 

wages in the south, occasioned in part by the 

consumption of such an expensive article of 

food as butcher's meat, the manufacturer in 
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the Highlands would give additional encou

ragement to tillage by the use of the vege

table productions of the earth, as well as ~d

ditional scope for the industry of the country 

by furnishing its manufactures at a cheaper 

rate. One acre raising grain is found to be 

much more productive of food, than one em

ployed in rearing and fattening cattle. It 

has been computed, that, for every meal of 

butcher's meat produced by one fertile acre 

consumed by cattle or sheep in pasture, 12T 

would be produced, if such acre were oc

cupied by corn crops; and 77+, if it were 

occupied by pOtatoes. The advantages de

rivable from the last crop, are thus im

mense: to it, under all its disadvantages, 

Ireland is very much indebted for its present 

prosperous state. The climate and soil of the 

Highlands seem to be universally favourable 

to its production, and it is by degrees, be

coming the principle food of the common 

people, who are beginning to appreciate its 

inestimable value. 

This glaring circumstance, that, from the 

wages he receives, the manufacturer can af-
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ford to be idle for whole days, shevvs, in the 

most distinct manner, that, owing to the pro

digious increase of our manufactures, there 

is a competition for workmen, who do not 

flock to the manufacturing districts quickly 

enough to allow wages to assume their proper 

level. The floodgates should therefore be 

opened, and the population of the Highlands 

should be more generally introduced into such 

occupations. There is a demand for labour; 

and every obstacle should be removed which 

prevents it being satisfied. There is no doubt 

that as the people have hitherto eagerly em .. 

braced this source of employment, they w~1l 

continue to do so. 

Upon the whole, then, looking solely to the 

profit of the manufacturer, it is not politic that 

the population should desert a cheap country, 

where the mode of living is sober, and the 

manners simple, for a large crowded and dis

solute town, where the reverse of all this is the 

case. As to the state itself, the advantage 

of retaining the people, and of profiting by 

the market thus created, needs not be dwelt . 
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upon. Nor is it just to the indi~idual pro .. 

prietors, that, to the other disadvantages con

nected with remoteness of situation, the loss 

of this artificial spur to industry and improve

ment should be added. Nothing should be 

done to produce this unnatural order of 

things. The state ought never to be unjust; 

and there is no fear that the Highland pro

prietors will be unjust to themselves. 

This diminution of tillage in the High

lands, in consequence of the prevalence of the 

sheep-farming system, Lord Selkirk remarks, 

'will probably be followed by an increase in 

'the southern parts of the kingdom. It is 

, well known that in England a great deal of 

''arable land is kept in . grass for rearing 

, young cattle and sheep; but there will be 

, the less necessity for this when the moun

t tains furnish a greater supply *.' Such a 

conclusion, perhaps, it was thought, would 

make these speculations popular every where 

beyond the Highlands. But there has, in 

reality, been no diminution of tillage upon 

* P. 79· 
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the whole; and the produce of the richest 

land, it is believed, is greater and more 

certain in pasture than in tillage; which~ 

along with some political reasons, accounts 

for the predilection in England for the 

first-mentioned mode of occupying land. 

But be this <1s it may, most assuredly it 

is unnecessary to depopulate one part of 

the kingdom to induce the inhabitants of 

another part to attend more to tillage and less 

to pasturage ; or rather still more to encrease 

the quantity of ground under tillage with

out diminishing its present quantity of pastur

age, for it is a well known fact, that Great 

Britain does not raise grain sufficient for the 

maintainance of its inhabitants. The high 

price at which a necessary of life must arrive, 

when supplied by importation, is the best 

encouragement for its production; and Eng

land has no occasion, for her own advance

ment, to diminish the quantity of tillage, and 

consequently the population of Scotland, 

while she requires foreign supplies of grain 

for hersel£ While' tillage is constantly at~ 

tended with a demand for labour, and conse· 

o 
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quent1y with an encrease of population, pas

turap;e just as regularly produces the opposite 

effect; and while this last gives encourage

ment to very few handicraft-trades, and still 

fewer manufactures, tillage may be said to 

be the parent of arts and manufactures, which, 

in regular progression, never fail to be ac

companied by commerce. So that even 

though its produce should not be so great as 

in fact it is, the advantages which attend it 

are such, that they should never be aban

doned unless the profits of pasturage greatly 

exceed what are derived from tillage. 

While, however, it is maintained, that, 

upon the whole, the present system is not 

unfavourable to population, its destructive 

effects cannot be altogefher concealed; for 

this great and important truth appears ""here 

we sholdld most certainly least expect to find 

it, ' that, in some districtsy the more seclud

, ed vallies, lying in the midst of high moun

, tains, retains carcely any inhabitants ;' altho', 

it is immediately added, that 'numbers are 

, every where found along the larger vales 

, and near the arms of the sea, by which the 



"country is SQ much intersected; hence , 
C there are, in almost every part of the High-

'lands, more of the inferior class of people 

, than enough to carryon all the work that 

'is to be done *.' The admission that in 

some districts there are not enough of people 

to manage the few agricultural operations 

which this favourite system has left to be per

formed, is most material in the present inqui

ry; as it shews that it is not always from ne

cessity nor from present want that the emigra-
, 

dons from such districts have taken place, and 

points out pretty strongly the justice of a re

mark that has been made upon the emigrations 

which took place in 180'1, that, ' not deny

, ing that some have no alternative but emi

, gration, by far the greater number emigrate 

, from the prevalence of passion or capricet.' 

This conclusion is very strongly corroborated 

by a circumstance mentioned by the same 

author, who is uniformly quoted with re

spect by Lord Selkirk, for every thing de

pending upon the accuracy of local informa

tion, although the conclusion drawn by each 

>IF P. 86. t Irvine on Emigration, p. 2,. 
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be very opposite indeed. '-In some districts 

, day labourers are become scarce; in others, 

'they can hardly be got for any price: 

~ hence, their wages have encreased fourfold 

, within the last twelve years. *' Such never 

could be the consequenc~ of a superabundant 

population thinning itself so as to meet the just 

demand for labour. It is indeed notorious, 

that throughout some parts of the Highlands, 

the price Df labour at present is higher than in 

the Lowlands, owing to the competition that 

arises from the diminished number of labour

~rs. The neighbourhood of Lochfyne may be 

mentioned as an instance of this. Great in

deed must be the desire of improvement, if, 

under these very weighty disadvantages, any 

such attempts are made; but what would have 

been the progress, how much capital would 

have been added to the state, and how much 

employment provided for industry, had not 

the too rapid adoption of sheep-farming ex

pelled the means of those improvements? It 
must be long indeed before, in such districts, 

'" lrvine, P. 80.. 



this diminution of numbers can be supplied 

from the natural encrease of the inhabitants. 

As the Noble AuthOl: is probably aware that 

the fact cannot be concealed, and that even his 

own statement betrays the melancholy truth, 

that population must be diminished by the 

introduction of sheep-fanning; it is main

tained, that a very great increase of produc

tive industry, among those who remain, will 

more than counterbalance this loss. ' \Vhere 

, the old system of management is broken up, 

, the utmost that can be supposed, with any 

, probability, is, that from an estate inhabit

, ed by 100 families, 2S or per-haps 30, may 

~ have the means of emigrating: and does 

, anyone, acquainted with the Highlanders, 

, entertain a doubt, that 70 or- 75 well em

'ployed labourers will perform work of 

, more value than 100 small tenants and cot~ 

, ters? It would perhaps be nearer the truth 

, to say, they will do three or four times as 

C much*.' This last supposition is quite ex

travagant; and the small number who are 

'" p, Sr. 
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supposed to emigrate, is quite inconsistent 

with those principles which lead to the con

clusion so often expressed, that a few shep

herds and their dogs will be sufficient for a 

large extent of country, and that the whole 

race of tenants must be drained off. But 

take his positions for granted, how does 

the population which remains become at 

once so singuhrly industrious and ex~ 

pert? It can only be, because sufficient 

employment and sufficient encouragement are 

held out for the exercise of their habits of 

industry. It can proceed from no other 

cause. By the removal of the emigrants, 

those that remain undergo no metamorphosis i 

tht;ir latent energies only are called forth. 

\Vould not the same effect be produced, if 

the same cause existed, although no emigra

tion took place? It most assuredly would, 

and all the misery of emigration, and all 

this w:u:te of labour would be saved. If 

in Prince Edward's Island, Lord Selkirk 

had found that 75 men could do the same 

work ,;vhich it had been supposed would re

,quire 100 to perform, \V ould he proceed in-
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stantly to banish the 25 who appear to be 

supernumeraries upon the ground now In 

cultivation? His Lordship is too wep ac

quainted with the means of rendering Ame

rica_ populous and productive to commit 

such a gross error in political science. He 

would employ them in clearing new ground, 

or in draining swamps, or in improving na

tural pasture. The very same rule must be 

adopted in this country. A waste of la

bour, in every department of agriculture, 

is not peculiar to the Highlands. As an in

stance of what other parts of the island ex

hibit, it may be mentioned, that in Berkshire, 

4 000 horses (one-third of the whole) are 

needlessly employed in cultiv:lting the ground. 

These consume grain equal to the bread re

quired for the subsistence of 5000 souls *. If 

labour were judiciously managed throughout 

the Island of Great Britain, there can be little 

doubt but that it might again make grain an 

article of export. There is no subject upon 

which splendid talents could be more benefi-

* Agric. Surv. of Berks. p. 46. 
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cially, employed than this. After such de .. 

fects are cured in other parts of the countty, 

Lord Selkirk may proceed to thin the popu

lation of the Highlands, if it shall be then 

thought necessary. 

It is remarked, ' If the gentlemen of the 

, Highlands are determined, at all events, to 

, preserve the population of their estates, it 

, is unquestionably in their power, by re

, placing their farms on their old footing, and 

, relinquishing their advance of rent. If they 

, do not chuse to make this pecuniary sacri. 

, ±ice, they must abide by the consequences; 

, and it is with a bad grace they come to the 

'Legislature for the means of obviating 

, them *.' But while such a mode of ma

nagement would not be advantageous to the 

individual, it would be just as little advantage

ous to the state. Under the old system, the 

produce of the ground was almost entirely 

consumed by its indolent inhabitants, and the 

rent was comparatively of triflinK amount. 

The value of the whole Highlands was only 
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the supply of some cattle and wool, instead. of 

that source of wealth to the empire which 

experience has shown that it may really be. 

'Vhile the military retainers WE're useful to the 

chieftain, very little other rent than their peno

nat service was required. But now that ci

vilization and laws have destroyed this engine 

of power and importance, the interest of the 

landholders goes hand in hand with the peace 

and prosperity Df the country. The land is 

now made to yield a much greater produce 

with a diminished expence of labour. H~ 

,then, it should be possible, as it clearly is not, 

to bring hack the emigrants, and replace 

them on the footing they formerly were, 

it would be impolitic and unjust to do 

so. The old system could be advantage om 

-to the state only in the view of providin;:; 

a nursery for our army and navy; and al

though it might, with some degree of plausi:

hility, be urged, that laying out of view 

every pers~nal consideration connected with 

the peculiar manners of the Highlanders, and 

the composition of their SbC:~tr, the inc1us-

p 
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trious habits of the country would be less 

deranged, if, upon the breaking out of a war" 

they were always ready to fill the ranks of 

the army, leaving our manufacturers to the 

quiet prosecution of their various occupa .. 

tions, this would be imposing a heavy tax 

upon the Highland proprietors. They 

would thus be at the sole expence of pro

viding fbr the national defence. Weuld 

they not, in such a case, be entitled to claim 

from the nation some recOmpence for a pri~ 

vation submitted to for the ~eneral good ,_ 

This is not, however, a system which can 

or ever ought to be adopted; sound policy 

forbids it; it would in fact put the nation to 

the expenee of a war establishment in time 

of peace: and Lord Selkirk surely cannot be 

serious when he says, it is the only alterna~ 

tive for those who wish to retain the popula

tion of their estates. Neither need any 

well-wisher of his country fear that the 

Highland proprietors, if they should not chuse 

-to adopt thi& only alternative '\IV hich i8 held out 

to them, will, from inattention to· their peo

FIe's true interests, abandon them to Ameri ... 
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can colonizers. 'They know well that the cir .. 

cumstances of the country, and the disposition 

of its inhabitants, point out: much more ge .. 

nerous and enlightened plans, which, it is 

hoped, will the more steadily be pursued 

from discussions, the only effect of which 

will be to make the subject more and more 

understood. 

If, indeed, Lord Selkirk could persuade the 

public, that the fact regarding the depopula

tion of the Highlands 'in reality amounts to 

, this, that the produce of the country, in

, stead of being consumed by a set of intre

'pid but indolent military retainers, is ap

, plied to the support of peaceable and in ... 

, dustrious manufacturers *; then might he 

claim some merit from having freed society 

of these useless, or rather burdensome mem

bers. But no one, who opposes Lord Sel

kirk's plans, wishes to bring back the cus

toms or the indolence of former times. It 

is mistating the question in dispute to say 

so. What we maintain is, that in this country 

" .... _f - G -m~ # , ' 
,., 

.". P. 77· 
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the HighhnJer will exert his industry with

the same vigour he is said to do amidst the

woods of America; that- he only wants pro-

per incitements and proper opportunities for

doing so; anJ that these are every where to: 

be met with in the Highlands with an abun

dance which the present population will be, 

unable fully to exhaust. In this way a great

er deillanJ "yilt be created for'the labour of 

the m;'l1.1ufacturer; and a> greater supply o£ 

necessaries "lNill be sent to him to feed his· 

wants; at the same time that the s'tate will· 

acquire :llid:tional' strength from the numbers. 

she maintains, and assume a more imposing' 

aspect a.midst the political convulsions of the· 

times. 

The HighlanJ proprietors most certainly. 

need not be ashamed to demand the assist-. 

ance of the Legislature to ensure the success; 

of their efforts for obviating the necessity oft 

emigration. Not indeed by any restrictive re

gulations; but by assisting them in providing.: 

employment for the people at home. For,: 

as.already remarked,)t is very much owing, 
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vernment, that this rage for emigration has' 

&isen. The change of manners was violent~ 

ly introduced, before the immediate means' 

of, absorbing the displaced or discontented 

population into ot-her occupations could be 

provided. But, independently altogether ot 

this claim of right \vhich the Highland pro~ 

prietors ha'..z:e upon government, surely the 

interest of tJle nation at large demands that the 

IJapital aDd industry of the country shall never 

"be forced to abandon her, unless it shall pOo .. 

l,itically (;onduce to her advantage. That i~ 

cannot possibly do so, as long as an acre re~ 

mains ullcultivated, is" too obvious to need 

illustration. If any unjust prohibition or im .. 

politic discouragement stands in the way of 

the free course of national industry, it is the 

duty of government instantly to remove the 

obstacle, and
4 

to repair the loss which it rna)'!' 

have occasionecL 

VII. 'Every friend to his country,' says 

Lord Selkirk, ' would rejoice if they (the 
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Highland proprietors) , could find the means 

, of obviating the local depopulation of their 

'district, by the introduction of suitable 

, branches of productive industry *.' 
Such a correct view of the advantages re

sulting to the country from this very effectual 

mode of preventing the necessity of emi

gration, it is pleasing to fiRd followed up 

by these observations: 'Among these the 

, most promising is the cultivation of waste 

'land. Some attempts have been made in 

'the Highlands to turn the superfluous po-' 

, pulation to this branch of industry. 'the 

'success with which they have been attend. 

, ed is sufficient to encourage further experi

'ments.' Some of the obstacles which ob .. 

struct the compleat success of this measure, 

such as short leases, and the little encourage

ment which it is said has hitherto been given 

by the proprietors, are then pointed out: 

this conclusion, however, is drawn from the 

whole, 'that there is no probability that this 

'" P. 91• 



• resource can have any effect in diminishing 

'the emigrations. It is only to the poorest 

, of the people that this can be rendered ac ... 

, ceptable; by the tenants even of the lowest 

, order, it would be considered as too great 

, a degradation *.7 
This subject is so very important that 

it demands a more minute discussion than 

has been bestowed upon it. If, whered 

ever it has hitherto been tried, it has 

been successful, as it is admitted to have 

been under every disadvantage, it will be 

rlifficult to conjecture to what extent it would 

succeed, if the most judicious plans were 

adopted. ~ven although it should be 

true, that its success is confined to the poor

.er class of people, this of itself would be sin

gularly advantageous to the state. But if it 

shall be found that there is really nothing 

which can confine these benefits to the 

poorer sort, but that they are greedily sought 

after by the whole class of small tenants, the 

importance of this sort of employment must 
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he at once obvious. As it will immediate1t 

appear that such really is the ,case, we cannot 

help thinking that Lord Selkirk's well known 

talents in rural and political eC<?L1omy would 

have been more usefally and honourabl y em

ployed, in illustrated proper systems of im!. 

provement for the Highlands, than in the 

speculations his eloquence has illustrated, and 

the plan he has so much exerted himself to 

recommend. 

It is frequently insinuated by Lord Selkirk, 

in the cours,e of his observations, that the most 

beneficial use to which the district of the 

Highlands can be applied, is to bethe breed

ing country of the united king~om, as being 

throughout more fitted for pasturage than for 

:raising grain. Like most other general ob

servations, this can· by no means be admit

ted to be in all respects correct. In many 

very remote districts, sufficient grain is raised 

for the consumption of the whole inhabitants, 

and even from some of the western isles grain 

is an article, of export. There is no doubt that 

the Highlands could rai.se enough of grain for 

the support of a greater number of inhabi-
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The remark of Lord Selkirk, it is very true, 

'applies more justly to some parts of the wes

tern coast, "yhere' the climate is so Vi'et and 

-stormy that in some years the crop of grain 

cannot be secured, although even in this dis

trict, ' wherever grain is cultivated, it is ex

, tremely productive "* ;' and it is well known 

that every species of green crop is there raised 

with great success. 

It may very possibly be thought that the 

encreasing adoption of the sheep-farming 

system, is a sufficient proof that it has been 

found to be the most profitable mode of ru

ral management. But this cannot be con

sidered as by any means an accurate crite

non. It has not yet been poied, for a suHi-· 

cient length of time, to ascert3in accurately 

its advantdges, compared with other mod(:s. 

It is unquestionably much more profitable 

than the old syst~m, and requires much 

less advance of mcney on the part of the 

"* ;;1ifvC'T of the North Counties, p. f 18~_ 

Q 



landlord. This is all that can yet be said 

of it; but this of itse1f is quite enough to 

procure it very universal adoption. Had 

the same attention been employed in im

proving the breed of cattle in many of 

those districts which hJ.vi; reaped the bene

fit of tLe care bcstO\ved upon sheep-farm

ing, and had proper winter food been raised 

upon the arable land for them, there cannot 

be a doubt that the value of such a farm 

would have been superior to what is now 

obtained; and without any of the evils of de

population. There are many situations much 

better adapted to rear black cattle than sheep; 

;:mu it may be said of the whole Highlands, 

that they arc equally adap~ed for either, except 

upon the sides of some of the steepest, or the 

tops of some of the highest of the rang(s of 

mountains; and wherever it is possible to 

}ear cJ.ttle) they are much more advantageous 

to the grazier than sheep, whose greatest pro

l'tTty is to feed in those p1aees which cattle 

.:~~nnot rClch. Besides, altbough the price of 

l.;h:::cp continues high, from. the vast quanti-
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tics required for stocking the counth', and 

the tenant is thus enabled to pay a good 

rent, the immense increase in the quantity 

of this stock will certainly greatly diminish 

the price of the produce. Before a great pro

portion of the Highlands can be fully stocked, 

the market will be glutted-a sale must be for

ced-consequently the price diminished. This 

seems even already in some measure to have 

taken place, as the price of lambs has fallen 

considerably at the latest markets in the 

Highlands, not 80 many being now requir

ed for new stocks. In all probability the 

country will be obliged again to return to 

the corn and cattle system, wherever such a 

system is advantageous. This is the more 

likely, if the quantity of cattle reared be 

diminished from their place beillg occupied 

by sheep; for, in that case, the value of the 

black cattle stock must rise in proportion, till 
a much greater profit be derived from it 

than from sheep. But how difficult will 

the return be to the corn and cattle syg:... 

tem? No more inhabitants wi.ll have been re. 



tained than could attend to the great- sheep' 

\valk, which is to embrace the principal parr 

of the Highlands; the encreased demand, 

for labourers will greatly and disproportion

ately increase the price of labour, so as com

pletely to discourage any change of system; 

and the slowness with which this demand 

can be supplied by a population increasing 

:tram natural means, will powerfully retard 

the progress of improvement. It is not at all 

likely that, in such a st{lte of things, any 

strangers would migrate to the Highlands. 

To a person not a native, it does not present, 

ailY very alluring objects: so that while we con ... 

elude, with an intelligent observer, that' the 

, joint productions of corn, cattle, and sheepj' 

app(!ar most likely to give permanency ami 

~ certainty to the prosperity of the coun-

tri~', we must also agree wirh him, that 

the proper time for adopting this system, is 

, while there are people in the Highlands, r 
sufficient for these purposes. The same authOl' 

'" SUloyey of Centro High!. p. 56. t P. 5,2. 
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t declares, th",t th~ argument which has. been 

, held about whether the Highlands should be 

, inhabited by the human species or by sheep, 

r.. can have no sufficient ground until the coun

, try be rendered fully productive, and fit fO!; 

, the support of either. At present it rnay be 

~ said to be in a state of wildness not unsimila.:: 

, to that of the wi1ds of America.' Th~ pos

sibility and advantage of retrieving it from 

this state must place in a most striking pOiL~ 

of view, the impolicy of emigration. Tllt~ 

greatest erforts- of human, industry have been 

made from the influence of necessity; and nQ 

country -will ever be made to maintain near

ly the population its physical powers give ir 

a capacity of doing, if its inhabitants leave i~~ 

whenever they find land in some other re·. 

gion more productive or more easily culti:,~ 

vated. 

Some circumstanees seemingly very obvious 

must have been overlooked by Lord Sel~ 

kirk, otherwise the idea could never have beel';}' 

for one moment entertained, that emlgra .. 

tion was necessary, far less that it could 
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have a beneficial influence upon the political 

interests of the country. 

That agriculture is yet in in its infancy, is 

a remark which cannot be confined to the 

district of the Highlands: nor is that part of 

the British empire singular in yielding a very 

inf&ior produce compared with its power of 

raising vegetable food. Great Britain, by 

the most accurate computation *, contains 

67,000,000 acres. Of these 7,000;000 are 

supposed to be occupied by houses, roads~ 

lakes, rivers, and other objects which render 

them incapable of cuhivation. Of the re

maining 60,000,000, only five are employed 

in raising grain, and twenty-five in pastu

rage; while thirty millions lye waste, or are' 

cultivated in such a manner as to be extreme. 

Iy unproductive. Within the last fifty years, 

however, much has been done to reclaim 

these wastes: no less than 2,800,000 acres 

have been improved and inclosed t; and it 

-------------------------------------
'it Sir John Sinclair's. 

+ MCArthur's Pol. and Fin. Facts, c. 13. 
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has been calculated that if a third of the 

waste lands had been brought into a proper 

state of cultivation, they vwuld have afforded 

maintenance for double the population that 

the island ~t present contains. Had we 

been able to oppose a population of twen

ty-two millions to the towering ambition of 

France, how much less reason should we 

have had to dread the event of the present 

contest? 

It will not be thought surprising, after the 

details which have been given of the former 

state of the Highlands, that they should be 

found to contain at least an equal proportion 

of waste lands with any other part of the king~ 

clom. Those, however, who are best ac

quainted with the rural economy of the dis

tricts of the country where these are situ

ated, point them out as highly improveable, 

and as affording a valuable and important ad

dition to our national wealth. Every page 

of the Agricultural Surveys of the High

land counties, as well as of the more minute 

details of the Statistical Accounts of the High ... 



[and parishes" place this subject in a most 

conspicuous point of view. Indeed it is Im

possible for any person to travel through the 

Highlands without remarking, that the same 

~pi1"it of agricultural improvement, which so 

remarkably distinguishes the rest of Scot

hnd, is making rapid, though late, advances 

into every part of this hitherto neglected 

district: and when we compare even itB 

present with its former state, we cannot but 

wonder at the prodigious quantity of waste 

ground which every year sees added to the 

productive resources of the country. It is 

'not alone in the wild district of Rannach, tha~ 

the following is a true picture. Every cor

ner of the country can furnish similar in

stances. 'In my neighbourhood, there are 

c; fields, 'which, in their natural unimproved 

(; state, were scarcely wOlth any thing, but 

~ which will now set at 21. or 31. an acre. 

'" A field of from four to six acres yields a 

• crop of hay which cells for 301. or 401. I 

., have seen those fields mere black moss, or 

(; l"ocks, stones, or brushwood, Eke inaccessible 
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'jungles of India or America *.' Political 

circumstances are now permitting the country , 
to enjoy the benefit. of such improvements; 

so that tbe present moment seems least of 

any fitted for insisting upon the inhabitants 

quitting their native country to find employ

ment amidst the pestilential swamps of Ame-

rIca. 

It is impossible, in a sketch like this, to 

enter minutely into the subje~t; nor to dis

cuss the capacities of different parts of the 

Highlands for employing the population in 

this branch of industry: But the following 

account of one district may serve as a speci

men of all the rest: 'In this county (Argyle) 

, there is a vast quantity of waste land, which 

, is capable of cultivation. Much of this 

, land" if'improved, would be of more value 

, than a great part of what we have now in 

'tillage. Our forefathers, ignorant of the 

, art or advantage of draining, pitched not 

, upon the best, but upon the driest fields. 

, If the plain was too wet to admit the plough, 

'" Irvine, p. 1 16, 
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, they pa%ed by it, and tore up the face of a 

, bleak and barren hill, where there was nei

, ther soil nor shel;er. Hence a gr'eat deat 

, of our best soil remains in a state of nature. 

, The quantity of waste land capable of culti.

'vation, that may be in the continental part 

, of the count;;-, may probably, at a low cal. 

'culation, be stated. at an average at 2000 

'acres to each parish, or about 50,000 in 

, all *.' This most unquestionably exhibits 

the country in a very diflerent point of view. 

from that in which it has been placed by 

Lord Selkirk. The Rev. Author was called 

upon to exhibit a faithful narrative of what 

he had the best means of knowing; while 

the opposite representation is essential to the 

specu1ations of anyone whose interest it is 

that America should be supposed the only field 

for the industry of the Highlander. N ume

I"OUS extracts might be produced in support 

of the opinions of Dr Smith; but, .on the 

present occasion, one other quotation only 

* Surv. of Argyle by Rev. Dr J. Smith, p. 17 1• 
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shall be offered. It will be the more readily 

forgiven, as it contains the opinion of one 

without any national partiality to bias his 

judgment, and with too intimate a knowledge 

of the subject to suffer any deception to mis

lead him. 'The central Highlands do not 

'produce a sufficient supply of veg~table 

, food for their numerous inhabitants. lVl'=nl 

, is every rear, I believe, brought i!1to it) clnd 

, some years in considerable quantities: and 

'this, notwithstanding the country, if fully 

, reclaimed and properly cultivated, \vould, I 

, am of opinion, produce more than enough 

, forthe present, ora greater number ofinha

, bitants *.' Will anyone doubt that it is 

better to employ the present inhabitants in 

reclaiming the country, and raising vegetable 

food for the present, and even an increased 

population, than to drive them o~t of it fram 

a supposed want of sources of productive in

dustry for employing them? 

In the cultivation of waste land, it may be 

.affirmed without fear of contradiction, that 

'" Survey of Centro Highi. p. 21. 
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the whole amount of the people, who. 

must be displaced by the prevalence of sheep~ 

farming, where judiciously pursued, might 

be usefully employed very much to the ad

vantage of the state, as well as to their own 

individual comfort. The capital which goes 

out of the country to cultivate the wilds of 

America, would just serve the same purpose 

here, saving, at the same time, to the cultiva

tors the expence of the voyage. Give them 

leases sufficient to secure a proper reward 

for their labour, and there is no fear of their 

becoming any longer bondsmen to American 

Colonizers: Nor has it been found that 

many of those, who have sufficient proper

ty to purchase lands for themselves, insist 

upon carrying themselves and their families 

to a -foreign country, if they can embark 

their little fortune in similar adventures on 

this side of the Atlantic: A few, no doubt, 

may have done so; but they are not nume

rous. These exceptions, however, cannot. 

affect the general argument: find employment, 

upon the extensive wastes which every- wher~ . 
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desolate the country, and by far the greatest 

proportion of the present inhabitants will 

eagerly grasp at it. The cultivation of 

waste land obtained through these means, in 

fact', adds to the territory of the state; and, 

by doing so, at the same time increases its 

resourses and population. For while so 

much ground, capable of cultivation, remains 

in a state yielding little or nothing, the 

country is just as little benefited by it as 

if it did not exist. But if reclaimed, 

which the present population affords in a 

gr.eat measure the means of doing, it supplies 

much more effectually to the &tate, although 

perhaps not to ~ertain individuals, all the ad

vantages which can' possibly be expected to 

result from the most flourishing condition of 

our foreign colonies. 

Nature-~ indeed, has for this purpose been 

bountiful in her favours, as perhaps no coun

try contains a greater variety or a greater quan

tity of those natural stimuli which add fresh 

vigour to the soil, and repair the waste pro

duced by frequent cropping. We possess mar~ 
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bIe, limestone, marIe, sea shells, and sea-weed, 

or ware as it is called, almost every whe~e, 

and in great abundance, both in' the inte

rior of the country and along the sea shor:e ; 

we have rills of water every where flowing 

for the profitable uses -of irrigation; and we 

may also add, although it may provoke a 

smile, that we have an inexhaustible supply of 

peat moss, the effects of which, as a valuable 

manure, are becoming generally known and 

acknowiedged. It is indeed a most important 

acquisition to agricultural science~ 

Of such advantages we are beginning to avail 

ourselves. Already a very material improve. 

ment has been made in the rural oeconomy of 

the Highlands, by v;hat may be tenned the 

syste~ of crafting. By it every different varie .. 

ty of ground upon a Highland estate is turn

ed to itS proper use, and every person em

ployed to the best advantage. All the arable 

grounds in the bottom of the vallies, on the 

sides ~f the hills, on the. banks of rivers, and 

the margins of lochs, are laid out in small 

farms, consisting of from ten to twenty acres, 

or perhaps more.· \ Upon each of these 
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lots one family is' set down, each of which 

enjoys all the benefit of its own industry; 

sometimes each has arso a portion of g:azing 

ground. These possessions are separated from 

~ach other by proper fences, as well as by an 

enclosure from the farms which comprehend 

the interior and mountainous part of the es

tat<r,lupon which in former times perhaps on~ 

ly a few deer wandered, but which is now 

occ'upied either by black cattle or sheep, ac-
, 

cording as it is adapted to one or the other 

species of stock. In this way the proprietor' 

has a prospect of seeing a great addition made 

to the cultivated parts of his property, with

out any expence.on his part; and will in a 

few years obtain, a rent pehaps six, times as 

high as a sheep farm would have produced. 

The whole population on the estate is ac

commodated with certain portions of land, 

according to their skill, industry, and capital, 

so that individual interest and public pro&pe

rity go hand in hand. The Duke of Argyle 

has, prosecuted this system for many ye4r~ 

to a very great extent, as wdl as Lord Brea

dalbane; and with a little encouragement the 
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tenants have by their labour made im

provements by enclosing, draining, &c. to an 

astonishing amount. They are not only 

compleatly contented but thriving; they have 

exerted themselves beyond the most sanguine 

hopes of their landlords. Lord Selkirk per

haps knows, that all the attempts to persuade 

them in 1803, that ,their lot would be hap

pier in America, proved fruitless. The same 

system has been followed with the same suc

cess lipon the estates of Ardgower, of Locheil, 

apd of Clanranald, as well as in.,North Vist 

and the island of VIva; and it has been ac

complished still more lately by the Duke of· 

Gordon in Lochaber. After ~ccommodating 

all the inhabitants on his property, and many 

from the neighbourhood, still this was not 

sufficient to occupy the whole ground fit for 

crafting; and accordingly it was found ne

cessary to advertise for settlers from other 

parts of the country. ,So much is the merit 

of this system now acknowledged, that a plan 

has been given, within these few weeks, of the 

best mode of improving an estate in the is

land of Mull, which by universal consent is 



believed to be as populous as any othet estate 

in the Highlands; and yet, according to the 

-plan which has been submitted to the pro

prietor, nine new families are required before 

the whole farms and possessions can be occu

pied to the best ,advantage. In the same 

manner it has been found necessary to plant 

new tenants in the isle of Harries, in order 

most beneficially to improve the estate of its 

principal proprietor. Yet this is the country 

from which Lord Selkirk calls upon govern

ment to encourage an emigration of its peace~ 

able and well disposed inhabitants; and this 

the very time which he' has chosen for 

. making an appeal upon this subject to the 

public. In a few years more, these practical 

experiments would have been universally 

known, and rooted up the very basis of his 

reasomngs. 

This system has been of course attended 

~ith the annihilation of the tacksmen, aa 

middle-men between the tenant and the pro

prietor, and with the abolition of the ser

vices and the exactions which former times 

s 



had sanctioned. Nor is this to be regret

ted. Their tenants were in general less 

comfortable than those of the laird; though 

this certainly may not have been. universal: 

but, at all events, experience has always 

shewn, that such an order of men, between 

the owner of the ground arid the occupier, 

is a political evil of very great magnitude, 

and that scarcely any thing can prove a 

greater bar to the tenant's success, tha~ the 

claim which his master makes upon his time 

and labour. Neither have those tacksmen 

any reason to complain, as they in ge ... 

neral have received a farm perhaps larg

er than they ever occupied before, the rest 

of their extensive possession having been 

subset. Some of them, however, have been 

discontented, and have led to America those' 

over whom they had influence in this coun

try; w hose lot, it is feared, they have not 

always improved by the change. 

The following account of an experiment" 

upon principles a little different from those 

already mentioned, wil~ it is hoped, not be 
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displeasing. A few years ago, a large estate 

was converted into a sheep pasture, and 

given in lease to a few rich graziers at, an ad

vanced rent. So, much humanity, however, 

was shewn to some of the poor people, who 

could not provide for themselves elsewhere, 

that they were allowed one large farm among 

them, the rent of which was advanced, by 

degrees, to the general standard. There they 

sat down to the number of about 30 families, 

and, at a considerable expence, built for 

themselves tolerable habitations. The arable 

part of the farm, with as much ground as 

could be improved by cultivation, they di

vided into shares proportionate to their re

spective families. This being done, they set 

to work with plough, spade, and mattock, 

occasionally uniting their forces to perform 

what they could not singly accomplish. 

At the same time they joined the little mo

ney they possessed, with what they could 

raise upon credit, to put a common stock 

of sheep upon the mountain, and em

ployed a common shep~erd to look after 

them. Their flock prospered; and their 



ground, rendered fertile by their exertions, 

produced enough to supply the wants of na ... 

ture, which are all a Highlander requires, 

From 100 to ISO souls not. only derived 

their subsistence from the farm, but paid their 

rent, perhaps without a?y sensible dimin~tion 

of the cattle it was capable of m;:tintaining, if 

the plain had not been tilled*. 

There are some things in this narrative 

well worthy of attention. While the inter..., 

est of the landlord did not suff~r, thirty fa.,. 

milies had the me~ans of making themselves 

comfortable without the heart-rending pang 

of looking for comfort in America; and had 

the plafl peen steadily pursued, there can.,. 

not be a doubt that the proprietor. would 

have profited much more than . by the sys.,. 

tem of depopulation, which is so strongly 

recommended. The encouragement to in.., 

~ndustry effe<;tually. prevents idleness in the 

people; the less active being spurred on to 

emulate !he example ~nd earn the success of 

the~r more industrious neighbours; commu~ 

* S~at. Ac~t. of Scot1. Vol. X~ p. 563' 



nicating to each other the benefit of an ex

perience which may have cost considerable 

hardships and expence, till all the arable 

parts of the farm, by their labour and indus

try, are brought into a course of cultivation 

the most productive. \Vhen the great bulk 

of the present occupiers have either died or 

been otherwise accommodated, the whole 

may be put into the hands of two or three 

of the most intelligent and industrious either 

of themselves or of their sons; when the rent 

that will be drawn for it must be much high

er than that for any of the mere pasture 

'farms of the same size and quality. In the 

mean time, the proprietor ought gradually to 

introduce among them and their families some 

~asy effort of domestic industry, assembling 

them into a village for that purpose; or di

rect their attention to the prosecution of the 

fishery, if they be situated near the sea shore. 

By this means, the land will yield a rent 

which the c~nsumption of towm and villages 

alone can justify, and will at the same time, a

mong other singular advantages, find sufficient 

~ssistanc~ from the -inhabitants of these, dur-: 



ing the periodical seasons of agricultural ex

ertion which require the labour of many ,more 

hands than are usually employed upon the 

farm. By such management as this, the hills 

might be covered with sheep, and the 'plains 

with grain; the Highland estates would be 

improved, while the people would be ren

dered hap~y. 

It need not be dissembled, that through

out a very great part of the Highlands, the 

state of husbandry is just as bad as possible; 

the very same which was once universal 

throughout the whole of Scotland, and which 

prevailed even in some of the best cultivated 

districts of the low country, within the me

mory of the present generation. The soil 

is often cropt with successive white crops, 

till it can produce no longer; it is then al

lowed to rest for three or four years, with .. 

out the precaution having been taken of sow

ing it down with grass seeds. The soil per

haps is just beginning to give a little tolera~ 

ble grass, when it is again ploughed up, and, 

without the smallest particle of manure, its 

productive powers are once more exhausted 
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by repeated white crops~ It is only up

on a field or two near the farm-house that 

any manure is bestowed. It cannot surely 

be wondered at, if, under such a mode of 

management, the produce is very scanty in

deed; and it is probably not assuming too 

much to say, that, under a proper sys

tem, the land would produce three times, or 

at least twice, the quantity of vegetable food 

it now affords. Where bad management is 

very much the cause of bad crops, the cli

mate is too often introduced to bear a much 

greater share of the blame than is justly due 

to ito In most places, it forms no obstacle 

to the production of grain which skill and 

industry may not conquer. But although in 

some, the climate may not be so favourable 

for corn corps, both it and the soil have been 

uniformly found admirably adapted for rais

ing all kinds of green crops. In the island 

of Sky, some experiments have been made 

in turnip husbandry, where the returns have 

been equal even to the produce of the low

land districts best adapted to that crop. The 

advantage of this mode of culture is great, 
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both as forming part of a proper rotation of 

crops, and as affording a large increase to the 

vegetable food of every animal reared in the 

country. The int1;oduction of potatoes, tho' 

only partial, has already produced the most be

neficial consequences. Many parishes, which 

used formerly to send away several hundred 

pounds annually for purchasing meal, now 

require no such foreign supply, from the at

tention which is paid to the cultivation of 

this valuable root. This has taken place 

without any diminution in their stock of cat

tle, merely from a more enlightened system 

of management. The sum which was for

merly sent to a foreign country for the sup

ply which their fields did not then afford, 

they can now employ in the most p~.ofitable 

of all ways, both for themselves and the 

state,-in the cultivation of their farms: this 

is an increase of capital expended upon the 

most lasting of alI improvements. It ac

counts for the increased populousness of 

the country, upon the whole, within the 

last fifty years; an increase, however, which 

has by no means kept pace with the advance 



roade by the rest of Scotland, and still less 

with that made by Ireland, where, from some 

late investigations, it appears, that during 

the same period, the population has doub

led ,!. Besides the increase of productiveness 

from new crops, if attention were always 

paid to use only the earliest kinds of grain, 

there are very few seasons, indeed, which 

could prevent them from being brought to 

maturity: 

F or the purpose of making even the 

lands which are at present cultivated, pro

perly productive, many agricultural improve

ments, not as yet known in the country, will 

be necessary = consequently employment "Yin 
be found for a greater number of people than 

have hitherto sufficed for the operations of 

the farm1 in draining,. inclosing, watering, 

&e. In many parts of the Highlands this 

has already taken place; more people being 

actually employ~d upon the same spot of 

'1(, Ncwenham'S"Inquiry int6 the Population of Ire. 

land, S'ect. 5. 
T 



ground' than formerly. If the people be alI 

at once drawn away, there is an end of such 

im provtments. 

We need not fear that the great advantages 

resulting from improved modes of manage

ment, in- particular from the system of crofl
iJlg, will be long overlooked. One cannot 

travel t,hrough the Highlands without being. 

astonished at the exertiDns which are every 

where making; and, as Lord Selkirk says most 

truly, 'there is much more reason to be 

8urp~ised at the progress which has hithertO' 

been made by the inhabitants· in these sixty 

years, than that they should not have accom

plished, to its fufl extent, the change which, 

in other parts, has been the work of many 

centuries.' There is no reason, then, to ac

cuse the country of any backwardness in 

availing itself of its various capacities for im

provement. We find that a spirit of in

dustry and exertion is every where gaining 

ground. Of -a very extensive district, it is 

remarked (nor can the' fact be said to be lo

cal) by one who knows it wen,. that, ' above 

, all other ad~"antages, may be stated the cha* 



~ ratter and disposition of the people, roused 

" from their former lethargy, animated with a 

" prospect of gain, impressed with favourable 

, ideas of the benefits to be derived from in

c dustry and exertion, and satisfied 'that what 

C they earn will be their own *.' This tes

timony, it is presamed, will be thought supe

rior to all idle theory or speculation on the 

subject. 

Indeed, the present inhabitants of the 

Highlands are not a bit more wedded to old 

prejudices, or less alive to their own interests, 

than the rest of their countrymen. There 

will be no occasion to change the whole in

habitants for the purpose of stocking it with 

a race of people more congenial to the 

views of speculative improvers. The peo

ple may, indeed, have been hitherto more 

ignorant of any other system than that which 

they had always seen before their eyes sup-

plying their wants; and they may be averse 

to adopt any untried mode of attaining an 

" Burv. of North. Counties by Sir J. Sir:cbir, Intro

duction, p. 2 I. 



object, where they have hitherto succeeded tq 

the utmost of their wishes. Set them, how~ 

ever, a proper example, teach them its advan

tages, and shew them how to secure them,. 

and they will not be long without adopting it. 

Take the following ~act: ' Mr Traill (She

~ riff of Caithness) in order to introduce the 

, practice of fallowing among his tenants, pre~ 

, vailed on orie of them, abput five years ago, 

'to summer-fallow two acres, and he was to 

, pay no rent for them that year, upon condi

, tion of his laying them down-with grass seeds 

, next season, which he agreed to: and the 

, result of the experiment was such, that not 

, only the tenant, but many of the farmers of 

, the neighbourhood, have adopted this 8YS

, tern, and ~ave found it greatly to their ad

, vantage; it is particularly necessary in a 

, 'county, where hither~o so little attention 

, has been paid by the common farmers- to 

, the extirpation of weeds'¥. 1 A stronger 

rroof than this, where the profit of the year 

.~ Sprv. of North. Count. p. 202. 
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seems to be abandoned, cannot be given of the 

.eagerness of the people to adopt such im

provements as experience shews them are 

real and substantial. Wherever complaints are 

made of attachment to old habits, and hos~ 

tility to any innovation, it will probably be 

found that the experiment has not been made 

in such a manner as to _satisfy the tenantry 

that it is really an improvement: for if the im

proveUlent be carried on at the expence of the 

landlord, and almost all improvements at first 

necessarily must be so, they are apt to look 

upon the increased produce as the price -of a I 

quantity of money and labour which will 

not. be repaid. But whenever one of their 

own rank and condition is encouraged to 

undertake the improvement, every thriving 

and intelligent tenant instantly copies his 

mode of management. 

But, independently of agricultural improve

ments upon arabl.e land, the increasing per

fection of the cattle and sheep system will re

quire a far greater population than can at 

present be absorbed by it. The High!and 
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hills could maintain, during summer, a 

greater quantity of sheep and cattle than 

at present pasture there, provided winter 

and spring food could be provided for them 

in sufficient abundance. Now, if due at

tention were bestowed on draining and en· 

closing the low grounds and the sloping 

sides of the hills; if they were irrigated or 

sown with grass-seeds; and if these were oc

.(;asionally ploughed up, cropped in. due order 

with green crops, and laid down again in grass, 

the increased quantity of cattle, which might 

be maintained on the same quantity of ground, 

would be very great indeed. C One acre of 

, infield land, under proper management, will 

, produce hay of a~ much value as that which 

( is now collected from the meadows of a 

, plough-gait *.' The same intelligent ob

server mentions, that, , in the spring of 

, 1793, the sown grasses of the farm grounds 

, of Taymouth would have fatted a bullock, 

-' while store cattle and sheep were starving 

,., Surv. of Centro HighI. P.42. 
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t on the wild lands of the surrounding coun. 

, try *.' 
These instances afford the strongest en

couragement to adopt the same system which 

is now beginning to prevail in the sheep

counties in the lowlands, where a very con

siderable portion of ground, formerly devoted 

entirely to pasture, is n{)w under a judicious 

system of cultivation, which is found to be 

most advantageous, even upbn the favourite 

system of e."{clusive sheep-farming. This na

turally occupies more people, and brings back 

the country by degrees to the state it once 

was in, so far as it regards.its population. The 

course of improvement cannot fail in a cer

tain, though perhaps distant period, to in~ 

troduce the same system into the Highlands~ 

If so, why should Lord Selkirk endeavour 

to prevent the experience of otuers teaching. 

the Highland sheep-farmers to adopt a prac

tise so advantageous, while there are men at 

hand for every purpose of agricultural la

bour ? 

~ p. 54· 



From these statements, it seems to arise 

that the most beneficial mode of improvingi 

thishitherto neglected part of the· empire is 

not by driving out all the inhabitants to c:ul

tivate the swamps of America, introducing 

in their stead a few south country shepherds 

with their flocks. On the contrary, it is 

our decided opinion, that the whole inhabi..; 

tants may be usefully employed within the 

island; that it is very much for the advantage' 

of the British Empire that it should be so ; 

and that we are very blind indeed to our own 

interests, if we ~llow any speculations dictated 

more with a vi~w to the improvement of the' 

opposite shores of the Atlantic, than to the 

radical and essential advantage of our own: 

country, to influence our conduct on such an 

important branch of our political oeconomy. 

The best and most powerful mode of bringing 

forth the productive energies of this part of the 

British Empire, is by a judicious mixture of 

the husbandry of grain, black cattle and sheep, 

adapted, according to circumstances, to the 

various situations which nature points out for 
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each. This is the conclusion formed by one 

whose mind could be affected by no bias 

ii'om prejudice or theory to interfere with his 

observation and experience. 'The cultur

e able parts of the valleys are best adapted to 

C cattle and corn; the hills for the summer pas

e ture of sheep, which, however, require the 

, shelter of the valleys in winter; and the hills, 

e on the other ha~d, are valuable to young 

, cattle in the summer season; Again, the 

, brae faces,. or steeps of the sides of the val

e leys, are better adapted to sileep than cattle. o~, 

Lord Selkirk himself adds a testimony to the 

same truth, the more satisfactory that it is per

haps unintended. 'The tract of country 

e known by the general name of Highlands j 

, is not every where mountainous; and there 

, are situations where in all probability sheep

, farming will not prevail. In some parts. 

, the country copsists of low hills more adapt

e ed for pasturing black cattl~ than sheep; 

, in others there is a great proportion of ara~ 

* Survey of Centro Highl p. 50. 
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'ble land; but (it is added) the climate is ge:-

, nerally a discouragement to tillage, even. 

, where the soil and situation oppose no obsta

'cles.*' This last remark, however, which is 

founded on the descriptions which have been 

given of some parts of the western coast and 

isles, ought to be received with becoming cau

tion ~ it appears in an apology for a conduct 

which nothing can justify, but the climate 

proving an unsurmountable obstacle to the peo

ple finding employment within the c~untry. 

The cliinate of that countFY, indeed, 

does not Seem to be liab16 to any great objec-: 

tion,. where it is an ascertained fact, that 

wh~at of a good quality has been raised' at" 

the height of 900 feet above the level of the. 

sea t; and surely it would be. extremely un

wise to condemn the whole of such a country' 

to the rude culture of upland pasturage, in

stead of drawing from it the greatest quantity 

of vegetable food which it is capable of raising. 

* P. 34· 

t Preliminary observations to Surv:. of Forfarshire, 
by Geo. Dempster, Esq; p. 6. 



it seems to be extremely probable that ill 

'a few years the prevailinE? rage for sheep

farming will overstock the market, and in

duce the proprietors to think ofretw.;ning to 

a more valuable employment for the low and 

dlrable part of their estates. But if they, in 

the meantime, adopt the principles advanc

ed by Lord Selkirk, that the pasturage of 

sheep ought to be the prevailing mode of 

employing the land, and that this ought to 

sweep away every person not required by it, 

such a return will be, if not impossible, at 

least extremely difficult. The country will 

be reduced to a situation suffering under all 

the disadvantages arising from too scanty a 

population; when there is no means of sup

plying the additional labourers, but fi-om the 

slow, though gradual increase of man:iages, 

~wing to the high price of labour consequent 

upon the great demand far it. Let not those 

abandon the country during the pa.ro:s::yem, of a 

fever" which can be but temporary, who may 

be usefully employed within it.. Find employ

ment for them, and there cannot be :'. doubt 



but they will remain. If some valuable al1d 

important discovery in mechanics were made, 

by which the labour of one half of the manu

facturers of Glasgow and Paisley was sup

pl~nted, how would a specufator be listen 

cd to who should gravely recommend to 

government to force the people, thus displac

ed, to leave the country, and carry their ma

nufacturing skill and industry to a foreign 

state? Would not the discovery of machi

nery, if attended by such consequences, real

ly diminish the natiunal strength, although 

it might leave a smaller population in posses

sion of a greater quantity of wealth? But, 

on the other hand, would not government 

rouse and excite the patriotism of individuals 

to carryon such works as would employ the 

unoccupied and unexerted industry which 

had been saved by the discoveries of science? 

The temporary competition for employment 

would greatly benefit the country; and, by 

the lower price at which the manufactured 

article might be furnished, a market would 

pe secured, which it would require an increas." 
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ing produce to supply. If this would be the 

consequence of a number of manufacturers 

being turned suddenly out of employment, 

how ought the interests of the state to prompt 

an opposite line of conduct, because the dis

placed workmen have left the agriculture in

stead of the manufactures of the country? 

Grain, which is the staple commodity up

on which the prosperity of every country 

must ultimately depend, should, if possible, 

be always raised within its ten-itory sufficient 

for the SUppOlt of its inhabitants. In small 

states, this may not be so very essential, as 

they never can excite any great jealousy, and 

must always place themselves under the 

protection of some powerful neighbour. 

But in a great state, such as Britain, it is 

sometimes dangerous, and at all times im

politic, to depend upon a neighbour, and 

consequently a rival, for a supply either of 

grain or stores necessary for the national de

fence: yet such is the present aspect of the po

litical economy of this country, that, ever since 

the year 1769, grain has been imported, in .. 



'Stead of being exported in great quantities a,c; 

it formerly was. The immense increase of our 

commerce and manufactures, and consequent

ly of the population of the state, having pre

ceded the advancement of, .agricultural in~ 

austry, may, in some measure, account for 

this circumstance. It is possible, too, that 

legislative interference may also have had its 

influence. It is melancholy to consider, that 

when we could easily raise grain for double 

the present number of inhabitants, we should 

risk our prosperity to the good sense of the 

powers surrounding the Baltic. Grain has 

cost the nation, for the last ten years, not less 

than the enormous sum of L. 3,500,000 an

nually: the idea which the Northern Powers 

~eem to entertain, that they hold in their 

hands the means of starving this country 

into compliance with their demands, has 

twice induced them to attempt a VIolent 

subversion of those, principles C?f the law of 

Nations relating to Neutrals, which for

mer times had sanctioned. Both times 

these attempts have been thwarted: but 



in both the combination was extremely for:

midable, and made us tremble for our naval 

superiority. The time may come when the 

very wealth which this country circulates 

among the Northern States for the purchase 

of grain and naval stores, part of which might 

be easily raised by ourselves, may so far 

increase their power, and the capability 

of drawing forth their immense resources,. 

that we shall 110 longer be able to resist 

their: demands. Their obstinate adherence 

to the same principles in their neutral' code 

for regulating commerce, leaves us nD room' 

for supposing that they will ever desist till 

their object be attained. 

Scotland, and particularly the Highland 

district of it, assuredly is not so fertile as ei
ther England or Ireland. Still it will be 

able, without difficulty, to bear its share in' 

,the attempt to supply the inhabitants of the· 

empire with grain from our own resourceSD, 

From the ground already under tillage in the 

Highlands, if a proper system were adopted,. 

at least twice the quantity of grain might 



be raised; and it may be predicted, that the
consumption of .§pcin for food will not in .. 

crease by any means in proportion with an 

increase of inhabitants; potatoes furnishing a 

most grateful substitute. This to a poor 

m~n is on many accounts a most invaluable 

root: it suits the climate; it is produced in 

singular abundance; it is a great enricher of 

the soil; it affords a most nutritious food 

at an easy rate; and it saves both the expence 

of grinding and baking. 

To the idea of raising grain and other

necessary articles sufficient for our own: 

consumption within the country,- 'it will 

surely be objected, that it leads us back 

to the old system of national jealousy l' 

and for<:es the production of a c::orpmo

dity among ourselves, which it would be 

more advantageous to purchase from our 

neighbours by the exchange of some of am; 

own productions which are encouraged by 

this trade. But the question is not about 

turning our industry from a more produc

tive channel into one less so; it is about 
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exciting the latent energies of our national 

industry, and finding employment for many 

who must otherwise either be a burden up

on the nation, or withdraw themselves from 

the country. But, independently of this, 

the trade with those. states from which we 

import grain, is not such an encouragement 

to our manufactures as may at first be 

thought; for from all of them we import a 

grea~ deal more than we export to them, and, 

from Russia, about four times as much. It 

is not so much an opening for our ma

nufacturing industry as a drairi for our, coin. 

This has been brought into the country, it 

is true, by exchanging for it part of our pro

duce, for which those nations, from whom 

we received it, had nothing else which we 

stood in need of to give us in return. But 

by sending it once more out of the king

dom; we convert it inta a circuitous foreign 

trade, the most unfavourable the nation can 

be engaged in. It would be much better 

employed in putting into motion the latent 

industry which is in search df employment, 
/ 

x 



and which might be 'exerted in producing 

grain within our own territory. It appears; 

then, that this drain is an ;'unnecessary drain, 

as well as one highly prejudicial, as we have 

ample resources unemployed which would 

prevent this trade taking place at all. 

The want of capital is the great obstacle 

to the better cultivation of the soil of the 

kingdom. Almost all the old proprietors 

have, on many accounts, very little ready 

money to layout on improvements, which 

require a considerable sum to be taken from 

the fund of immediate consumption, and 

added to their capital. This the laws of pri

mogeniture and entail make it in many cases 

extremely inconvenient to do. Still, ~ow

ever, as it cannot be denied that a state is 

great according to her population and re

sources, it seems a national concern, that 

every addition which is possible should be 

made to them. A nation on the continent of 

Europe may grow powerful by the gradual 

flcquisition of territory from neighbouring 

~~i1t~s which are consolidated togeth~r, till ope 



great, pbwerfui, and compact empire is form

ed. Our situation, surrounded and inclosed 

on all sides by the sea, precludes such a 

mode of aggrandisement; but thea every 

acre ~hich was once waste, and which is 

brought into cultivation, is so much added to 

the territory of the state. Along with this 

comes the additional quantity of subsistence, 

while its never failing attendant, population, 

keeps pace with it in a beautiful order, nice

ly adjusted by the author of Nature. Much 

money is expended, and cheerfully expended, 

upon the acquisition of some paltry island or 

insignificant possession abroad; which perhaps 

is the only fruit of a long war, except the 

loss of many brave merl, and a great addi-. 

tion to our public debt: Ought not some

thing to be contributed towards conquering 

and subduing our own territory? If land

holders, whose capitals will not afford any 

very extensive outlay of money, were enab

led to undertake the improvement of the 

mosses and waste grounds upon their estates, 

the benefit to the nation would be singularly 



great. Large sums of money have been ad

vanced by government at different times, to 

save the sinking credit of commerce, upon 

the occurrence of any great and unforeseen 

calamity; and it has been wisely done. But 

why should not the agricultural interests of 

the country be equally well attended to? 

Are they either less important, or do they 

furnish a less ample security for repayment? 

The advance of a sum of money, not one 

half of what is sent out of the country for 

grain, to be repaid by instalments within a 

given period, would, in the course of a few 

years, bring into cultivation an immense 

quantity of land at present useless. One 

effect of this, among many other very Im

portant ones, would be to diminish the 

price of grain, which regulates the price 

of all our manufactures. This would in 

some degree counteract the necessary, but 

grievous burden of excessive taxatiGn ; give a 

new spur to industry, and enable our manu

facturers to supply the produce of their in

dustry at a cheaper rate; increasing the mar-



ket by bringing the power of purchas

ing within the reach of greater num

bers. It has been well observed, that 

the manufactures of Great Britain con

sist rather of necessary and useful articles 

than of expensive luxuries *. The ascenden

cy which the middling classes are at present 

every where attaining in Europe, must there

fore daily increase the demand for British 

manufactures, and thus increase every spe~ 

des of her -industry. Any diminution in 

the' price will necessarily augment the de

mand, by extending the power to purchase. 

The remarks upon. this subject, which have 

insensibly been drawn out to too great a length, 

cannot be better closed than in the words of 

the father of the science of political economy: 

'The capital employed in agriculture not 

only puts into motion a greater quantity of 

'productive labour than any equal capital 

employed in manufacturies, but in propor

'tion t.o the quantity of productive labour 

* Lauderdale on Pub. Wealth, p. 2,5,9' 
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, which it employs, it adds a much greater 

, value ~o the annual produce of the land and 

, labour of the country, to the real wealth 

, and revenue of the inhabitants. Of all the 

, ways in which a capital can be employed" it 

, is by far the most advantageous to society.' 

, The ordinary revolutions of war and go .. 

'vernment easily dry up the sources of 

'that wealth which arises 'from commerce 

'alone. That which arises from the more 

, solid improvements of agriculture is much 

, more durable, and cannot be destroyed but 

, by those more violent convulsions occasioned 

, by the depredations of hostile and barbarous 

, nations continued for a century or two to .. 

, gether; such as those which happened for 

, some time before and after the fall of the 

, Roman empire in the western provinces of 

, Europe *.' . . 
2. ' The fisheries,' says Lord Selkirk,' next 

, to the cultivation of waste lands, seems the 

, most important resource that is open to the 

'" Wealth of Nations, vol. i. p. 362. and p. 418. 



'Highlanders in their own country *.' Such 

an admission from one who seems determin ... 

ed, at all events, to remove the present inhabi

tants of the Highlands for want of employ

ment, at once shews that this must indeed be a 

very impOftant object. The extent of coast to 

which fish of every kind resort, the inlets 

and bays that indent the west Highlands, 

affording excellent stations for innumerable 

quantities of shipping; and the seemingly in

exhaustible supply of fish, far greater than 

any probable demand, pOi~lt out this as an 

immeasurable fund of wealth for the High

lands, as well as a means of employment to 

a great number of the inhabitants. The race 

of hardy and intrepid seamen, by this means 

trained for the service of the state, is unques

tionably an object of great national import

ance. Besides this, the fisheries are always 

the source of a variety of manufactures and 

handicrafts, many, in a political point of 

view, essential to the existence of a commer-

;;- P. !lo. 



cial country. It is not merely the seaman who 

is trained, or the fish-curer who is enriched by 

the trade, but the boat-builder, the sail-maker, 

the cooper, the ropemaker, the netmaker, &c. 

aU derive employment from it. By this means 

they exert industry and acquire skill, which 

the hi.gher interests of the state may one day 

call forth for their protection. 

At this particular period, when we are told 

emigration must prevail to an extent hitherto 

unexperienced, till the whole class of small 

tenants be drained off,. we cannot but re

gard the political aspect of the w~r1d, though 

in other respects sufficiently dark, as pointing 

out this source of national wealth most par

ticularly to public notice. At this very mo

ment the commerce of the Dutch is annihil

ated; and this trade, from which they de

rived so much of their wealth, and which 

was the cradle of their naval strength, 

is abandoned. While they remain as at pre

sent tributary to France, it cannot revive. 

Without the energy acquired from indepen

dence, and the security attendant on liberty, 

the Dutch commonwealth never would have 



risen from the bed of the ocean, and never 

will again"reach such a height of prosperity as 

even, on our own coasts, to exclude our en

terprising merchants. The market, however, 

still continues the same; and we have nothing 

to do hut to step in to supply the demand, 

which the Dutch cannot now do. 

The extent to which they formerly carried 

on the herring trade on the coast of Scotland 

is quite incredible. In the year 16; 8, they 

sent out 3000 busses with 5'"1,000 men to 

fish; and they required 9000 vessels luore to 

transport and sell the -fish: this employed 

by sea and land about I 50~000 men, besides 

those first mentioned. Even though the fish 

were caught on our own coasts, we were obli

ged to send a sum of money out of the coun

try for purchasing them, which would have 

been much more profitably employed in pro

secuting the fishery ourselves. It will scarcely 

be believed, by those who are ignorant, that ca~ 

pital does not very easily flow into a new chan

nel, till the old channels have all overflowed; 

that when this trade, owing to the political si~ 
y 



tuation of the Dutcn, was destr,oyed1 we did not 

immediately seize it. It seems the more ex~ 

traordinary that we did not immediately avail 
, 

ourselves of this favourable opportunity, as at 

this very time the population, the very sinews 

and life of our empire, was abandoning the 

country from a difficulty in finding employ~ 

ment. Nay, what is still more, we have become 

indebted to Norway for a supply of this com ... 

modity. Her trade, arising from the fishe

ries, has increased in proportion as that ot 

the Dutch has declined; so that in 1802 she 

exported no less than 26,500 tons of fish, 

although five years before, she had not ex

ported one half of that quantity. In that 

year, 2500 tons were cleared out for Great 

Britain and Ireland *. 
It has been calculated by rn:en unbiassed by 

any national prejudice, and blinded by no 

speculative imagination, that the continental 

consumption of herrings might be trom 

250 ,00W to 300;000 barrels at the least, and 

* Oddy. on Commerce, p. 5'2.6. 



probably much more, if the fish were equally 

well cured as those cured by the Dutch. 

Each barrel is worth, upon an average, 

L. 4; so that this fishery would produce 

to the nation at least L. 1,000,000 Ster

ling per annum *. The number of seamen 

employed could not be less th,;m between 

45,000 and 50,000. Can any advantages, 

to be derived from colonising America and 

pecpling Canada, compensate the loss of 

such immense national resources? It is im

possible for any person, who calmly views 

this subject, without passion or prejudice, to 

hesitate one moment in his opinion. 

The employment of the fisheries is ex

tremely congenial to the character of the 

Highlanders. It calls forth many of their 

most hardy and adventurous talents. Upon 

this subject, Lord Selkirk's testimony is very 

importan't: It is ' more congenial to the ha. 

, bits and inclinations of the people than al-

'II< App. No. 10. to Fourth Rep. on Coasts, &c. of 

Scotland. 
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, most any other that can be proposed; an~ 

, without any very extraordinary encourage

'ment, this branch of business may be car-

, ried as far as natural circumstances,> and the 

C extent of the market will permir~~' A more 

decided testimony in its favour cannot be 

looked for, as it is very clear that no en.,. 

couragement could possibly extend it far

ther than the market and the abundance 

of the article will admit. When we conSI

der the employment given to so many 

families, the encouragement to so many arts, 

and the consequent demand for so much of 

the produce of the earth, occasioned by a pro

per attention to the fisheries, it cannot but 

be looked lipon as a most fortunate circum

stance, that we have now an opportunity 

of deriving all the benefit they are capa

ble of affording. We ought to profit 

even more than the Dutch did; for, being 

so much nearer the fishing grounds than they 

were, we can catch herrings at a cheaper 

rate; and consequently sell them in the mar-

--.---~-----------
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ket at a lower price than they did, which, as 

in other cases, will increase the demand. Al

though the Dutch have hitherto surpassed 

us in their mode of curing, this is chiefly to 

be accounted for from the circumstance of 

our mar~et being principally the West Indies, 

wh.~re the herrings are disposed of for the 

use of the negroes; and where not so much 

the delicacy of the taste, as, the lowness of 

the price, is the inducement to purchase. 

But when proper attention is bestowed up

on this article, and Dutch prisoners of war, 

who are skilful in this business, are employed 

to teach our people, can there be a doubt of 

our success? The experiment was tried and 

succeeded in 180 I. Herrings cured in this 

country were mistaken for Dutch cured her

rings *. 
The obstacles to the success of our fish

eries, and consequently to the increase of ca. 

pital, industry, and population derivable from 

that source, are shortly adverted to by Lord 

.. pp. No. 10. to Fourth Rep. on Coasts, &c. of 

Scot!. 
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Selkirk; and it is pleasing to remark, that 

they arc all adventitious; unconnected with 

the trade itself; and that they may be all 

easily remedied. The fiscal regulations re

garding the salt laws form the prominent fea

ture in this melancholy picture, and can 

loudly for the attention of an enlight~ned 

statesman. A necessary of life should, if 

possible, never be taxed, because it affects 

every other article of consumption and ma

nufacture much rilOre than it benefits the 

state. The absolute necessity of an exemp

tion from duty for all salt used in the fishery, 

in order to encourage this rising and most 

lucrative manufacture, has induced the le

gislature to allow the fisheries to enjoy this pri

vilege. But in order to obtain this exemption, 

it is necessary to go through so many trouble

some and expensive forms that a poor fisher

man is often disappointed when he least ex

pects it. Besides, ,he must go so far to the 

custom house, (often forty or fifty miles) to 

perform all the requisites for obtaining the 

exemption, that before he can return, the 
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fish may have left the ground where their 

appearance made him prepare himself for 

the adventure. If he should fail in the mi

nutest tittle of the multifarious Custom House 

regulations, he forfeits his claim, which very 

often is attended with his ruin. This most ef. 

fectually deters him and those of the neigh

bourhood who hear of his misfortune (the jus~ 

tiee of which they have perhaps t~1e misfor

tune to be dull enough not to apprehei1d) 

from again embarking in so perilous an un

dertaking. But surely it is not enough to 

say that the regulations of the state, if they 

be manifestly impolitic, are sufficient to justi

fy the depopulation of the cOUI1try,-the loss 

of the nerves and sinews of the empire. But 

it may well justify the ingenious and intelli

gent author in explaining to the Legislature 

the impolicy of those regulations which pro

duce such a baneful effect. Such a remon

strance from such a quarter could not fail of 

being listened to. 

The connection which in most cases has hi

therto subsisted between the fisheries and the 



cultivation of land, Lord Selkirk considers as 

absolutely destructive of the success of the 

former: as the people, it is said, never fail 

to abandon the new occupation for that in 

which they have hitherto passed their whole 

life, wherever they can possibly find their 

wants supplied by it. But if this evil be of 

the magnitude which it is said to be, it can 

easily be removed in future; and we are told 

that' the success which may justly be expect

, ed to attend those who first applied to it witli 

, steady and unremitting industry, is the only 

, bounty which will be necessary to induce 

, others to follow their example *:. Even 

their predeliction for cultivating the ground 

may be employed for invigorating their 

exertions of industry in the other occupa

tion: it will incite them to greater and 

more persevering zeal; and the consequent 

acquisition of capital will enable them to com

pete, at some future period, for a farm which 

at present they perliaps cannot possibly un

dertake. Even althemgh their exertions 

should not yield this reward, they will 
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still be profitabie to himself and advantage

ous to the state, more so perhaps than if such 

an incitement had not existed. 

There seems to b€ no insurmountable dif. 

ficulty whatever, arising either from this 

source or from the salt laws, to impede the 

adoption of such measures as may very much 

extend our fisheries and employ a very great 

proportion of the inhabitants of the sea coasts. 

A foundation will thus, be laid for the success 

of all those arts connected with its various 

branches. 

There are yet other obstacles which have 

hitherto prevented the Highlands from reap

ing the full benefit of the valuable fish~ry up

on the coast. These have not been advert

ed to by Lord Selkirk, perhaps because they 

are either temporary or may easily be remov

ed. 

I. The trade had already been monopo

lizeq by the Dutch, whose mode of curing 

herrings we have hitherto mad~ very unsuc

cessful attempts at imitating. We seem to 

Z 



have given up in despair all hope of rivalling 

them in the European market, contenting 

ourselves with the market in the West 

Indies. _ Besides, it is well' known how 

extremely difficult it is, except through 

some violent political convulsion, to divert 

the course of trade from one channel to an

other; particularly when, even with the be

nefit of the bounty in favour of the British 

merchant, the foreigner is able to furnish 

a superior article at not an unreasonable 

prIce. 

2. The bounty was only granted to bus

ses or large vessels in imitation of the Dutch. 

This of course did not in the least degree add 

to ,the industry of the Highlands, as but 

few individuals there, in the employment of 

fishing, have capital enough to embark in 

such an undertaking as that of fitting out a 

large vessel, far less a fleet of such vessels. 

The busses generally belong to merchants in 

the, lowlands, principally from the Clyde; 

and the only places in the Highlands, which 

have profited by this bounty, are _believed to 
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be Campbelton, Rothsay, and Stornoway. 

Besides the bounty, being a tonnage bounty, 

did not by any means depend upon the suc

cess of the fishers, and still less upon the 

skill of the fish-curer; and as the bounty 

nearly compensated any danger of loss, it 

took away the greatest incitement to exer

tion, and of competition with foreigners. 

3. The bounty not only did not forward 

the progress of the fisheries among the na

tive Highlanders, but, on ,the contrary, it 

was highly disadvantageous to them. The 

native fishers could only carry on this trade 

in small boats, for which both the moral and 

natural situation of the country and of its in

habitants are suited. The islands and western 

shores of the Highlands are completely in

tersected by lochs, to which the herrings resort 

in their annual visit to our coasts; and the 

adventurous disposition of the people makes 

them navigate their small and open boats in 

the deep sea between the 'main-land and the 

islands, in pursuit of the shoals. The want 

of capital prevents them from fitting out any 
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more costly vessels. 'A boat-fishing,' says 

Dr Smith, , seems to be the mode of fishing 

'best adapted to the peculiar situation of 

, Scotland; the fishers carrying the herrings 

, on shore as fast as they are taken, to be 

'either cured or consumed fresh*.' The 

. bounty on busses operated directly as a dis

couragement to the boat-fishery, by giving 

such an advantage to the other. At last, a 

bounty of IS. afterwards raised to ~s. 

was allowed on every barrel of herrings 

caught by boats. But by the same act (26 

Geo. 3') the bounty -of 20S. per ton was 

continued to busses, besides 4s. a barrel, pro

vided the number dio not exceed 2-;- for each 

ton. This act, of course, did not at all mend 

the matter, as it still provided such a bounty 

against the boat-fishery as put it almost en

tirely out of the power of the proprietors of 

boats to avail themselves of this bounty, in

dependently altogether of the many trouble

some regulations for obtaining it. 

We have in this, as in many other in

stances~ endeavoured too much to force Im~ 

f Wealth of Nations, B. 4. c. 5. 



l'rovement, at least so far as the native fish

ers were concerned. Improvement must al

ways be gradual and progresSIve. But we 

attempted at once to force a market; and, for 

this purpose, robbed the community in gene

ral, for the sake of one class of manufactur

ers, in order to enable them at once to com

pete with the long established traders in the 

foreign market. It obviously was the natu

ral course of things so far to encourage the 

fishery, as first of all to supply our home 

market with a food which is cheap and whole

some. Before there could have been any neces

sity for exporting it, except to the West Indies,. 

it might have lowered the expence of the sub

sistence of the lowest class of people, ·anJ, 

consequently, the value of our manufactures. 

During all this time, the fish-curers would 

have been gradually acquiring skill and capi

tal sufficient to endeavour to drive the'Dutch 

out of the market. The period, however, 

is come when we do flOt need to stand any 

competition for the complete monopoly of 

this trade. The market of Europe is open to 



us; let us seize it before other powers step 

into the situation which the political misfor

tunes of the Dutch have made them aban

don. The trade has not yet settled in any 

new channel, although the Northern States, 

who enjoyed, and amply profited by their 

neutrality during the last war, are making 

great strides to avail themselves of t4is fa

vourable opportunity, which never occurred 

before since the rise of Holland. 

Nothing is so easy and so natural as for 

the people in the Highlands to adopt this line 

of life: all along the sea-shore and the sides 

of the lochs, they already prosecute it for 

their immediate supply. The example of 

collecting them into a village, for the more 

steady prosecution of it, which· Mr Mac

lachlan has set, and which is mentioned with 

so much approbation by Lord Selkirk, shows 

how likely such establishments are to thrive; 

since, in only two fishing seasons, the 

people were able to pay for the boats from 

which this profit was raised. So eagerly 

were the tenantry on his estate desirous of 

availing themselves of the same prospect of 
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success which had attended the first adven

turers, that application for feus increased up

on him to an amount beyond what he chose 

to listen to. There is one point, however, 

with regard to this establishment, upon which 

Lord Selkirk is very much misinformed. It 

is a very material point, too, as the very 

foundation of all his reasonings is, that no 

employment whatever, which they will adopt, 

can be found within the country for the 

small tenants. The settlers in this village are 

represented as being all of the class of cot

tars; whereas they were tenants and sons of 

tenants, who could not be otherwise easily 

provided for in a new arrangement which the 

proprietor was making of the farms upon 

his estate. Even if this had not been the 

case there, it will be found that, wherever 

the experiment has been made, no difficulty 

has occurred in accommodating the small te

nants in this way. 

It is not very easy to see why this estab

lishment is mentioned as the only prosperous 

fishing village in the Highlands; and why 



all other proprietors are represented as supbe 

and negligent except Mr M'Lachlan. Had 

Lord Selkirk, instead of so steadily directing 

his eye across the Atlantic, only looked to 

the opposite side of Lochfyne, he would have 

seen a village there no mean rival to the one 

he so much approves of. The inhabitants 

of Kenmore profit most amply of the advan .. 

tage of their situation: during the whole 

fishing season, their attention is exclusively

bestowed upon that lucrative employment; 

from which, and from the produce of their 

looms, they have acquired a considerable ca

pital. They have improved also a great deal 

of excellent ground which formerly produc

ed nothing but heath. The town of Loch:. 

Gilphead, in the same district of country, 

which at present affords very promising 

prospects of becoming a place of great im

pOltance, might also have satisfied him, that , 
where attempts are properly made they 

have will not fail of success. But of all 

the omissions which are met with, the 

total silence with regard to Oban, can least of 
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all be accounted for. In a work pl'ofess

ing to 'exhibit a faithful view of the present 

state of the Highlands, particularly as it re

. gards the means of employing' the people, it 

is singular that the success of this establish-

ment should have been overlooked. Begun 

about 40 years ago, without any very pecu

liar advantages except the possession of a 

custom house, and the abilities and enterprise 

of its two first settlers, it has risen into emi

nence with a success unparalleled in any other 

village in similar circumstances. It now con

tains above 2000 inhabitants. The commerce 

which it carries on, enables the neighbourhood 

to exchange the commodities it can spare, 

for those it stands in need of; the wealth ac

quired from this barter has given an additional 

value to the ground for some miles round, 

and additional cultivation to it: and the peo

ple it has collected together have relieved the 

adjoining district of any excess ill its popu

lation. 

If Lord Selkirk had chosen to direct his 

attention to other parts of the country, he 

Aa 
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would have found that the supinene9S which 

he charges agains.t the proprietors, in not 

availing themselves of their advantages, is by 

no means well founded. That their efforts 

have not been more frequent is greatly to 

be lamented; but no true patriot will over

look what has been done,' particularly when 

it is considered that the first experiments are 

always the most difficult, and still more when 

these give the most satisfactory earnest of 

success. \Ve need Dot despair of seeing 

fishing villages every where planted upon the 

western coasts, and that they will one day rise 

into eminence as commercial towns, as surely, 

though perhaps not so rapidly, as Greenock, 

which, half a century ago, was the abode of 

only a few fishermen. It has risen by re

ceiving the population of Atgyleshire and the 

neighbouring parts of the Highlands, so 

that, although it be in a lowland district, it 

has been remarked, that one may walk from 

one end of the town to the other without 

hearing a single word spoken of any language 

but Gaelic *.' 
'" Statist. Ace. of Scot!. Vol. V. p. 583-



It is only necessary at present to take no

tice of what has been done in one corner of 

the country. Very considerable success has 

attended this kind of improvement in the 

case of Arnisdale on Loch Hourn, where 

some of the .tenants on the estate of Glenelg 

have been set down, who could not other

wise be accommodat~d. They are thriving, 

although in a situation seemingly bu~ ill cal

culated for such an undertaking. It is at a 

great distance from the more cultivated dis

tricts of the country, and the great market 

for fish; and the want of a ready internal 

communication, from the defective state of 

the roads, prevents the operation of even 

the little influence which so thinly peopled 

a country could have upon its success. 

Not very far from the same place two 

different modes have been most satisfac

~orily tried, by which, among the small 

tenants as well as cottars, a change of em

ployment has been introduced, and their pre

dilection for the situation of cultivators of 

the ground overcome by their success in the 

fisheries. These experiments must be ex-
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tremely gratifying to every person whose 

.self-interest is not effected by their result; for 

the class of-small tenants, whom, without ex

ception, Lord Selkirk dooms to exile, in order 

to cultivate the waste lands of speculators in 

America, have shewn no dissatisfaction what

ever at their change of life: at least their con

tentment with their present ptospects made 

them resist all the exertions that caused, in a 

great measure, the emigrations in 1802 and 

18°3· 
One of these modes was simply to col. 

lect the people. into fishing villages, leav

ing them, in a great measure, to their own 

exertions for future success. It was adopted 

by Lord Seaforth on the estates of Kintail 

and Lochalsh. Upon the latter, a village was 

established at the opening of Loch Duich, in 

a situation extremely favourable for the fish

ery of the Minch, at a place called Plock, 

with the view of providing for the tenantry 

of the estate a new source of emulative in

dustry which might serve to draw off 

from an unskilful and. too, subdivided agri

culture, the superfluity of persons employed 



as farmers on their own account. The vil

lage of Plock was planned in I 793 ;' and so 

rapid· has been its success, that it now con

tains· many settlers possessing decked vessel$ 

~ngaged in the fishery, who are in the way 

of accumulating considerable wealth, and . 
thereby holding out a proof, that the posses-

sion of a farm is not the sole source of a com

fortable maintenance. Another similar 111-

sit uti on has been formed at Dornie, on the 

estate of Kintail, upon the shore of the same -

Loch; but as it is less favourably situ<l:ted 

(being more remote from the Minch) this 

village is less advanced in -its pJ;"ogress than 

Plock. -There exists, however, no doubt of 

its ultimate and complete success. 

The other mode referred to has been 

.begun with equal success. In the more 

remote parts of the Highlands, where the 

non-residence of the proprietors, the ex

treme ignorance of the inhabitants, and their 

want of capital as well as defect of skill, com

bined in the greatest possible degree to d~r

ken every prospect of improvement, it seem~ 



ed that the interposition of a middle-man, un

der modifications easy to be devised, would 

be attended with the best effect in introducing 

sources of new and highly productive industry. 

Many and strong prejudices were to be en

countered, and some difficulties to be obviat

ed, but the experiment has been tried, and 

its success has been already assured. The 

circumstances are so pertinent and so interest

ing, that no apology can be required for a 

pretty full detail of them. 

Several farms of the estate of Suther

land situated on the coast of Assint, which 

were well adapted as a station for the fish

ery of cod, ling, and herrings, and were 

occupied by a number of small tenants, 

were selected for the purpose of this ex~ 

periment. They were let, on a lease 

of nineteen years, to Mr Macdonald of Ta

nera, a skilful and enterprising speculator in 

the fishery, under a variety of conditions. 

1 st, It was stipulated that these farms were 

to be possessed by other persons as his sub ... 

tenants, but no part of them, on any pretence, 

by himself. zdly, He was debarred from 



making any profit by taking from his sub

tertants any higher rent than that payable by 

himself, and expressly prevented from exact

ing any services or other prestations what

soever. He was thus, in respect to the 

grounds let, a receiver to collect and pay over 

the rent, and at the same time answerable 

for dle full payment of that rent; a circum

stance which furnished one incitement, among 

others, to urge and assist the industry by 

means whereof the fund was to be raised for 

paying the rent. 3dly, Though he was per

mitted to subdivide the possessions to a cer

tain specified extent, and thereby to introduce 

new tenants, he was debarred from removing 

anyone, unless on failure either to pay his 

rent or to attend the fishery when required 

in moderate weather. Thus was he restrain

ed in such a way as to prevent oppression, 

and, at the same time, furnished with the best 

stimulus to the industry of the people. 

4thly" J:Ie was taken bound to furnish them 

with boats, nets, lines, and other fishing im

plements, or (in their option) the materials 



for making those articles, at prime cost, 

<md he was restricted to the produce of 

the fishery, as the only fund from which· 

his reimbursement should be claimed. Last

ly, as the reward of all the superinten

dance and instruction and outlay of mo

ney which Mr M'Donald was to con

tribute, it was stipulated that the people 

should give him, in an uncured state, all the 

£sh they should catch, for which he should 

pay them accorqing to the rate current at the 

time on that coast; and in case of any ques

tion or dispute on this point, it was agreed 

that the rate should be fixed by the award 

of anyone (to be selected by the pr~prietor) 

of the clergymen of the maritime parishes, the 

coasts of which were the scene of the fishery. 

It is truly pleasing to be able to record the 

result of this scheme. The xestraints on the 

middle-man, however proper it was to stipulate 

them, have been imposed on a person whose 

conduct has shown that, with regard to him 

individually, they were quite unnecessary. 

Prompted by a benevolent wish for the wel-
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fare of the people placed under his charge, 

as well as by a sense of their true inte

rests being inseparable from his own, he 

has laboured, and successfully laboured, to 

inspire them with those views which lead 

to a course of patient industry, and to 

furoish them with instruction how best to 

turn their labour to account. They, on 

the other hand, though at first the prej~

dices of Highlanders led them to take fire at 

the idea of becoming subtenants, having been 

calmly exhorted to consider the safeguards 

against oppression which had been interposed; 

and having heard the advantages set forth 

which the proposed change in their situation 

was expected to procure for them, submit

ted to the innovation, and now consider them

selves the happiest and most prosperous among 

the inhabitants of that princely estate, No 

seductive insinuations of trans-atlantic hap

piness have robbed this settlement of a single 

family; and, although the herring~fishery has 

been extremely unfavourable on that coast, 

,ever since the plan was adopted (in 1802) yet 

the produce of the cod and ling fishery, to 
Db 
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which little attention was ever before paid by 

the natives, has abundantly rewarded their 

toil. In one year the price of cod and ling, 

furnished to Mr M'Donald by these tenants, 

surpassed the amount of two years rent of 

his farms. 

The gradual subdivision of the grounds 

possessed by these fishermen will at length 

terminate in converting them into villagers; 

and in short there seems to be no doubt that 

these, or such like institutions, may one day 

rival the town of Stornoway in the isle of 

Lewis, which has grown great from a simi

lar origin. Fr.om the effects of the capital, 

created principally by the fisheries, it now 

contains above 1,500 inhabitants, in hand

some well built houses;- it ~as a considerable 

quantity of shipping, trading even to the 

'Vest Indies, America, and Holland. 

The estate of Sutherland, from the gener

ous pride which has always influenc:ed the 

conduct of its noble proprietors, has to this 

~ay retained the full vigour of the feudal sys

tem. In no part of the Highlands has the 



mode of management, so much reprobated 

by Lord ~elkirk, been so steadily pursued ; 

so that the people who have left the Suther

land estate, except in the regiments raised by 

the family t have been few indeed. From 

this circumstance, in the eye of an American 

~olonizer, this part of the Highlands will be 

considered as very much overstocked with 

inhabitants. Here, however, the experiment 

has been fairly begun; the change of system 

has been commenced with moderatiol1, and 

consequently it has not been attended with 

what is held out to be its necessary concomi

tant, emigration. For a few years unques

tionably the rent obtained is less; but can 

such a consideration enter into the account 

when the happiness of so many is procured 

by the sacrifice? But even if this feeling did 

not sufficiently reward the noble proprietor, 

the immediate sacrifice will be most amply 

compensated at no distant period. The pro

fit in a few years must be greater than if the. 

country had been depopulated for the sake of 

sheep-farming, Whatever will admit of cuI,,:, 



tivation, may be cultivated, as the people still 

exist for this purpose : and th~ additional de ... · 

mand for the produce of the ground will give 

a spur to industry which noth~ng else could 

give. There is every appearance, that, with

out very much diminishing the pasture, all 

the low arable land which surrounds the in

land lochs and forms the bottoms and sides 

of the valleys, will be much more profitably_ 

employed in raising food for man. 

It will not fail to be remarke~ that by 

far the greater proportion of those, both on 

. the Seaforth and Sutherfand estates, who now 

employ themselves in fishing, were small te

nantE!. This inc;ontrovertible fact throws 

down the very basis of Lord Selkirk's sys

tem, and shows it to be most ,completely de

void of that solidity which is the true merit 

and touchstone of every theory. 

The success and advantage of the plan 

established on the west coast of the estate of 

• Sutherland, have been such as to stimulate 

attempts of a similar sort on the eastern 

part of it. It has long been known, that 

upon this part of the Sutherland coast~ 
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and the neighbouring coast of Caithness, a 

most lucrative fishery might be carried on, 

to which the only obstacles are the want of 

good harbours for the retreat of the fishing 

vessels in boisterous weather, and a steady 

market for uncured fish. In the view of re .. 

medying these defects, the Marquis of Staf

ford is engaged in the project of building, at 

his own expence, a harbour amply sufficient 

for every purpose; and it is proposed to esta

blish in the vicinity of it a' respectable per

son who, will carry on a traffic for fish upon 

'reasonable terms of contract, with such per

'sons as may chuse to become villagers in that, 

or in any of the other stations in the vicinity 

which have been pitched upon for that pur

pose. 

By these establishments, aided by every 

encouragement which can be afforded, there 

is no room to doubt that a spirit of industry 

will be gradually diffused, and that it will 

come ere long to be considered by many, 

rather as an advantage than a hardship, ~o be 

r~n:loved from the interior of the state to the 



coast, where the fruits of industry will have 

begun to be enjoyed; and in this way, a 

change of system may be gradually intro .. 

duced, uniting the most productive employ

ment of t\le soil with the preservation of all 

the inhabitants. 

It may perhaps be the opinion of some, 

that it is idle to establish villages:, or to em

ploy the people in the fisheries; for, if the 

market be sufficiently encouraging, the capi

tal and skill of the merchants and mariners of 

the sea-ports in the south, will naturally look 

for employment there: so that the same num

ber of men may be engaged in the fisheries, 

and the same quantity be caught, only by 

the inhabitants of one part of the empire, 

instead of those of another. It is impos

sible to asseI!t to the policy of such an opi

nion, just as little as to those theories which 

would transfer the population of the moun

~ains and vallies of the Highlands, for the 

purpose of manuf?-cture, to the towns and 

villages in the south. The mercantile capi

tal of our sea-ports will not fail to find the 
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most beneficial employment for itself, more 

particularly now when the commerce of 

the world is very much laid open to us. 

It would be impolitic to divert any part 

of it to a purpose which may be accom

plished by the exercise of other capital 

and other industry, which could not be use

ful to the country in any other way. It 

will indeed probably be long before those 

creeks and bays of the Highlands, which at 

present give shelter only to a few fishing 

barks, shall have capital sufficient to vie with 

the commercial parts of the country in car

rying on the intercourse between themselves 

and the Baltic, America, or the West Indies : 

But something may be done by a gradual 

extension of the fishery, and by the appli

cation of the wealth acquired from that 

source, in: carrying 'on other branches of 

trade. Independently of this, we all know 

how feelingly attached the Highlander is to 

his native mountains, and what a pang it 

costs him to be separated from them: would 

not then those proprietors be justly charge

able with cruelty and mean avarice, if they 
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declined to forego for a few years a little .ad~ 

ditional rent, till the proper accommodation 

was provided for every person inclined to 

remain ? And would that _g~~ernment be said 

to study the happiness of the people" which 

should encourage their removal, and be the 

influential means of so much misery, when 

not only no loss,. but the greatest possible 

benefit arises to the state from the opposite 

system? The object of the rulers of a state 

ought not exclusively to be to create the 

greatest immediate quantity of national 

wealth; such is only valuable to a nation, as 

it is to individuals, as a means of attaining a 

higher end: the happiness of the people 

should be the aim of every government ; and 

this surely never can be effected by driving 

from the bosom of the. country its indus

trious inhabitants, anq making them unwil

ling exiles. 

If, in future, a Highland proprietor should 

think it for his advantage to change the sy~ 

tern of management upon his estate, and dis

possess many of the former occupiers, either 
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by the introduction of sheep-farming, or by 

enlarging his farms, he ought to do so gra

dually. It is not peculiar to the Highlands, 

,that violent changes are always attended with 

inconvenience. He ought to give the people 

ample warning of his intention; he ought to 

provide them with the power of remaining 

within the country if they chuse. Give them 

the means and example, and sure reward of 

industry, and there is no danger of the most 

flattering descriptions of foreign countries 

deceiving them. Furnish them with those 

little aids which an infant establishment stands 

in need of, and there is no fear that wliat in 

one respect is the advancement of the coun

try, will be attended with the melancholy cil:'" 

cum stance of emigration. 

It is remarked, that the villages of Tober.

morry and Steen, built for the Society for Bri

tish Fisheries, scarcely possess a fishing boat; 

their inhabitants are slmk in inactivity, and 

,consist in general of the refuse of the popula

.tion of the country 01,. vVhile successful ex-

* P. 99-

c c 
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ertions have been totally overlooked, of which 

anyone, undertaking to give a view of the 

present state 'of the country, could hardly 

be sUPFosed ignorant, it seems singular that 

Lord Selkirk sho_ld dwell upon the failure 

of the plans of the l.ritish Society. The 

account he had already given was sufficient 

to justify the sanguine hopes entertained 

from the fisheries: if these be just, American 

colonists cannot be encouraged till this source 

of employment be filled up. 

But the failure of success, in the case at least 

of Steen, has been very much exaggerated: 

for in it, as well as in Ullapool, another vil

lage built by the same Society, a considerable 

trade is carried on, derived from the cod as 

well as herring fishery. No mention is made 

by Lord Selkirk of Ullapool: it would have 

warranted some departure from the general 

cbarge of failure brought 2gainst the Society's 

fishing villages. 

The failure, however, we are told is to be 

accounted for by the practice of giving the 

settlers too great a quantity of land along with 
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their building ground, which distracts their 

attention, and prevents close and unremitting 

application to the fisheries. But while this 

may have had its effect, there were other 

causes which most powetfully operated to the 

disadvantage of these establishments. But it 

is pleasing to reRect, that they are obstacles 

which, so far as regards artificial regulations, 

experience will shew future patriots how to 

avoid; and, in so far as they arise from the 

moral and natural aspect of the country, are 

every day more and more disappearing. 

1. The Society proceeded on too ex-;" 

tensive a scale in the buildings they erected, 

upon which they expended their capital, for 

which many other useful and otherwise un

attainable purposes. made a loud demand. 

The temptation of a house and a considerable 

quantity of ground for a trifling, or almost 

indeed without any consideration, may have 

induced sqme industrious settlers to re~ 

side there: but there cannot be a doubt that 

its attractions operated much more strongly 

a~ a bounty to the idle speculative and needy 



adventurers, who, being set down without the· 

means of purchasing fishing apparatus, were' 

obliged to apply the little industry they were 

inclined to exert to the cultivation of their 

small lots of ground. 

2. The great majority of settlers necessarily 

were those who were idle and discontented, 

who therefore had no countenance from any 

neighbouring proprietor to supply their want 

of capital, or instruct their ignorance. \Vith

out the constant and unceasing patronage of 

an intelligent proprietor, it is not easy to con

ceive how any very well directed efforts can 

be made at first by the peop!e, be they ever 

so willing to exert themselves. Every thing 

is new to them. They know not their wants 

and their unskilfulness, till dear bought expe

rience teaches them perhaps by their ruin. 

The settlers in these fishing villages were set 

down without any guide to direct them, ex

cept a Board of Directors residen.t in London. 

No wonder that the exertions of the Society 

did not meet with all the success that its 



sanguine and zealous (laudably z,ealous) mem

bers had expected. 

3. The want of good roads, and an easy 

communication with different parts of the 

country, before the attention of government 

was called to this subject, presented an invin

cible bar to the success of such establishments. 

The Society ~ere incapable of doing much to 

remedy this defect. Had no obstacles at that 

time existed to retard a successful pursuit of (he 

fisheries, the various manufactures, to which 

these give rise, might, by this time, have 

made considerable progres~, affording em

ploy ment to new settlers, and a foundation 

for other branches of manufacturing industry. 

The extreme difficulty of obtaining the raw 

materials for these, and bartering them with 

the produce of the fishery, 'arising from the 

want of capital among the settlers, has pre

vented the prospect of success which was once 

so reasonably entertained. 

All these obstacles, however,' are, plainly 

artificial, and admit of being easily remov

ed. They furnish a most useful lesson to 
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the Highland proprietors'to imitate the ex

ample of those among themselves who have 

exerted their own infl uence with so much sa

tisfaction to themselves, contentment among 

their people, and benefit to the state. Let 

them be persuaded that their object will never 

be gained so well by trusting to the activity of 

any body of men, however zealously inclin

ed, as to their own endeavours. Such socie

ties, too, will find that they will much sooner 

accomplish the object they have in view, by 

giving premiums to public spirited proprie

torS who shall establish villages and people 

them with industrious fishermen. The pre

mium will be sought after, not so much as 

part of the profit upon a mercantile specu

lation, but as an earnest of the approbation of 

an enlightened public, which must' ever be 

gratifying to a liberal mind. This propo

sition is offered as the surest and most ad

vantageous way in which the British Fishin.g 

Society could attain its object; but it is not 

by this meant to be insinuated, that such a 

stimulus is necessary to induce an emulation 
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of that conduct, which has shown that a 

fishing village needs not necessarily be a nest 

of idle needy adventurers. 

The public roads which are now making 
, ' 

throughout the Highlands, and which tra-

verse that couptry in every direction, open

ing an easy communication between the 

most distant parts of it, will remove the ob

stacle which was the greatest, both in the ex

tent and in the formidable difficulties op

posed to any plan for obviating it. When 

we consider the attention which government 

has been for some years paying to this most 

important of all objects, and; at the same time, 

reflect upon the present commercial state of 

Europe, it will be seen hOw much Highland 

proprietors upon the sea-cOasts have an op

portunity of improving thtir fortune, with

out ~njuring the population or diminish

ing the useful industry of the country, and 

without any necessity of resorting to those 

violent remedies which Lord Selkirk consi

ders as the only cure for the disease. Nor 

are the Highland proprietors deficient in the 
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public spmt reqmsite on the present occa

"8lOn. The liberality with which they have 

assessed themselves for. making roads and 

erecting bridges throughout the country, 

and the alacrity with which they have al

ways seconded and often prompted the zeal 

of our statesmen in forwarding measures of 

such great national importance, was certain

ly never surpassed, in any period of society, 

by the individuals of any state. In an unim

proved and untraversed country, the opening 

of communication between one part and an

other has been almost every where a public 

and genefal concern; both because, in the ad. 

vancement of the individual portions of an em

pire, the good of the whole is forwarded, and 

that there. is. seldom sufficient wealth or suf

ficient public spirit among the proprietors for 

such expensive undertakings. In this last, , 
the Highland proprietors have not been defi-

cient; and with regard to the other, their 

zeal has probably exceeded the expectation of 

government. 

It is strongly ~nculcated in the writings of 

the French eC{)non~ists, that no expenditure 
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bf public money can be S6 advantageous as in 

forwarding these schemes of improvement; 

and at a time when the British senate have 

been willing, even amidst unexampled diffi

culties, to lend their aid to the enlighted 

views of the minister, the speculations of 

Lord Selkirk must be calculated to damp an 

ardour which has been considered as prodU:c

tive of great advantages. \Ve should listen 

with extreme and becoming caution to the 

instructions of a foreigner, with regard to 

the proper employment of our internal re

sources. Without meaning to depreciate the 

stake which the noble author possesses, or the 

interest which he feels in the welfare of this 

country, his concern for the prosperity of his 

trans-atlantic possessions, and the early zeal 

which he owns himself to have felt for the 

system of colonizing there, may be fairly 

enough supposed to warp the impa,rtiality of 

his judgment, and to lessen the authority of 

his opinions. The speculations of Lord Sel

kirk are certaiI).ly written with' a keener eye 

to the improvement of Canada than the be· 

Dd 
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nefit of the mother country, or the happiness 

of its people. 

3. The idea that there is room for the ex

ertion of much industry, and consequently a 

prospect of the operation of all the advan

tages resulting from the accumulation of 

wealth, by the introduction of manufactures 

into the Highlands, does not appear to Lord 

Selkirk to be well founded *. His reasons 

for this opinion is that there are only one or 

two villages where the population would sup

ply hands enough for even a small establish

ment; but other difficulties, it is auued, arise 

from the remoteness of the situati on, and the 

infant state of the country, as to every im

provement in the arts. These remarks, al

lowing them their utmost latitude, present 

only temporary impediments. Indeed, in 

the natural course of improvement, if the 

people be permitted and encouraged to exert 

their industry at home, those impediments 

must gradually and very speedily wear away • 

.. P. 104. 



111 every country the same obstacles have at 

first presented themselves, and have been 

overcome. 

Anyone, who attentively surveys the phy

sical situation of the Highlands, must observe 

that they possess some very important advan

tages for the success of manufactures. There 

is almost every where an inexhaustible store 

of fuel, one of the most expensive articles in a 

poor man's family; when the occupation of 

a peat-maker becomes distinct from every 

other, a supply will be obtained without dis

tracting the attention from other pursuits. 

The circumstances of having great supplies 

Df wood for charring has, for half a century 

past, established English companies at Bu

naw, and in other places, for the purpose of 

converting pig iron into steel. If the ""ant 

of coal be an obstacle to manufactures, the 

same obstacle is surmounted in every part of 

Scotland north of the frith of T ay. In the 

Highlands there is also a most wonderful 

profusion of st~eams and falls of water adap. 

ted for the purposes of machinery. This last 
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circumstance seems the only thing to which, 

Halifax is indebted for being the seat of the 

most extensive woollen manufactures in Eng

lands. Although the vicinity to a stream of 

water should always be attended to in fixing 

the situation' of an inland village in the High

lands, it would be absurd to make an attempt 

all at once to introduce manufactures requir ... 

ing expensive machinery. 

Such, in general, is used only for the finer 

sort of manufactures, which form the ::Era of 

the highest and most improved efforts in the 

art. These would most assuredly not thrive 

at first for many obvious reasons;. and, ac

cordingly, :mch an establishment at Skibo 

did not not answer the expectations of its 

public spirited under~aker. The simplest 

operations should be first of all accomplished; 

such-are all those branches of industry which 

may be termed domestic. Throughout a 

great part of the Highlands, each family per

forms many of these for itself, owing to 

the thinly peopled country, which does not 

Yet admit of a very minute separation of 



professions. If it be ever permitted to the 

country to become better peopled, a proper 

separation of all the different occupations, 

connected with the advantage and comfort of 

human life, will take place; that of the rna· 

nufacturer will become a distinct employ~ 

ment. At present, almost all the lower class, 

a.nd formerly nearly all of the highest also, 

used no articles of dress but the produce of 

domestic industry. A greater proportion of 

wealth, a longer acquaintance with the world, 

and a consequent taste for foreign articles, 

has rendered it less common now to see the 

produce of the flock upon the mountain 

doath its master and his family, after having 

been manufactured in his house. But this 

only shows that a more liberal reward will 

attend the manufacturer who will now un

dertake to furnish what is obliged to be 

brought from so great a distance. Those 

manufactures are the most advantageous, 

which, without any great advance of capital, 

in the greatest degree enhance the value of 

the raw material, by the labour employed 
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tlpon it. These it should be, the study of 

the proprietors and of government to introq 

cuce. 

At present the wool ·of the Highlands is 

sent out of the country to be manufactur

ed elsewhere; and is then returned to it again 

in its manufactured state, at perhaps ten 

times its original cost. That this is a great 

loss to the Highlands is very plain, as the 

additional value· given. to the raw material, 

by the labour of the manufacturer, is just so 

much lost to it lor ever. But it may not 

at first sight be so apparent that this is also 

a loss to the country at large, because the 

expence of the carriage of the raw and 

bulky material might be saved, and only 

expended upon the valuable manufactur

ed article; besides, in another point of 

view, the manufacture would also be cheap

er, because the workmen require less wages 

in a cheap country. If it be thought 

that, even under such advantages, the home 

manufacturer would not be able to compete 

in the market of the Highlands with the sale 

of the product of ' the English manufactories, 



it dearly would well reward the efforts of 

any person who should supplant the ill-di

rected, unskilful, and therefore expensive ef

forts of domestic industry. Every family, 

instead of supplying their own wants, would 

:find it cheaper to apply to the manufac

tory at their door. This coarse manufacture 

would produce another very great saving 

to the country, by introducing the know

ledge of stapling, or sorting the wool into 

its various qualities; from the imperfect man

ner of doing which at present, a very great 

loss is every year sustained. Can there be 

any reason why our own country should not 

be able immediately to work up its wool in

to coarse flannels, serges, or blankets, which 

would lay a foundation for future progress, 

as the skill, the capital, and the industry of 

those employed increased ? 

The extent to which the manufacture of 

cotton has been carried on at the principal 

seats of that, species of industry, has intro

duce.d a mode of operation extremely bene

ficial to remote districts. It is likely to be 
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more extensively pursued with the progres-'l 

sive increase of the manufacture. The cot"" 

ton, after being spun into thread by thos€ 

ingenious contrivances which so much dimi

nish labour, is sent to various parts of the 

country to be woven into cloth, and, when so 

done, it is returned to the manufacturer. It 

is attended with this advantage, that it re ... 

quires no accumulation of population in one 

place, and no advance of capital in the weaver 

to carry it on; a single loom is all that is 

required. In the county of Argyle this has 

already been carried t.o a considerable height, 

owing not to any superior aptness in the 

disposition of its inhabitants for manufac

tures, but merely from the ~dvantage of their 

greater vicinity and connection with the ma

nufacturing districts on the Clyde. What is 

still more, a very considerable quantity of cotton 

cloth is also- sent into the same districts, partly 

for the purpose of having the operation of 

tambouring performed upon it, which is done 

with a degree of taste and neatness highly 

creditable to the inhabitants. The same plan, 



together with all its advantages, will be gra

dually communicated to other parts of the 

Highlands, in proportion as the communi. 

cation with the manufacturing districts is 

more and more opened up. 

The establishment of the cotton manufac

tories on the banks of the Clyde, was entirely 

owing to the circumstance of this being the 

most commodious place for landing the pro

duce of our West Indian colonies. There 

was no other reason for fixing it in that spot. 

It seems to be no unreasonabI~ speculation 

to think that, through means of the Ca1edo~ 

nian Canal, Inverness may one day become 

the Paisley of the North. From particular 

circumstances, it has happened that a very 

gr~at number of the proprietors of the cotton 

islands, taken from the Dutch during the late 

and present wars, are natives of the counties 

in the neighbourhood of that northern capi

tal. It would be more agreeable to them to 

dispose of their property to persons near 

than at a distance. Probably some ad

venturous individual among them may set 

E e 
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on foot such establishments-· in· that Flace, 

which would add very greatly to. the c{!)m

fort of the people. The great market of 

Germany could be just as easily supplied 

from Inverness as from Glasgow. Although 

it be peopled exclusively by Highlanders, 

the manufactories it at present carries on are 

deficient in no one particular which can re

commend them to public notice. It is mak

ing rapid advances 1n wealth and population. 

From the advantage of the river Ness, and a 

good harbour, it poss~sses every requisite for 

manufactures and commerce. 

The linen manufacture may be pursued 

with peculiar propriety in the Highlands, as 

it may be carried on by a detached popula;.. 

tion. It is so in Ireland: and it may be re

marked as sometl1ing singular, that it flou

rishes principally in the northern provinces; 

be"tween which and the west Highlands. so 

close an intercourse has been kept up for 

m~my centuries, that the inhabitants may in 

fact be said to form but one people,. in regard 

to language, manners, and dispositio~s. If 



manufacturing industry flourishes there, and 

furnishes a great source of national wealth, is it 

to-be believed that a Highlander's ,labour would 

n-otbe equally profit~ble? Their present in

dolence, Lord Selkirk says, has been often re

marked: this, ' however, is not to be ascribed 

, to -inherent dispositions, but to the circum

'stances in which they are placed;, to the 

, want of sufficient incitements to industry, 

'and to the habits which have naturally 

'grown out of such a situation *.' How 

can a person be industrious, who has nothing 

on which his industry can be exerted? A race 

of men, who depend more on the produce of 

their flocks than of their fields for sU,bsistence, 

cannot but be idle. These supply the wants 

~f nature: his activity is excited only by the 

love of amusement. Indeed, it may'be re

marked, that indolence is very seldom the 

ruling passion of individuals or of na'tions; 

but, on the contrary, growing desires and 

wants, as civilization advances, rouse them 

'II< P. 80. 
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more and more into exertion. The same 

race of men exist among the mountains of 

Wales; but very few countries exhibi~ greater 

instances of manufacturing industry, and the 

improvements derivable from that source. 

Of the success which the introduction of the 

linen trade has met with in the Orkneys, a 

most interesting account has been lately pub

lished *. These islands surely ~ere as little 

prepared for the reception of any innovation 

from former habits of thinking and acting as 

any part of the Highlands can possibly be ; yet 

although this trade was only introduced in the 

year 1747 ,-though it had every disadvan

tage, from prejudice and a defective popula

tion, to strive against and overcome,-though 

the public encouragement given to it is ex

tremely small, still, independently of the quan

tity of thread, which is exported in great 

quantities, above SO,oqo yards of linen were 

stamped in the year 1799 • 

.. Hist. of the Orkney Isles. Barry's, p. ~6S. 
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Connected with the linen manufacture, the 

culture of flax cannot be too strongly recom

mended, for which the Highlands seem to 

be peculiarly adapted. It is in general, in

deed, thought to be an exhausting crop; but 

this has happened only through mismanage

ment. In a climate which is rather moist, 

and upon ground improved from moss, which 

can always supply a fresh quantity of vege

table substance for a calcareous stimulus to 

act upon, the very great advantages derivable 

from a flax crop ought least of all to be over

looked. The produce of an acre in the coun

ty of Caithness was no less in value than 161. 

8s. 3d *. Take the produce, however, at 151. 

on the field, it will be worth 2 01. when it comes 

from the mill; it will be worth 601. when 

spun into yarn; and more than 100 1. when 

woven into cloth and bleached. Great, then, 

would be the advantage from this. application 

of labour, in all its various branches, to the pro.

duce of the gro~nd; and there is nothing surely 

'If Surv. of North. Count. p. 270, 
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which can prevent it. The culture -of both 

flax and hemp seems to be. a very great na

tional object to a commercial people, whose 

l)re-eminence principally consists inpres~rving 

the empire of the sea. It would be much 

for the advantage of such a ,country not to 

depend upon any foreign state for a supply 

of those necessary articles. In Ireland very 

great progress has been made within a few 

years in raising those articles of manufactme : 

much of the present flourishing state of the ex

ports from that country is owing to this. Al

though Scotland is little inferior to Ireland in 

point of capacity for raising those articles, it 

has been so much neglected that little as yet has 

been done : wherever the experiment, how

ever, has been made, success·has uniformly at

tended it. The trustees for manufacturies, 

nsheries, &c. do not offer premiums for the 

cultivation of -flax in any of the Highland 

districts: an omission which -should be im

mediately repaired. 

It is very true, that, by this plan, less money 

will circulate among foreign nations, their 
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progressive improvement will of course be 

slower; . and they will be less able to furnish 

an illcreasing market for our manufactures. 

But it would be much better, that, in this 

way,. a little of the capital at present em

ployed in manufacturing the raw materials 

of foreign countries, and exporting them in 

that state, should be turned to the cultivation 

of the soil of our own country, the most pro

fitable of "all. manufactures; more especially 

when this important consequence follows, 

that our prosperity will be less at the mercy 

of the rival jealousies of other states, whom 

we are raising to an equality with ourselves 

sufficiently formidable. The state would 

also benefit, in another point of view, by 

occupying a greater number of its peo

ple in a healthy invigorating employment, 

and perhaps somewhat less within the 
, 

noxIOUS walls of a crowded manufactory. 

But, in truth, it is not very likely that 

any great decrease in pur manufacturies, 

from this cause, would take place:' For we 

should thus be able to furnish them cheaper, 

by not having to send to a great distance for 



the raw materials. The money which' now 

goes abroad to put in inotion the industry, 

and i,ncrease the resources of other countries, 

would be sufficient to cultivate our own waste 

lands by means of' labour, at present very 

much unemployed. 

Among all those sources of industry, there 

is none that requires any great accumulation 

of people in one spot. But if such were ne

cessary, it could be very soon supplied. For 

there is a disposition in man which strongly 

impels him to society; he naturally feels a de

sire to associate with his fellows. The ease with 

which the scattered population of the country 

has been assembled into a village, is a strong 

proof of this. The satisfaction which the 

people derive from this sort of union among 

themselves, rewards the trouble which all in

fant establishments require. Their labours 

seem more profitabl~ as they are ~ertainly 

more light when carried on together. Of 

the examples which exist in different parts of 

the country of the success of such establish

ments, the following may be instanced as 
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'one of the least promlSlng, but which has 

completely answered the sanguine expecta

tions of the proprietor, by the beneficial con

sequences which have resulted from its ad

vancement. Mr _Cumine of Auchry planned 

a regular village upon the moorish part of 

a farm, which altogether yielded only I rl. 

a year. He.divided it into 75 feus, ~occupied 

by a set of industrious, honest, and active 

people, who, instead of the original rent, 

produced him, in 1792, from 1'201. to 

1 sol. annually. He introduced the spinning 

and weaving of linen yarn; and the conse

quences continue to be greatly advantageous 

to the settlers *. The village of Grantown 

is another strong proof of the- same remark; 

situated in the very centre of the Highlands, 

without any natu,ral advantages except the 

neighbourhood of vast quantities of moss, 

and the protection of its public spirited pro

prietor, it has in the cousre • of a few years 

attained a stability almo,;t exceeding belief: 

~ Statist. Acct. Vol. VI. p. 129' 

Ff 



In the viciq.ity of every moss, a similar esta

blishment would have the same certainty of 
I ' 

success. While the original settlers . are oc-

cupied in clearing the ground and improv

ing it, their children may be easily ,~aught 

some effort of manufacturing jndustry. This 

progress has been followed most successfully 

both at Grantown and at Cuminestown. 

It is said, indeed, that the Highlanders are 

not nice workmen *; so that they never are 

employed in any other than the drudgery 

parts c;>f a manufactory. But would a plough

man or day-labourer in the lowlands, or in 

England" be in the least degree more expert 

the first time he was so employed, 'or is the 

one less capable of learning than the other? 

Experience shews, that in no art, which re

quires skill or dexterity of execution, is it 

possible to arrive at any proficiency, unless 

the versatile habits of mall be moulded to it 

at that period of life when every impression is 

easily and deeply made upon the mind. Yet, 



wherever the experiment has been made up~ 

on the young, the success has been fully 

equal to expectation. To them has been 

owing, in a great measure, the success of the 

establishment at New Lanark. But there 

does not seem to be any reason for attempt

ing any great extension of ,manufactures a

mong the more advanced in life, and those 

whose habits a~e already formed., All of 

them, it cannot now be doubted, may be 

employed in a manner perhaps more con

genial to them. Their children, however, 

should be encouraged to avail themselves of 

the increasing manufacturing property of the 

country. 

Every proprietor in the Highlands may do 

this without any risk to himself, at a very 

trifling expence, and with the most complete 

certainty of success. It is not necessary that 

he should establish great manufactories, in

volving himself in a costly undertaking and 

troublesome, superintendance; he h<l;s only 

to proclaim annual premiums for industry, 

and ensure an <\dequate return for their la-



bour, and the object is attained. An eX'

ample of this has been attended with the 

most gratifying s~cc~ss to the public spirited 

and accomplished individual who planned it, 

who, on an annual visit to one of the most 

delightful and romantic spots in the Hig4-

lands *, at once saw why industry had made 

so small a progress, and comprehended how 

this was to be remedied. These cares dig

nify even the most exalted station. An an

nual competition is established, where the 

most industrious and the most skilful are re

warded, and whe.re all find a ready sale for 

their manufacture. At the last of these 

meetings, no less than 300 articles, the pro

duce of various kinds of domestic industry, 

were exhibited in a district very far from be

ing populous even in the Highlands. The 

exertion which formerly ceased with supply

ing the few wants it could provide for, now 

looks with confidence to a market for the 

utmost efforts of their ingenuity and labour. 

'* At Kinrara on the banks of the Spe.y. 



A few years more· of the same enlightenes 

patrcnage will introduce such a spirit of en

terprise, and the means· of exerting it)- that 

no further encouragement will be required 

for attaining the very beneficial object of 

creating habits of industry among th0se who, 

without such patronage, might have continu~ 

ed to be so little €mployed, as to be almost 

useless in a national point of view. 

Lord Selkirk remarks, that the exertions, 

which may be made with a view to the esta

hlishment of manufactures, must be consid

ered as laudable; but the object is of no na

tional impor~ance; and is of a totally diffe~ 

rent nature from the other resources of the 

improvement of waste land, or the extension 

of'the fisheries, by which a net and absolute 

addition is, made to the production of national 

wealth; but the success of a manufacturing 

es~ablishment in the Highlands would have 

no farther effect than to fix the seat of a cer

tain portion of industry in one part of the 

country rather than in another *. But even 
f _ 
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this is enough for our present purpose, which 

is to find employment· for the Highlanders 

within their own country. People are al

ways, and naturally, much more attached to 

. the place of their nativity than to any new 

situation; they . are much more contented 

and happy in it, consequently better men and 

better citizens.' Besides the establishment of 

mal1ufactures, throughout every portion of 

the empir~, must diffuse their beneficial ef

fects over the whole. Each part will keep 

pace with the o~her in improvemerit and ci

vilization, and no one part will reap a great

er share 'of wealth from this source than an

other. Above all, it is obvious, that the pe

riod when the manufactures of a country ar

rive at their utmost perfection, is when the 

raw bulky material is worked up on the spot 

where it was raised, into the more portable 

and more valuable manufactured article, and' 

that the market for consuming it is brought 

as near as possible. This is not practicable 

to the fullest extent, for many reasons; but 

the country must always profit exactly in 
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proportion as the deparwre from it IS the 

least. 

The vicinity to towns :lnd vilbges, the 

seat of manufactures, always operates as a 

bounty in favour of the ground in the neigh

bourhood. This bounty should operate as 

equally as possible. The plan of removing 

the population of the Highlands to the south

er~ districts, converting that whol~ country 

into a sheep-walk, would in fact put the 

Highlands out of the reach of any improve

ment, condemning it to remain in its ~)re

sent unimproved state, or rather in that state 

of depopulation to which, according to the 

opinion and advice pf Lord Selkirk, it is fast 

tending; a measure which is neither just nor 

politic. The experiment of driving away the 

inhabitants for the sake of augmenting the 

size of the farms and their rents, was fully 

tried above a century ago in Galloway;- an 

actual rise of rent was the consequence at the 

moment. But the ultimate impolicy of the 

measure may now be fully ascertained, by 

comparine; the value of estates there with 
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those in the equally mountainous districts of 

Perth and Angus. There the people have 

been preserved, and manufactures introduced. 

Towns and villages are daily increasing in, 

populousness and wealth, and furnish the 

farmer with a certain market, occasioning at 

the same time a demand for land which has 

quadrupled its former value. 

The rule, then, which ought ever to be 

kept in view by the Highland proprietors, in 

the exercis0 of their undoubt~d right of ad

ministration over their estates, is to make no 

violent nor unexpected ;'change. It is not 

very probable that many more districts will 

be swept of their inhabitants for the sake of 

sheep-farming ; but if any proprietor thinks 

it for his interest to adopt suc~ a s-ystem of 

management as must dispossess any of his ten

ants and cotters, let it be done gradually, and 

with sufficient notice to the people to enable 

them to provide other means of employment 

for themselves ~ In such a search every faci~ 

lity should be afforded them, both by the pro~ 

-prietors and by_ government: the important 



'Public and private advantages resulting from 

removing the necessity of emigration justify 

this interference. If numerous farms, as at 

present occupied, are to be converted into 

one sheep-walk, and employed solely in that 

-kind of husbandry, they ought to be gradual

ly turned to this use. Those who are dispos

-sessed, should be encouraged tD apply them

selves to the fisheries, or the improvement of 

waste lands, and reap all the benefits attend

-ing their union in the animating intercourse 

of a town or village. The capital which 

would have carried them and their familioo 

-to America, and maintained them till they 

had cleared enough of land for their support, 

will enable them fully to enjoy the profits of 

well directed iqdustry. All -this may be ac

complished by merely making the change of 

system gradual and progressive ; not all at 

once deserting the people whose services as 

cultivators are dispensed with, but aiding their 

ill-directed though ardent eXertions to their 

own and their country's good. This seems 

:to be a very important point; and in so far, 

Gg 
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Lord Selkirk seems mistaken when he ma1l1-

tains the opposite opinion, that it signifi~s little 

whether the change be rapid or gradual: for 

this dn be true only on the supposition that 

it is quite impossible to find any occupation 

within the country for any additional num

ber of people. In no country whatever, 

which is not either stationary in its progress 

or declining, can this be true. Our country 

most certainly is in neither 'Of these predica

ments, but on the contrary is making great 

-and rapid progress towards' the highest pitch 

of national wealth which its natural and 

moral resources are capable of reaching. 

It is indeed admitted by the noble author, 

that the class of cotters may be absorb

ed into other employments; that they 

must remain because they cannot afford to 

tr,,_, SP(Jlt themselves to America; they can

not starve; and therefore they must employ 

themselves as they best can. But the small 

tenants would, it is said, consider themselves 

degraded by engaging in any of these new 

occup_~tiL,n'J ; they would rather expose them

s.elves to tlle danger of an untried element~ 
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the m.iseries of a distant voyage, the difficul· 

ties of a n~w country, and the painful regret 

of their former homes, and the friends they 

have left behind, than conquer those artifici

al feelings which ate ,I very little becoming 

theft' situation and circumstances. Tbe fa

vouters of emigration and the proprietors of 

waste land in America must ever unceas,ing-

1y press this idea upon the public, as unless 

this be adopted, government cannot be sup

posed to favour the colonizing, 'system, nor 

can they have the sanction of their country 

to plans for their own individual aggrandise

ment. But wherever the experiment has 

been fairly tried, the fullest suctesshas at

tended the employment pointed out for the 

small tenants. ,\Vhete fishing villages have 

been established, no difficulty' has been found 

in procuring occupiers from among the te.., 

nantry. -In many parishes all those who. have 

bee~ displaced have remained as villagers, and 

they have been always found to embrace with 

eagerness the means of occupying themselves' 

in the cultivation df waste ground, which 

in many places have, within the memory 



of persons now living, doubled the arable' 

ground. Their children, and the child

ren of those employed in fishing, have al

ready in many places united their efforts 

to those of the manufactures who were for

merly scattered about the country, and are 

laying the foundation of the most solid and 

substantial improvements. 

It is a gratifying proof of the soundness of 

the principles here advanced upon the sub

ject of emigration, that in everyone of the 

Statistical Accountll of the Highland parishes, 

published by Sir John Sinclair, the same 

means for obviating the supposed necessity 

of emigration have been pointed out as-amply 

sufficie~t for this purpose. This avowal will 

no doubt detract from the originality of these 

remarks, a merit which is claimed by Lord 

Selkirk for his own opinions, and most w ill

ingly conceded to him. But while he avow

edly contrav~rts received opinions, and offers 

views which have previously passed unno

ticed, can we suppose that one or two casual 

visits by a stranger unacquainted wi~h the 
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language of the people, except from short irr

tercourse with a few discontented emigrants, 

can furnish oetter sources of information 

than the united voice of the clergy; men re

sident among the people committed to their 

charge, conversing every hour with them 

with a primitive simplicity, intimately ac

quainted with their feelings and their wants, 

and regarding, with anxious solicitude, every 

thing which can add to their temporal Of, 

spiritual welfare? Instead of looking to these 

records of the manners and dispositions of 

the inhabitants, ought we to receive our in

formation on this subject from America? 

Grant that the whole Highland clergy may 

be biassed in their opinion, or mistaken in: 

their conclusions, are there no circumstances 

which could have blinded the author of these 

observations ~ Must he be regarded as the only 

person who, on this subject, is entitled to 

form an opinion, and guide the opinions of 

others? 

The view which the author has given of 

the Highlands seems to be much more appli~ 



cable to the state of the country half a cen.., 

tury ago than to its present condition. Since 

the breaking up of the feudal system, the 

opinions of the people are not represented as 

having undergone any change; their passions 

appear as' strong, and their feelings as irritable 

as ever. The proprietors are charged with 

the same heedless wantonness which charac

terised the first introduction of the system of 

sheep-farming, and the people with the same 

peevish discontent and dislike at following 

any new occupation. Every thing which 

has been done to shew the possibility of im

provement without emigration is overlooked, 

or its success depreciated, and future attempts 

are discouraged and ridiculed. 

VIII. That emigration has no permanent 

effect on population, is a maxim which needs 

no other illustration than these contained in 

the very ingenious work of Malthus. 

Wherever there is room for the industry and 

occupation of a f:lmily, there, in the course 

of a few years, a family will spring up: and,. 
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if any inducement should tempt that family 

to emigrate, its place will, in the course of 

time, be again supplied by another, so long 

as there is room for its industry and the 

means of its subsistence. In every country, 

according to the improvement ·of its resources, 

an accession to its population every year 

takes place: in some greater, in others less, 

according to circumstances of a moral and 

political nature. The Highlands form no 

exception to this remark, as it is certainly 

more populous now than it was fifty years 

ago, notwithstanding the great emigrations 

from some districts. But this argues nothing 

in favour of emigration; just as little as the 

success of particular trades or manufactures 

proves the wisdom of the impolitic interfe

rence by which almost every government has 

attempted to advance the prosperity of the 

state. For the question truly is, What would 

have been the result, if employment had been 

provided, and the people encouraged to avail 

themselves of It, rill every source was com

pletely filled up ? What would have been the 
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number of people usefully occupied? In the 

"Steady and even course of progressive im

provement, the population must necessarily 

have heen much greater than it is at this day; 

and much misery and wretchedness would 

have been spared to those who have been 

obliged to leave the darling objects of their 

affection for the desarts of America. A coun

try, or district of a country, once depopulated, 

by being devoted to pasturage, does not soon 

recruit itself through the operation of its own 

internal energies. \Vhile the same system 

continues, and no new occupation is pro

vided, it must al~ays throw off every addi

tion to the existing stock. In such a situa

tion, the want of labourers is almost an in

superable obstacle to the introduction of any 

change by which more people are employed: 

it is only by very slow degrees, and during 

a succession of generations, that such difficul

ties can be overcome by natural means. The 

mountains of Spain were drained of their in

habitants by the colonising system introduced 

upon the discovery of America: they were 



then covered with sheep; from which state 

the country, through the -concurrence of na

tural and political causes, has never recovered. 

The instances produced by Lord Selkirk 

to show,that, notwithstanding great and fre

'quent emigrations, the population has not 

been affected, it will be observed are drawn 

exclusively from those parts of the country 

where the sheep-farming system, with its de

populating consequences, has not been adopt

-ed. So that although, in general, it may be 

true that any,emigrations w:hich take place 

from a country in the ordinary course~ ,that 

is, when the population increases mo~e ra

pidly than the means .of subsistence, do not 

ultimately affect the amount ,of .population ; 

yet it is surely a most fallaciQus mode of rea

soning to apply this general principle to the 

,present case. W'hen the means of procuring 

suhsistenceregulate the necessity and amount 

of emigration, it is plain that the population 

cannot be diminished; for the country, in that 

case, maintains all the inhabitants it possibly 

can, which· will always be, :::.t .e::..::. .~::. tc ~ 

Hh 



certain point, progressively somewhat more 

than it previously did, as an i.ncreasing ne

cessity always augments industry, and in

creased industry never fails to render labour 

more productive. But this is a case widely, 

different from emigrations, which originate in 

violent convulsions in the state, in the ani

mosities of civil and religious party, or in a 

violent and rapid change of systein, which in 

a moment renders unnecessary, in their former 

employments, the labour of half the inhabi

tants of the country. Is it possible to sUF

pose that such emigrations do not produce a 

permanent effect: that they do not reduce 

the population of the country not only below 

the standard fixed by, the quantity of pro

visions, but far J)elow the limit pointed out by 

the useful and profitable in,dustry which they 

can furnish to the state? The acknowledge

ment of Lord Selkirk himself, that, in a few 

years, the Highlands will become one great 

sheep-walk, inhabited by a few shepherds and 

their dcgs, is the best illustration possible of 

the <;onsequences whIch his Lordship e:::pects 
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from the principles and the pLn recom~ 

mended so strongly as the proper mode of 

making the Highlands productive. If the 

whole ground is to be flPpropriated to the 

pasturage. of sheep,-if the fishery will not 

o~cupy the supernurr:.erary population, and 

if manufactures will not thrIve, how are the 
, 

people to sl1bsist? \Vill the place of those' 

who, in such circumstances, leave the coun

try ever be supplied? Perhaps it is not very 

easy to ascertain with accuracy what have 

been the effects of the sheep-farming system 

upon population; and it is therefore still 

more difficult to estimate the amount of the 

depopubtion, if it should prevail uni\'ersally. 

From the two following facts, however, a 

conjecture may be formed on this subject. 

From a medium estimate in one parish, it 

would appear that the inhabitants in it were 

formerly three times as numerous as they 

now are *: in another, it appears that the 

population, before the introduction of sheep-

* Statist. Ace. of Scotl. vol. VIII. p. 427. 



farming, was in the proportion of four to'one~ 

more numerous than at present *. 
The effects which have attended the depq

pulation thus predicted are so exfremely dif .... 

ferent, as far as regards the welfare of the 

state, from those which attend depopulation. 

from ot~er causes, that it is impossible for 

the utmost ingenuity to confound them to .. 

gether. When the inhabitantS of a country-' 

are thinned from the raging of war, of pes

tilence, or of famine, the country, though· ito 

suffers severely in its resources in the mean 

time, graduaUy r.ecovers from the devastation 

of these scourges of the human race: a de

mand is created for men from the vacancies 

which are thus left to be filled up in the. 

usual occupations carried on in the. coun,try. 

In those pai.t&. of the. Highlands, on the other 

hand, where the inhabitants are expelled f01: 

want of e~ployment,. there is no vacant space 

for the industry of man left to, occasion any 

demand for a supply; and if there be no 

". Stat. A~c. of S-,otl. vol. IV. p. 33 8" 
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market for a- man's labour, men will not he. 

produced. The supply follows the demand 

in this as in every other case. 

The emigrations from the Highlands, 

without ultimately affecting the number of 

the people, operate, it is said, a very desire

able change in their character all(} composi

tion *. This change" so advantageous, is pro

posed to be accomplished in a way the most 

extraordinary that ever was thought of for 

the advancement of a country. It has been ge

nerally conceived, that the strength of a state 

consists much in the nurnbe~, the indepen

dence, and the public spirit of its native yeo

manry, whQ feel an interest in the welfare of 

their country, and know that their fortune is 

staked UpG>ll its prosperity. But the plan of 

Lord Selkirk is to drive out all the present 

tenantry,-all those who have any capital, 

and to retain only the cotters, the poorest 

class, who, in most countries, feel themselves 

but little interested in the fate of that society 

'II< P. 116. 



of which they are considered as the lowesf 

order. A few of these, in the station of la

bourers) and a few south country shep

herds, is to constitute the population of the 

country. It is impossible that such an ar

rangement of society can be politically expe ... 

dient. Can a stranger form a 'proper link of 

connection between the proprietor and the 

people upon his property? Will the cotters 

and tenaI,lts place themselves as willingly 

under them as their hereditary employers 

and protectors? It is impossible, under such 

a system, that all ranks should be firmly unit

ed together with that cordial and common 

zeal which is the best safeguard of the state. 

The same change in the character of the 

inhabitants, which has taken place in other 

parts of the island, will in due time take place 

in the Highlands also, without any of the 

disadvantages of emigration. In the course 

of a few years, the inhabitants of the sea ... 

coasts will betake themselves to the fisheries" 

and those of the inland country to manufac

tures, allowing the farms to be enlarged or 
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waste lands more fully cultivated; the class 

of labourers will become a distinct order 

from the cultivators of the earth, as these 

will be from the persons employed in the 

fisheries arid manufactures. The most 

industrious and the most skilful will ac

quire wealth, and occupy the higher rank 

among them. The descendants of the same 

people, who bled in the contests of York and 

. Lancaster, now cover the fi~lds with grain, 

and supply the whole world ~vith manufac

ture. The less emigration is encouraged, 

the more quickly will this change take place: 

The effect of necessity is the best spur to ex

ertion; the change from one mode of life to 

another is an effort of exertion, which few arc 

willing to make, merely from the distant, and 

perhaps uncertain, prospect of gain. It is only 

on finding the old employments overstocked, 

and that the due reward of the labour and 

skil1 applied, has not been obtained, that the 

new road to wealth is followed. In a thin

ly peopled country, the inhabitants naturally 

combine together a number of often very dis

similar trades. The market does not afford 



:full employment for one person in each; he 

must therefore go and leave the country al

together without any such profession, or make 

up for the defective demand in the one by 

the similarly defective demand in another. 

'U pon the sheep-farming system, however, 

the country would be reduced even to a 

greater degree of barbarism than ever: in

stead of being in a progressive state in all the 

arts and luxuries of life, it would' become ra

pidly retrograde. The few artists who at 

present fmd a livelihood, irom the demand 

()f the country, would be obliged to emigrate 

along with thQse who ()ccasion the demand; 

and the population that remained would find 

no necessity, and therefore no inclination, to 

forc~ themselves into new channels of indus

try. The country, after assuming the rude 

and semi-barbarous condition of the shepherd 

state ()f society, would remain stationary per

haps for ever, refusing its natural resources 

to the state, and the comfort. of a civilized' 

life to its inhabitants. 



Lord Selkirk most properly warns the 

country against any attempts by means of le

gislative interference to retain the small te

nants in their present situation. Such an at

tempt unquestionably is inconsistent with every 

principle of good government. Let their si

tuations be made advantageous to them, and 

prevent as much as possible the delusive re

presentations of foreign emissaries, and there 

is flo fear of any thing else being required 

to keep them contentedly at horne. But if 

this should not be thought sufficient, their 

tl11willing services never could add to the 

welfare of the state; and no sober thinking 

man ever dreamt of restraining them. That 

thete would be many who would resist the 

inducements that might be offered for their 

remaining1 there is no reason to believe, and, 

indeed,. the contrary appears, from the ex

perience of the alacrity with which they 

have disposed of themselves within the 

country wherever there was an opportunity 
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afforc"led them in the moment of calm and!' 

deliberate thought. 

Indeed; it seems singular that Lord Sel

kirk should think it necessary so frequently 
I 

to recur to grave arguments and earnest ex-

hortations to dissuade the attempt to put a 

stop to emigration by coercive measures~ It 

cannot'surely be from the motive which in

duce some adversaries to impute opinions 

and doctrines to their opponents too abiurd

for them ever to have thought. of or enter

tained. Such a mode of reasoning is some

times extremely successful, as it brings in 

~he assistance of ridicule, one of the most. 

powerful auxiliaries in argument. 

Although, at first, there was most certainly 

much irritation at the innovation introduced

into society upon the first breaking up of the 

patriarchal system in all those districts- of the 

Highlands where no other means but emi

gration was left for the' people, yet assured

ly it is going too far to assert,. that ' the pro,. 

, gress of ~he rise of rents, and the frequent 

, removal of the ancient possessors of theJapd,. 



:.0: have nearly annihilated 111 the people all 

'that enthusiastic attadunent to their chiefs 

'which was formerly prevalent, and have 

, substituted feelings of disgust and irritation 

, proportionally violent *.' This overcolour

ed portrait/may be easily accounted for 

from the nature of those opportunities \vhicll 

Lord Selkirk most frequently had of inti

mately knowing the manners or fe~lings of 

the Highlanders; these presented to him on

ly such as had been driven from the country 

by real Of .imaginary necessity, and who 

looked~'pon their landlord or their chief as 

the sole cause of their miseries. Any person 

who has travelled through the Highlands 

must have perceived that although designing 

men have most zealously instilled .dissatisfac

tion into .the minds of the people, even where 

there ,existed no just grounds fClf apprehen

sion, yet the feelings which are interwoven in 

the yeryconstitution of their strongly imp:1:~

:sioned minds cannot soon be obI ecatec. 
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Nay, when the wide Atlantic roars betweell 

them, they still look b~ck with fond regret 

upon their country and their chie£ 

It cannot be questiqned, that it t~nds in no 

common degree to the peace of a country*, 

that the leaders of faction and the inciters 

of sedhion should leave it, !ather than tha~ 

they should attempt to ~alte the constitu

tion more palatable to tp.eir ideas of jus,,:" 

rice and freedom. But it is never neces-
, '..: 

sary that many should ~b<:tndon their native 

country on this account. In all popular tu

mults and discontents, the ringleaders are but 

few; and, although they may be able for a 

time to animate the bulk of the people with 

sentiments similar to their own, yet the mass, 

when this leaven is withdrawn" sinks agaiI1 

into its former state of quiescent obedience. 

The tranquillity of England has been much 

indebted to the drain occasioned by the Arne,:", 

ric an colonies. But of all people on earth, 

the Highlanders are perhaps the most at~ 

tached to the government under which they 

-----'~ 

* P. 120. 
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live. Lord Selkirk bears ample testimony in 

favour of their loyalty ; a testimony the more 

valuable, as, during the time that the mate

rials for these observations were collected, 

they were assailed with all the artillery which 

sedition could bring against their attachment 

to their country and its magistracy. 

It is indeed going very far for an instance 

to quote the situation of Ireland as a parallel 

case with that of the Highlands. Ireland 

most certainly affords a melancholy proof of 

deep-rooted animosities in a whole people, as 

well as of the fury with which they occa-

3ionally break forth. But can anyone rea

sonably compare the temper of the Highland 

peasantry, many of them dispossessed of 

their farms, and obliged to look out for other 

sources of employment within the country, 

to that of men deprived of their ancient and 

hereditary estates by strangers in origin, in 

language, in manners, and, above all, in re

ligion, and in virtue of a title which they 

they conceive no length of time can vali

date. Such sources of discontent may well 



be kept alive when, in addition to all thi~ 

the dispossessed and persecuted party may be 

led to entertain the hope of regaining their 

original prerogatives, as they form four-fifths 

of the population of the country. The 

change in the Highlands which drives some 

of the inhabitants from the country into 

towns and villages, and instead of being all 

husbandmen, incites some of them to be

come fishers and manufacturers, can leave no 

such permanent impression of deep regret for 

the occupation they have quitted, as to pr~ve 

dangerous to the public peace. We do not 

find that the successful manufacturer or me

chanic, whose father was an agriculturist, is 

less contented or happy than one who has 

succeeded his father in the same profes.sion. 

Did any of the apprehensions entertained 

about the progress of discontent among t~le 

workmen in Glasgow and Paisley, during the 

'first years ofehe French Revolution, arise 

from the circumstance of so many High

landers being em;ploye?, who either them

selves, or whose fathers had been,turn'ed out 
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of their farms? Did those, so eager to excite 

a spirit of disloyalty and discontent, dwell 

upon such topics? 

IX. ' It appears very unaccountable to 

, Lord Selkirk, that the gentlemen of the 

, Highlands should express such an extreme 

,. aversion against emigration. Since the re

,. moval of the superfluous population is ne

, cessary to the advance of their rents, Why 

,- I it may be asked) do they quarrel with that 

, which is so beneficial to them "* ?' Can 

Lord S~lkirk find no means of accounting 

for this, except in a total misconception of 

their interest? Is it so inconceivable that 

they should be influenced by generous feel

ings in preferring the real or supposed hap

piness of others to their own immediate ad

vantage? If such an instance be uncommon, 

when it does occur, it is only the more 

praise-worthy. It must, indeed, be a strong 

principle which' can. direct a body of men to 

~ P. 126. 



act contrary to what is supposed to be their 

best interest. 

Perhaps few of the proprietors-, who did so, 

carried their views beyond the scene of misery 

which an opposite conduct would have pre

vented: in the case of men; too, who had 

been the pride and support of their ancestors; 

and who still looked up to them as their pro ... 

tectors, and the source of all their comforts; 

Could they, without cruelty, abandon such 

men? Could they forget the obligations con ... 

ferred on their family by the predecessors of 

those very persons whom they were driving 

away from those lands which had been se

cured to them in many a well fought field? 

Can the feelings upon which they acted- be 

considered (on this side of the Atlantic at 

least) only in the light of a prejudice? Does 

it merit no epithet less harsh than this? 

Hitherto the voice of the public has confirmed 

the satisfaction they must have felt from hav

ing made no unwilling exiles. If the people 

chose to leave the country from the well

grounded hope of bettering their condition, 



the proprietors neither could. nor Were in

clined to forbid them. 

But while they declined being them

selves the immediate cause of emigrations, 

they equally declined to accept the favour 

of an increased rent at the hands of those 

who deluded their people to an unnecessary 

and injudicious emigration. The cpn(i'~'ct 

of those proprietors who first.: '.~ fmlated 

their estates Was branded from one end of 

the kingdom to the bther with the odious 

names of cruelty and oppression. They did 

not try to justify themselyes by attempts to 

maintain the expediency and still less the 

national advantages' of a depopulati~)g system, 

but contented themselves with pleading their 

lawful right; and whatever they suffered 

'from the odium attending their conduct, was 

compensated by the addition made to their 

rent-roll. Those again who felt that they 

were sacrificihg their private interest for the 

sake of their tenantry, ~most naturally 

opposed themselves very keenly to any un

necessary desire to emigrate, excited, or at 

Kk 



least greatly increaRed, by those who, liKe' 
Lord Selkirk, are proprietors of waste lands in 

America. Can it be wondered at, that those 

who endeavoured to persuadrl their people, 

that they could only enjoy happiness by aban

doning their native' country, that their con

dition was wretched, and their landlord a 

tyr,mt, V'lere not looked upon as great bene

factors to those whom they thus seduced; 

EXl~emely doubtful, indeed, is the success 

which, in most cases, has attended their pur

suit of h;.;ppiness. They have,_ in general, 

been condemned to a still greater drudgery of 

labour than would have procured them com-· 

fort at home; and although the wages, may 

be greater, the price of provisions keeps pace 

with it in a· proportion which affords no very 

uncommon advantages. 

Those whose inclinations led them former

ly, or prompt them now, to dispossess their 

tenantry, will not object to the principles il

lustrated by Lord Selkirk, and still less con .. 

demn his practise, but win look upon him 

with singular complacency for the part he 



:has taken in turnin;: th~c tide of opmlOll 

from setting so stwn;;ly ag:l nst them. T ey 

will not only bear ample testimony ~o the 

merit of his reasollin~s, but will prohably 

have no objection also to profit a little by the 

practise of them. Advantageous as the spe

culation must have been, it would be still 

more so to those who should benefit both by 

the removal of the people from their estates 

.in this country, and by settling them upon 

the property in America, which they per

haps have obtained from government gratis. 

From such, these reasonings will obtain the 

warmest approbation. 

The popular clamour has not been Se> un

just as it too often is. For, most as. LFeJly,., it 

is abundantly harsh and cruel to introduce an 

'innovation in such a way as is attended with 

much mi~ery; while, if gradually and cauti

ously carried into effect, the .change ,may 

operate to the still greater benefit of every 

person connected with it without any emigra

tion. If it be merely the desire of indepen

<dence and the love of bettering their situation 



in life that influences emigrants, it would l 

of course, be unjust to prevent them: and 

Lord Selkirk seems very willing to consider 

this as the only motive they are actuated by, 

and to overlook entirely that part of the pre

disposing causes to the lateemigrations\ 

which the proprietors viewed with a degree 

of jealousy which has called forth such severe 

remarks upon them. The late emigrations 

proceeded neither from necessity nor inclina

tion: they originated in views of private 

interest rather than any desire of the people's 

go,:,d. They were carried to a length injurious 

to the country, so as to check those seeds 

of improvement, of which the growth would 

give ample scope to the industrious disposi-: 

tions of the Highlanders. -

The proprietor of land in every country 

has a great and impoitant task assigned him, 

in as much as he has many dependents whose 

comfort and happiness he is bound to con

sult, and whose welfare is intimately con

nected with his own comfort as well as the 

prosperity of the state. But the Highland 



proprietor has, at the present moment, eare& 

and duties of a higher cast and still more ex..., 

tensive nature to fulfil: duties the more dif..., 

fieult that his own interest seems to urge him 

to the violation of thetp.; and that this prin

ciple, already sufficiently strongly inwoven 

with the human mind, receives additional 

vigour from the imposing dress of, philoso

phic reasoning,. opposed to what is termed 

ignorance and prejudice. Among these cares, 

those of resisting the delusions of self-in

terest upon themselves, and of combating de-:

ceit and misrepresentation upon the people 

within the sphere of their influence, demands 

their constant solicitude. To those who 

think justly on the subject, it is plain, ,that a 

certain immediate sacrifice will, in the end, 

produce a still greater advantage; a little at-· 

tention to existing circumstances is all that is 

necessary to attain this desirable object ;

an object so desirable, that the generous and 

noble dispositions which forward its attain~ 

ment, instead of being combated and ridiculed, 

pught to have been held Up to the admiration 



JOf the public; and the abilities and zeal of 

enlightened minds could not have been het

ter employed than in directing them to the 

best channel for their exertion. 

If the short-sighted love of immediate gain 

had so completely taken possession of the 

Highland proprietors, as to have made a 

great proportion of them blindly adopt the 

system of depopulation, as the best means of 

improving their estates, we should in vain 

look, from men of such sordid and illiberal 

minds, for any great or noble effort for the 

amelioration and comfort of that vast body 

of people whose condition may be affected 

by their schemes of management. We should 

have been obliged, in despair, to admit the 

cold and unfeeling maxim *, "the undeni

able general right of landed proprietors to 

manage their property for their own advan

tage," as an argument against any legislative 

interference, though never as a justification 

<:f a conduct condemned by morality and 

* P. 129. 



lteason. If this maxim had been the only 

discovery of political science in modern times, 

the world would not have been much in

debted for its instructions. But the feelings 

of the great majority of the Highland pro

prietors are far different indeed; too diffe

rent, and too' firmly rooted, for the specula

tions of Lord Selkirk to injure them in the 

most distant degree. T,lle time seems now at 

hand, when circumstances will permit them 

to reap the full benefit of their previous for

bearance; and it must indeed afford them 

the truest satisfaction, when they find that~ 

while they chiefly- consulted the dictates of 

humanity, they have at the same time been 

consulting the solid interest of their families. 

Lord Selkirk knows (his own virtue has 

taught him) how much a disinterested con

duct merits the applause of mankind, and 

that it draws even an involuntary testi

mony ofap-probation from such as would by 

no means practise it. Why will he not 

allow this merit to those, who, at the ex

pence of their private fortu?es, have declin

ed to adopt his principles, or countenance his 
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plans. It is difficult to· see how they CQukl 

be misled upon so plain a point as that, if 

they adopted the system of management so 

successfully introduced into sorrie parts of the 

country, their rents would immediately be 

doubled. If they saw this, ahd' forbore out 

of motives of genuine unalloyed compassion 

for the sufferings of .those poor ignorant 

creatures, who must be driven away frorri 

the only scenes to which they have ever 

been endeared, to a land of strangers, to se

vere and unremitting toil, great must be 

their merit. Sometimes, it is admitted, the 

proprietors have ingenuity sufficient to dis

cover the advantage of a rise of rents, and it 

is no very great compliment stirely ; at other 

times, their conduct is ascribed entirely to ig

norance of what, in Lord Selkirk's opinion, 

their true interest ought to lead them to da. 

But can it be supposed, that any adv,antages, 

derivable from the facility of raising men for 

the army in time of war'*', can have any very 

• P. 127. 



-;general influence upon the conduct of th~ 
-proprietors? Allow that it has sometimes pro-

·cured them commissions for themselves or 

-their friends, such an argument might be 

listened to, if promotion could only be ob-

1:ained by bringing to the army i certain 

number of recruits. But does it require 

much reflection to discover, that in a country 

where rank ,in the army is obtained by pur

·chase,this would be just as effectually oh

tained by the additional rent obtained on the 

-dispossession of the tenantry? If such had 

been the motive of ;the forbearance, the fal

'lacy would have been soon detected; for it 

is well known how expensive to the indivi-. 

. dual it is to raise.a regiment in the :High

lands. It is very true, that .the Highland 
, 

chieftain.s have ever been forward, since the 

time that the immortal Chatham firmly at~ 

tached them to the house of Hanover, to 

lend their assistance to the military service of 

their country. Upon these occasions, they 

have availed themselves of the claim which 
• 

they had 'npon the people upon their estates~ 

L 1 
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for the low rents at which they \'yere allowed 

to remain. They did so as a means of em .. 

ploying an increasing population, for whom 

other sources of wealth had not then open,.,. 

ed. 

The reproaches of the tacksmen and fac ... 

tors are als9 said ,to prevent the proprietor-s 

from seeing or followjng out their own in..,. 

terest "*. How very unlikely is this to be 

true, from the description which Lord Sel
kirk gives of the proprietors whom he re

presents as beIng thus influenced? thC\.t they 

are non-resident, ignorant about their estates, 

feeling no common sympathies with their 

people, but leaving the management of them 

entirely to others. Are such the persons 

who would dread the reproaches, or listen to 

the suggestions of others? A non-resident 

FJroprietor can generally have EO other vie,w 

than to draw the highest possible rent from 

his estate; and will any person believe that 

a Highland proprietor exists, who has not 

* P. 13 1• 



heard of the consequences of the sheep-farm ... 

ing system so extensively adopted? 

Neither can their conduct be ascribed to 

any desire to keep down the price of labour, 

either in the manufacturing of kelp, or in 

any other occupation. "No man can live 

in the Highlands," we are told, "as an in

dependent labourer; every inhahitant of the 

country is under an absolute necess,ity of 

obtaining a possession of Jand *." How 

then is the price of iabour to be kept down? 

it must be by losing a rent much greater 

than the additional price payable for labour. 

No man of common sense could act in the 

manner alleged from any such motive. He 

must see at once that, upon a principle of 

enriching himself, he only repays with one 

hand what he receives by the other. If he 

camiot fail to see this, how is an opposite' 

conduct to be accounted for? \V ould any of 

those, be they tacksmen ot factors, who hold 

farms from him, and who of course would 

'If; Appcn. p. 5':)' 



b~ anxious to court his good opinion, pre-· 

surne to solicit him upon a SUbject with: 

which his self-interest is so much connected, 

and which seems so strongly to urge· him to. 

an opposite line of conduct? The removal 

of any such impertinent monitor would be 

the necessary consequence of such an unwel

come interference. It is a fact, which any 

person acquainted with the present state of 

the Highlands knows, that so far from the 

tacbmen opposIng emigration, they have. 

themselves, in general, been exciters of it. 

Their subtenants emigrate much more uni

versally than the tenants who hold of the

laird, who is often obliged to see, with una

vailing regret, the population leaving his 

estate, from the managellli'!nt of persons over 

whom he can exercise little or· no controuI. 

Almost every where, the small tenants are 

encroaching upon the tacksmen, who can 

hope to retain their present situation only by 

the emigration of those whose; management 

is found by the proprietor to be more ad

vantageous than theirs. Still less would the 
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fact:QFs represent to their landI.ords the pm ... 

priety of retaining the former population. It 

is indeed most probable that their conduc!: 

would just be the very reverse. The more 

the rent-roll is raised, the more they will ex~ 

peet -their services to be ¥alued ; and the few

er the tenants, whose rents they have to col~ 

lect, so much the lighter will their task be,. 

Consider the difference of situation, when ,t 
factor has to collect. t.qe rents from a hun

dred small tenants, or from four or five sub

stantial farmers; how much less frequent ill 

t.he latter case, must be the demands for delay, 

and the occasions of dispute? Indeed, the 

trouble attending such a host of tenantry is of

ten so great, that it is no wonder if proprietor::,;, 

sometimes cannot resist ridding themselves 

of it, since they find their rent greatly im

proved at the same time, instead of looking 

u> advantages still greater and ·more lasting,_ 

but which require efforts of attention and 

zeal, which those who are born to the pos

session of affiuence are not always inclined 

to hestow. They will not find their factore:, 



'Very eager to prompt them to such exertions; 

not at least from a.ny personal motives, for 

none of them are interested in the m:..nufac ... 

fure of kelp, and but a few of them have farms; 

Admit, however, that they really had any such 

inducement to make them averse to emigra .... 

tion, does Lord Selkirk really conceive that a 

Highland'proprietor is a species of animal so 

dull and stupid as not to perceive that he setS 

about bettering his fortune in a most singu

lar manner indeed, when, as is alleged, he 

takes but half the real rent from his farm 

in order to pay lOS. or ISS. per ton less to 

the manufacturers of kelp? The fact is, this 

would be a mode of obtaining a somewhat 

higher rent in a way extremely agreeable ta 

a Highlander; for, instead of paying it in mo

ney, he pays it by his labour, at a season of 

the year when he can leave the agricultural 

operations of his farm, without detriment, to 

the mangement of his wife and children. 

In short, notwithstanding the attempt which 

has been made to represent those Highland 

proprietors, who have injured the progress of 



American colonization by a generous and 

public spirited resistance to unnecessary emi

gration, as weak men, implicitly following 

the council of interested persons, or themselves 

mistaki.ng the plain beaten road to wealth, 

tJ:1eir r.onduct, when fairly examined, will 

appear to have proceeded from no other 

motive than that of sparing the misery 

consequent upon the adoption of opposite 

measures. Some of them of late seem 

to have established a most important truth, 

thqt the improvement of the country, and 

their own advantage, will be found mos~. 

surely and steadily advanced by retaining the 

present population; and upon this principle 

the' management of many great properties 

has been conducted for some years past with 

the most gratifying success. It is difficult to 

see why Lord Selkirk should wish to strip 

them of the merit of pure and upright and 

honest intention; if they be mistaken, this 

can neither detract from the truth of his spe

culations, nor frQID the applause due to his 

conduct. 



It is at best an illiberal and often an unjust 

mode of arguing to ascribe motives aBd feel

ings different from what are publicly profes

sed or generally credited. ,For instance, how 

would Lord Selkirk consider himself injured 

if any of the Highland proprietors were to 

retort upon him, and represent his conduct, 

for which he claims the merit of disinterested 

and enlightened benev'olence, in some such, 

view as the following ? 

It is acknowledged., they might say, that 

the first idea of the plan which he has 

si~ce executed was adopted very early in 

life, and during the course of his acade

mical studies, andconfirrried in the course 

of an extensive tour through the High

lands in the year 1792. The impressions 

of early life are warm, but they are not -on 

that account the more likely to be correct: 

the ardent sensibility of youth is too apt to 

be roused with the rhapsodies of the cele

brated classics of antiquity about political hap

piness, and not a few have traced the errors 

of maturer age to the unchastined studies of 

.. },,,,;,. hrr"i«h Vf'..ars. T was at a: time too 



when reform was sounded from one end of 
the kingdom to another, and which could not 

fail both in public and in private to meet the 

ears of Lord Selkirk. In the struggle between 

what was termed liberty on the one hand, 

and due restraint upon the other, many, nei

ther very ignorant nor timorous, dreaded the 

event from the awful lesson held out in fhe 

~rench revolution; and looked beyond the At

lantic forthat securitl and peace which Europe 

did not ,then seem likely to afford. It was 

at a period in the Author's life when he was 

called upon to. look out for an employment 

suited t'O his inclinations and acquirements. 

At that t~me the fourth and youngest son of 

an ancient and "honourable family, condemn= 

ed by the,law-of primogeniture to "fhe pro

spect of a younger brother's portion, without 

any taste for the military profetsion, and no 

"desire to shine in the senate or at the ba:, 

and perhaps disdaining mercantile pursuits, 

his Lordship early turned his attention to 

,agriculture. Under such circumstances it 

was no idle or unmeaning specllbtion to em .. 

Mm 



ploy his patrimony in cultivating the fielJs of 

,America rather than those of his own coun

try, He could nct fail to know the singular 

advantage which a person possesses who has 

both means and money and agricultural skill 

to employ in a new and hitherto uncultivat~ 

ed country. The profit to be derived from 

obtaining a settlement in Canada, however, 

was so far superior to that <if the United 

States, that he probably did not long hesitate 

in his choice. F or in Canada, upon appli-, 

cation to government, a tract" of bnd fit for 

cultivation may be obtained for nothing, 

whereas it would be necessary to make 

a purchase of land in the United States 

from some individual, as all the best land 

there has been already appropriated. Since, 

amid the restrictions of society in the mo

ther country, Lord Selkirk found hims.elf 

deprived of many prerogatives which his 

eldest brother could alone enjoy, perhaps 

a little personal ambition was mixed with 

the desire of laying out his portion to 

(he best advantage. In wishing to apply to 
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hiniseif and his settlers, the attachment and 

connection which subssited between the r-ligh

iand chief and the members of his clan, he 

must have seen that this attachment and 

connexion were founded upon the direct 

interest created between them by means 

of the property of the one being occupied 

by the other; and if this could be ce

mented by the most winning arts of popula

rity, a settlement might be formed in Can:otda; 

where these causes might have full scope and 

produce the same effects which Lord Sel

kirk states them to have had in the 

Highlands. For this purpose an inland 

situation at such a distance as to leave only 

a nominal dependerice qpon the government 

was the most eligible, although, in, other 

respects, it seems less calculated for rapid im .. 

provemeilt than one nearer the rest of the 

civilized world. For the same purpose it 

would also be necessary to attract men of 

every description iI). the Highlands" to keep 

IIp the same rank and subordination ,between 

'the chief and the meanest cotter: and when 



such should be carried into effect, the roman .. · 

tic warmth of youth perhaps anticipated 

, nothing less than a restoration of the happy 

, days- of clanship.;*' 

The succession to the hereditary titles and 

estates of his family might perhaps have in

duced the noble Author to abandon the 

plan to which, when a younger brother,. he 

looked as the source from which the future 

prospects of his life were to spring: but of 

some minds a persevering ardour is a promi

nent feature; and it is no reflection on Lord 

Selkirk's to suppose it of that description. Lord 

Selkirk seems to have viewed the acquisition 

of wealth and consequence only as the means 

of carrying into execution, with more effi

cacy, the plan he had conceived in early 

youth. He applied to government there

fore, and was enabled to compleat his 

arrangements for his establishment in Upper 

Canada, at a place fully eight hundred miles 



from the seat of government, and half that 

distance from ~he colonized· part of the coun

try. The distance was too great to admit of 

much controul; and its near vicinity to the 

hostile and savage tribes of Indians formed a 

bond of union, centering of course in the 

leader of the colony, which eould only be 

dissolved by the annihilation of the cause 

from which it sprung. 

To meet these views, the plan was totally 

different from any other upon which the cul

tivation of that district had hitherto been at

tempted. Various agents were employed, 

whose most active exertions were used to 

procure emigrants from every corner. If Lord 

Selkirk has been made to believe that they 

scrupulously engaged only those who had pre

viously determined to go to the United States, 

he is grossly misinformed with regard to their 

proceedings. If it he conceived that only 

the small tenants were invited to emigrate, 

the public is greatly deceived. For en

ct>uragement was held out to a class of peo .. 



ple superior to the small tenants, as weti as 
to the inferior class of cottars, in order more 

nearly to preserve 'all those peculiarities of 

'customs and language' which it was so 

much his object to secure. Neither of these 

two dasses, upon the principles of these Ob

servations, had any occasion to emigrate; 

but they were necessary for the feudal sub

ordination which was to be"kept up in the 

new settlement. Some officers on half-pay 

formed a part of the emigration, and some 

of the inferior class who were too poor to 

pay for their passage, for which accordingly 

they engaged to serve by indenture for a cer

tain number of years *, formed also a part 

of the settlement. The first class; had the 

obje<:t been merely the cultivation of waste 

land, might be termed unproductive labour

ers, as they were not to labour with their 

own hands; and the latter class could not

have found their way to this settlement with-:-

'* App. p. 26., 



out an emigration beyond what was excited 

by the causes arising in the Highlands, a~ 

they did not originaUy emigrate, but only set

tled in the low country, when they found 

it necessary to leave their native districts. 

Had Lord Selkirk known that he should not 

be able to carry into effect his original plan 

ofa remote arld inland settlement, he plainly 

intimates that he would have confined his 

encouragements to the same class of people 

that formed the wealth of other cultivators of 

waste ground, or perhaps have abandoned 

the scheme entirely: But, before he knew 

that government wis4ed a maritime settle

ment, we are informed that he had already 

proceeded far in his preparations *, and the 

engagements entered into must be fulfilled. 

A purchase was accordingly made of a large 

tract of uncultivated ground in Prince Ed

~ard's Island, from. the proprietor, at a very 

easy rate. The emigrants defrayed the ex-

• P. 5· 



:pences of the v oy ,either· by their money 

or labou.r; and the land was sold at a very 

great advance of price. The success of these 

measures has not disappointed the calcula

tion,s of prude11ce; the emolument has been 

very great without any great outlay of mo

ney, and merely by employing some little 

care and attention.' Lord Selkirk still has a 

considerable quantity of ground uncultivated: 

he did not procure as many ,emigrants as 

would have been sufficient for cultivating his 

whole property. Additional recruits are re

quired -for the colony; but -although so many 

have already transported themselves to it, 

and although those of their friends, who may 

chuse to follow their example, have had Ii. 

beral and earnest invitations, Lord Selkirk 

will be able to inform the public how these 

invitations have been listened to. The pub

lic must know what would be sufficient to 

ensure success; it may also be able to con.:.. 

jecture what are the circumstances which 

must retard its further progress. 



Lord Selklrk ~vill probably object to this pic.;. 

ture, as ascribing motives for his conduct diffe

rent, from those by which it wa'S really actuat

~d; but the public will judge, whether the mo .. 

tives, which have been attributed to the High

land proprietors, have not less appearance of 

probability than those upon which they may be 

supposed to account for his Lordship's con

duct; arid whether, after being so roughly 

handled by his Lbrdship, they could be very 

much blamed for retorting in this manneL 

They co1.11d a'iSert1 at the same time, that 

their account is gathered eh;efiy from his 

own statemerrt1 which he candidly admits 

was drawn up by way of vindication for hi~ 

conduct *. Ko one will believe that; writing 

under such circumstances, the apology has 

been hasti:ly or incautiously written, or that 

any thing has been omitted which could ju';~, 

tify his principles or vindicate his practice. 

No philanthropist need fear, that the most 

profitable employment of the Highlands will 

>110 P. 8. 
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be found incompatible with retaining the 

present population; or that the experience 

of those who have acted judiciously, and 

therefore successfully, in attaining this de

sirable object, will not be universally adopted. 

Only give the people the same advantages 

which others have; let the change be made 

gradually; and let opportunities be offered to 

the displaced tenants and cottars of usefully 

employing themselves. This is all that needs to 

be done. The most g,ratifying picture. is pre

~ented in the general character of the High

land proprietors; for the disposition of those 

who haye hitherto acted so honourably and 

feelingly, in preferring low rents to expatri-. 

ating their tenantry,. entirely removes the 

greatest obstacle there otherwise would be to 

gradually improving the Highlands. In this 

respect, the size of the Highland estates, 

which are in general very extensive, while 

it diminishes the number of the persons, up

on whose conduct so much depends, also ne

cessarily facilitates their operations. Almost( 

all of the great proprietors. possess estates" 



"With such varieties of situation as \yill fu:."

'nish means suited to every different varidy 

of employment which can influence the for ... 

tunes of their tenantry. The advantage of 

this is such, that it insures the beneficial ef

fects of the exertion of the enlightened po

licy and improved experience of modern 

times, and the improvement of the High

lands. Every encouragement, which a mea

sure of such immense national importance 

deserves, is at this moment most liberally be

stowed by the state. Very considerable pro

gress has, already been made in facilitating 

the means of internal communication, which 

bestows a vigour and a permanency upon 

every other species 0f improvement. The pa

triotic views of Government have been mO'.,t 

honourably seconded by pri vate individuals. 

The opinion entertained lily thc:se whothink 

that the great national works in question will 
. . . t J: d 1 tend to prevent emlgratlOll, IS no .foun ec: 

on the temporary employment they afforJ 

for a f~w years to those engaged ia execut

~n2" them*. Even this, however, ,vould al-
a 

* P·5 8• 



low a yery considerable addition to be made 

to the sheep-farming system, without any 

immediate loss of population, industry, or 

capital, to the state. But the benefit to the 

General improvement of the country, arising 

from these public works~ operates in a qif

fcrent manner, and will be quite incalculable. 

They are, in every case, the first effectual 

:':itep to improvement~ How different must 

he thep:-ogress of barter, when loctded wag

gons may with ease traverse the remote&t 

corners of the H~ghlands, compared with 

that period when it was necessary to tran&

rurt every commodity on a half starved po

ney, over almost impassable mounta~ns, or 

through nearly trackless morasses. In a few 

ye~rs, we shall probably see th~ Banks of 

the Caledonian Canal covered with tmvr,.s 

~nd villages, as depots for the produce of the 

i.ndustry of the interior parts of the country, 

for which foreign commodities will there be 

re~dy to be exchanged. It will no longer 

be necessary, as it once '>Yas, that almost the 

,)n1y cxportJ.ble prodection of the country 



~hould transport itself alive to the markets of' 

the south. In this respect, the Highlands 

will soon be put more nearly upon a footing 

with the rest of the kingdom; and many 

of the disadvantages, under which it has 

hitherto laboured, will be softenecl away; so 

that the native and powerful energies of its 

flcti ve and high-spirited inhabitants will b\.'! 

allowed free scope, and thus be employed 

usefully for themselves and their country, 

without the Illost distant l1ecessity_ for look

ing to the other side of the Atlantic for a 

field for the exercise of their industrious ha~ 

bit~. 

X. ' The emigrations from the Highlands,' 

says Lord Selkirk,' which had been of little 

~ moment during the continuance of hostili

, ties, recommenced, upon the return of peace, 

'with a spirit more determined and more 

, widely diffused than on any former occa

,; sian *.' This circumstance, that the cur-

!Po P. 4. 



;rent of emigration was checked duri"ng the 

:tate war, naturally excites a doubt how far its 

progress was altogether owing to the alleged 

necessity of thinning an unnecessarily nume

rous population. The effect ·of the war could 

only be, in a small degree~ to enhance the 

freight for 'the passage, and to afford an open

ing for some of the younger and more active 

Highlanders to enter into the army. It re

commenced, however, on the return of peace 

with more. than' ordinary vigour ; and a ge

neral ferment prevailed through the whole 

country, not keeping pace, in the smallest 

degree, with the conversion of arable, and 

cattle farmll into pasture for sheep. The bulk 

of those proposing to emigrate were persons 

not labouring under any distress, but who, 

on the contrary, were in possession of lands 

suited to their circumstances, enabling them 

to live at their ease '*: in many instances 

the deserted farms held under current leases, 

in the possession of which they were of course 

* Fi,rst Report on Emigration, p. S. 



secure *': and it is a fact, that, at the very 

time when the rage for emigration was at the 

highest, there were farms unoccupied, which 

might have been obtained upon moderate 

terms, and which were actua:lly lying waste, 

being deserted by the tenants notwithstand

ing the anxious wish of the proprietors to re~ 

tain them. In most of the districts where 

this spirit was most prevalent, they were not 

.only then uninjured by the consequences 

of sheep-fanning, but not even the most dis

tant idea was entertained of its introduction. 

Sheep-farming was only very partially and 

locally adopted at this time in the counties of 

Ross and Inverness: the greatest part of 

the country, from which the emigration was 

going on, was by no means adapted for this. 

species of stock; and no measures were even 

in contemplation for enlarging the farms 

which could account for such a spirit being. 

so universally diffused. 

"" 'Third Rerol't, p. 9-



The emigration, which took place in tile 
year 180 I, from the west coast of the High~ 

lands, was comprehended in three vessels; 

conveying about 830 passengers to Nova 

Scotia *. But such was the celerity with 

which this spirit increased that, next year, 

no less than 45 10 emigrants left this country, 

in fifteen vessels, from different parts of th~ 

Highlands, most of them destined for the 

United States t: and the probable ex'" 

tent of emigration was calculated, from the 

preparations which were then making, and 

the ferment which prevailed, at no less than 

20,000 for the following year t. 
Among the instances which came to the 

notice of a committee of the Highland So

ciety, whose attention was drawn to this sub"" 

ject, there was one estate where no less than 

ISO families were preparing to emigrate, 

", First Report, p. 2. 

tAppen. C. to the Third Report on Coasts, &c. of 

Scotland. 
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which comprehended. the whole population 

'Upon it1 with the exception of three families: 

upon another estate the whole inhabitants, to 

the amount of 2000 souls, were in corres

pondence upon (his subject *. Lord Selkirk 

himself has been obliged to record ac instance 

of this unreasonable and unnecessary dis

position to emigration from the island of 

Barra t. 
The circumstances attending the voyages 

bf many of these emigrant ships exhibited 

melancholy pictures of mortality, which, add

ed to the hardships of the situation of these 

poor people, naturally excited the most deep

felt cern passion. This feeling would have 

been barren, indeed,' if it had not excited 

the desire of removing the delusion and ig

norance under which these poor people seem

eo to be blindly acting. 

Accordingly, all these united circumstances 

would have been sufficient to call aloud for 

"* First Report, p: 3. 
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the attention of much less enlightened pa

triots than the Highland' Society of Scotland~ 

have always shewn themselves to be, in 0rder 

to discover,. if possible, what were the effi

cient causes of such an unusual ferment in 

the Highlands; whether it proceeded en

tirely from the rapid, and therefore injudi<;i- ' 

ous change of system adopted by the pro

prietors, or whether it did not, in a great. 

measure, originate in the ignorance of the 

people, worked upon by designing men stir

ring them up to discontent. 

Their inquiries led to a full discovery of 

'the instigation of interested persons, who 

, promote the ferment of the people, and go 
'" , about 'recruiting for the plantations with the 

'usual eloquence of crimps *.' These are 

th~ words of a contemporary author. The 

persons, however, thus employed did not 

make these exertions fo~ the sake of the poor 

Highlander that he might profit by these 

hitherto untried scenes of enjoyment; for we 

* Irvine on Emigration, p.6-. 



'Icarn from the same author, that, of these 

persons, ' some instigators have lands in 

~ America, but they have no people to culti

, vate them: they must try then to supply 

, this want, by those measures which interest 

'suggests, by large promises ef prosperity, 

-c and by gay descriptions of the country *.' 

But the other class of instigators, who may 

be aptly termed crimps, have no lands upon 

which they can set down the people whom 

they solicit to leave this country: the sale ob

ject of their profit is the freight which they 

obtain from -each passenger : the sooner and 

more completely they fill up their cargo, so 

much the greater of course will the <Jdv~m

,tage be. 
That such 'persons ,vauld not be Y(1 y 

scrupulous in the means they made use of to 

serve their own int.erest need scarcely be re

marked.: it wouMbe singular indeed if ,',e 

found diem going about giying a fair reprl'

sentatian of the hardships Df the voyage, the 

'" Irvine on Emigration, p. 08. 



difficulties to be encountered in America, and 

the real circumstances in which the emigrants 

would find themselves placed: as little can we 

expect to see such persons limit their tempta

tions to the necessities of the people and the 

conduct of the proprietors. Lord Selkirk 

himself acknowledges, that ' the machina

, tions of the leaders of emigration, as des

, cribed in the Reports (of the Highland So

'ciety) are nothing more than might reason

, ably be expected from men of that stamp 

, in a country where a general tendency to 

, irritation prevails:' yet it is thought to be 

absurd, that ' the Society should consider 

{, these artifices as the prime source of all the 

, discontent they observe, and assign as their 

'ultimate motive the unjust and tempting 

'gains accruing to' the traders in emigra

, tion '!(,.' The times in which we live have 

afforded marty melancholy lessons in the 

study of human nature. We all witnessed, 

,vith a well grounded apprehension, the ra-

>it- P. 143. 



pid progress, among the low and ignorant, 

of opinions as agreeable to their passio':ls ai!.J 

'feelings as inconsistent with _ the due order 

of civil society. When once the artful and 

the eloquent obtain a hearing, the contagion 

spreads like a mighty torrent, bearing down 

every tbing which resists its progress. Can any 

subject be addressed to the imagination more 

captiva,ting than the prospect of happiness? 

It is not difficult, in any situation of life, to 

create discontent: every condition may ad

mit of amelioration. Wherever imagination 

is set afloat, and scope given for the free cur

rent of our desires, reason loses it controu!' 

, A thousand gay illusions sport before the 

, ' eye, and solicit the fancy. Present advan

, tages become insipid, or sink in esteem; the 

, future gains what the present loses *.' Thl. 

most deceitful representations are h~ld out .)(. 

the blessings to be found in America: the cli

mate and the very elements are represented as 

assuming something like paradisiacal harmony;_ 

>If< Irvine, p. 60. 



no difficulties are to be met with; but the earth 

is supposed almost spontaneously to yield 

her increase : 'Where there is no landlord, no 

, factor, no threatening for rents at Martinmas.' 

These delusions, of course, are. circulated, 

and every kind of authenticity is given to 

them by the leader~ of emigration. It is 

very much their interest to do so; and so 

successful aTe they, that even Lord Selkirk 

has admitted, that ' the emigrants are sel

dom funy aware of the discouragements*' 

they are to encounter. How should it be 

otherwise? Does any person suppose that 

they would emigrate, if they knew hut the one 

half of the truth which escaped even from 

Lord Selkirk himself, that " there cannot be 

a more extreme contrast, to any country 

that has been long under cultivation, or a 

scene more totally new to a native of these 

kingdoms than the boundless forests of Ame

rIca. .An emigrant set down in such a scent, 

feels all the helplesmess of a child. He has 

a new set of ideas to acquire; the knowledge 



wliich all his previous expetiencehas accu

mulated, can seldom be applied; his igno

rance, as to the circumstances of his new 

situation, ,meets him on every occasion*." 

What is the effort required for removing to 

the low country, compared to this; where, 

if he is to be employed in a new occupation, 

he is surrmmded by those who can instruct 

his ignorance and assist his helplessness? 

How much rather should he prefer remain

ing in the land of his fathers, to this looking 

for untried scenes of happiness in a country 

and in an occupation for which his pre

-vious habits lend him no aid, and his pre

vious experience leaves him only the weak

ness of a child. Can any thing but delusion 

lead him to America? No sooner is one 

cargo landed, than on the return of the crimps 

before mentioned to look out for a fresh 

supply, a great nUJ?ber of letters" supposed 

to be written by those who went before, are 

transmitted to their friends and neighbours. 

These give flattering accounts of the success 

* P. 178. 



of their voyage, and the happiness they en ... 

joy after having made the experiment. These 

letters are given out as being written by the 

direction of persons who can neither read 

nor write; and it need scarcely be added, 

that all the letters of an opposite tendency, 

sent home by the same conveyance, are sup

pressed. Lord Selkirk is pleased to remark, 

that ' throughout all British' America, at 

, least the ports, are under the same regula

, tions as at home, and that (under the au

, thority of the postmaster general of En&

, land) letters may be conveyed from almost. 

, every part of the colonies, more tediously 

, indeed, but (sea risk excepted) with as 

, much safety as within Great Britain itself~~.' 

This is all very true; but Lord Selkirk forgets 

that the establishment of post offices, in the 

uncultivated parts of the colonies to which 

these poor people are deluded, is still' more 

scanty than in the wildest and most remote 

part of the Highlands of Scotland, which is 

,., P. 139· 



often at the distance of 40 or 50 miles, where 

a poor tenant would little think of -inquiring 

for a fetter from America. The poor people 

throughout the country have a singular an

tipathy to this kind of tax~tion; and, ac

cordingly, the whole correspondence, which 

takes place, is carried on directly by me;;ns 

of these traders. That the Society did not on 

light grounds hazard the assertion, that all let

ters, not of a particular tendency, were as much 

as possible suppressed; Lord Selkirk probably 

knows, or might have known; and the follow

ing statement was given in proof of it, which, 

as Lord Selkirk could not possibly deny, he 

thought it best to overlook, and simply to 

. say, that there was a post office establishment 

in America. 'The feelings of the emi ... 

, grants,' says the reporter, ' after finding 

, themselves in America, are strongly illus ... 

, trated by a genuine letter which the com .. 

, mittee has had occasion to see, written in 

, 1792 , by a Highlander in America to his 

, cousin at home. Among other things, he 

, says, "Dear Angus, you may tell Bois-

PP 



" dale about the people that left Uist, that 

" they are crying every day, saying, if Bois

" dale knew their condition, that he would 

" send for them again; but if you hear any 

" of them talking of coming to this place, 

" for Go<fs sake advise them to stay where 

" they are, else they will repent." 'How 

, this letter made its way from America~ in 

, spite of the care which is certainly taken to 

, prevent such intelligence l?eing conveyed to 

, Britain, does not appear; but it is a cir

, cumstance deserving of notice, that this 

, was the only letter that came from the 

, Uist emigrants written by the party him

, self, while a great number were received 

, by the very same. c'onveyance, as for, and 

, by direction, and in name of others among 

, these emigrants, . who were themselves un

, able to read or write, and containing the 

, most flattering accounts of their situation*.' 

Is it enough to dispute such a distinct state

ment, by simply saying, that there are post 

* First Report, p. 34. 



offices in America, and that the Society ought 

to have made inquiry into this before such 

an assertion was hazarded? Does Lord Sel

kirk really believe the Society are indebted to 

his Lordship's connection with America for the 

first notice of this piece of information? They 

knew also, however, that few,of the High ... 

landers correspond with the mother coun

try through the medium of the post office; 

and they had fully ascertained the remark

able fact regarding the Uist emigrants in 

1792 , which admits of no explan;tion dif

ferent from what they have given. Lord 

Selkirk will probably find, on inquiry, that 

the know ledge of this practice being usual, 

in other cases, has produced a conviction in 

the colony established in Prince Edward's 

Island, that the emigrants to that settlement 

have not been exempted from it. The ac

counts which have reached this country, how

ever, show that, with regard to that settle

ment, it has not been equally successful. 

The artifices of the leaders of emigration 

completely account for the prodigious in-
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crease in the success' of American coloniz~ 

tion, and fully €xplain the singular pheno

menon of an emigration taking place, far 

beyond the supposed drain necessary, from 

the actual circumstances of the country.,·" 

It is said, indeed, that "no explanation is 

given of the mode in which the extraordina

ry gains arise*," which make this a lucrative 

trade, and which induced men to pursue it 

with the same eagerness with which the Af ..... 

rican slave trade used to be carried on. The 

gains were indeed extraordinary, as they de

pended not on the life and health of the pas

sengers, but upon the death. The contrac

tors pl:lrpose was served even before the emi

grant was admitted on board. For he never 

was permitted to put his foot into the ship 

until the passage money was paid down; 

and the sooner the contractor was relieved of 

the burden of him by death, or by other 

means, the greater proportion- of food set 

apart for him WaS saved. The more people 

'I/< P. 143. 
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that were crowded into one ship, so much the 

more profit was made at the same expence, 

which never was encreased by even the ne

cessary m~dical attendance requisite for S9 

many people in such circumstances. This 

is no imaginary picture. Upon such princi

ples of mercantile speculation, han the trade 

been carried on for many years. For what,. 

ever previous agreement had been made, 

when the poor emigrant found that his ac

commodation was inadequate to the purposes. 

of health or comfort, what could he do? He 

must pay for what his contract bound him to, 

and by giving up his farm, he had abandoned 

all claim to a residence in this country. He 

must either remain unprovided for and a 

burden upon his friends, with the loss of the 

passage money, and all his hopes of a happy 

independence ; or he must _submit to the ac

commodation the contractor chose to aftord 

him. However scanty this was, the contrac

tor might well think as long as he was under, 

no regulations, that if he received him on 

bo;:trd, it was all he had undertaken for. 
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The poor creatures were landed often in so 

enfeebled a state, that they were unable to 

reach those parts of the country where it was 

possible to employ them; and if they did, 

were quite incapable of bearing the fatigue 

necessary in their new situation. They thus 

became in many instances an intolerable bur

den upon the poor's rates. The evil at length 

becarre so great that several of the states en

acted a law that in future no ship-master 

should be allowed to land any emigrant un

less he found an American citizen to give 

. security in a hundred dollars that he should 

not become a burden upon the country. 

Can a more, direct testimony be given of the 

e~feebled state . in which they landed? As. 

the same principles of profit regulated every 

-voyage, the circumstances attending each 

were in general extremely similar: in some 

perhaps the inconvenience was less than in 

others; but the following statement, taken 

from a judicial proceeding before the Court 

of Session relative to a ship that carried pas .. 

~ngers from the. isle of Sky to Carolina in 
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1791, is selected both for its publicity and 

authenticity. 'The vessel was about 270 

'tons burden-the number of passengers 

, about 40 OJ, including women and children, 

, so that their situation was most uncomforta

, ble and dangerous, there being hardly room 

, for them to stretch themselves: There were 

'three tiers of beds fore and aft, and two 

~ midship. The births for ~ full passenger 

, were 18 inches broad. Those fore and aft 

C were only about 2 feet high, including the 

'space occupied by bedding, so that it was 

, scarcely possible to creep into them. The 

C others were a little higher, so that the pas

e senger could tum himself on his side, and 

'rest on his elbow. To add to their calami

, ties, they neither had a sufficiency of vic

'tuals nor proper cooking utensils, there be

"ing only t~o pots of twenty-four pints 

, each, which were quite inadequate to the 

'preparation in any reasonable time of a 

'meal for 400 persons. Had the vessel 

, made out its voyage, the chief part of the 

'people must have been consumed by dis-



, ease and filth, which last w~s horrible; but 

c after being twelve days at sea; the ship was 

, dismas~ed and put back to Greenock, '\Yhere 

c many of the passengers, especially children, 

'died from the effects of, the short voyage 

, they had made. These unfortunate people, 

, were completely cured of their passion for 

, America; and happily found an asylum in 

, the benevolence of Mr David Dal~, who 

, employed them in his extensive cotton ma-

c nufactory in the vacinity of Glasgow.'* 

This hitherto uncontradicted statement sure

ly informs us of some particulars well wor

thy of attention, entering deeply into the 

merits of this question; it is surely little de

serving of the light and jocular manner in

which Lord Selkirk has been pleased to re

present it. Will any person believe that this 

is the statement to which Lord Selkirk 

refers when he says that nothing can be ga .. _ 

thered from it, except that' after 12 days{)f 

, boisterous weather, the passengers were tired; 

*' First Rept. p. 8. 



, especi,alIy the women and children, and did 

, not chuse to proceed; a consequence very 

, likely among people who, for the first time 

'in their lives, were heartily sea~sick !*' 

Need it be wondered at that the Highland 

Society of Scotland should think it unnecessary 

to take notice of the charge of inhumanity 

for endeavouring to prevent the recurrence 

of such scenes in future, when it proceeds 

from the same quarter with the above re.,. 

marks? 

Lord Selkirk accuses the Society of not 

producing more instances of those hardships 

which the emigrants suffered upon their voy

age. But their inquiries uniformly led to 

the same conclusion, though some instances 

were more fatal and better authenticated than 

others. From the nature of the case it could 

not be otherwise: the same motives uni

formly operated; and the same effects were 

found to result in the years 1773, 179 I, and 

1801. In this last year, two vessels, a-

'*' P. 147· 
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mounting to 559 tons, are, on good grounds, 

believed to have carried out to America not 

less than 700 persons. Will it be thought 

wonderful that a fever should be the conse· 

quence of this very crowded state of the ves. 

sels, and that the consequence of this fever 

should be, 'that 53 of the, passengers died 

, on board one of the vessels before reaching 

, America '*?' This statement, Lord Selkirk 

eays, is given upon hearsayt ; and .the High

land Society are accused of lending their 

sanction to a vague report. Unquestionably 

it is true, that the evidence of this fact did 

not fall directly under their own immediate 

observation; the account was received from 

others; so far it was upon hearsay; but it is 

probable the members of the committee, who 

inquired into this subject, did so as coolly and 

dispassionately as the noble author, and that 

they are just as capable of judging of evi

dence upon this or any other supject as he 

can be. The fact. was not difficult to be 

disproved, if the committee had been mis-. 

" First Report, p. 13. t P. 147· 



informed: It was said to have happened to 

One of two ships which sailed from Fort-Wil

liam in a particulat year; and Lord Selkirk 

could not have failed to have obtained a re

futation of it from persons who were so much 

interested in having it discredited. 

While the situation of the poor deluded 

creatures, who entrusted themselves to the 

designing artifices of speculators, excited the 

compassion of the committee, still'it was ad

mitted that 'it was not their .object to pro

C pose that any restraint should be put on 

, the will of any of his M.1jesty's subjects 

, who may chuse, however unwisely, to quit 

, his native habitations, and depart abroad, 

, mbre especially to some of his Majesty's 

'. foreign possessions. As little do they wish 

, to involve the Society in a suggestion of 

, any restraint on the lawful solicitations of 

, persons holding estates in his Majesty's 

, foreign possessions, addressed to natives of 

, Britain for persuading them (however much 

, to their disadvantage) to abandon their 

, own country, where ample fields of im

, provement remain, in order to cultivate 



, ,di.stant lands.' The object of the commit. 

tee is only 'to regulate the transportation of 

, emigrants in such a way as that no undue 

, profit may arise from its being conducted 

, in a manner destructive to the passengers*: 

These views will unquestionably meet the 

approbation of every true patriot and friend 

to humanity; while they left open t~e fair 

road to advancement which America might 

be supposed to open. While true representa

tions of the advantages or disadvantages were 

allowed to operate, their object was to pre

vent every kind of delusion originating in 

the interested and selfish conduct of men 

whose object was their own profit, and not 

the good of the pretended subjects of theit' 

commiseration. 

The regulations proposed, in consequence 

of these views, have been treated by Lord 

Selkirk sometimes with ridicule, as unneces

sary, and, at other times, by a singular abuse 

of words,. with a charge of inhumanity. But 

it will probably astonish those unacquainted 

'l< Third Report, p. 18, 20. 



with the subject, otherwise than in the ac

count he has been pleased to give of it, that 

the regulations which are chiefly objected to, 

regarding the accommodation of the passen

gers, which were recommended by the com

mittee, were copied from the law regulating 

the conveyance of slaves from the coast of 

Mrica to the West Indies '*: and surely it 

was not stipulating too much in favour of 

our own countrymen, that their health and 

comfort should be as much studied in the im

perative regulations of an act of Parliament, 

as the welfare of the negroes, to which the 

powerful motive of self..:.interest, as has been 

often strongly argued, must have procured 

a proper degree of attention. But in the 

transportation of the emigrants, as it was ge

nerally managed, the private interest was eX

actly in opposition to the accommodation, 

the health, and the lives of the passengers. 

The wisdom of Parliament, when the 

matter was submitted to their consideration, 

thought p~per to provide for the emigrants 

* Stat. 38. Geo. Ill. c. 88. 
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somewhat more accommodation than is sti

pulat~d in favour of the African slaves. If 

Lord Selkirk chuses to find fault with this 

preference of his own countrymen, and this 

superior attention to their health and com

fort, he must arraign the legislature of his 

c01.Jntry, which thought it necessary to pro

vide for their accommodation at least equal 

to that provided for our forces when they 

go on similar voyages, which is generally at 

least I -;- or 2 tons per man. The fear of 

contagious diseases must be much less among 

those who are kept cleanly by the rules of 

military discipline than among those who,. 

for the first time· in their lives, have lived 

out of the Rmoke and filth of a Highland 

cottage. 

The special provisions of the act of Par

liament for regulating the conveyance of pas

sengers from any part of Great Britain, or 

Ireland, are treated uniformly by Lord Sel. 

kirk as the suggestion of the Highland So.,; 

ciety : and it is wished that the wbrld should 

believe that the Society entertained the idea 
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of preventing emigration by these restric

tions, which are therefore represented as be

ing unnecessarily severe. But it might have 

been expected from a person who professes 

to talk of "the benevolence which marks 

tl).e proceedings of the Highland Society in 

general," which is such, as "to leave ,no 

room to doubt of their conduct respecting 

emigration having been founded on the purest 

motives ;*" that if the regulations be thought 

unnecessarily severe or absurd, the Society, 

who did not propose them, should be ex

empted from the ridicule and blame att'\ched 

to them. The impression which the repre

sentation given of the conduct of the High

land Society is meant to convey, clearly is, 

that the reports transmitted to Government 

pointed out the rule which was adopted. 

This Lord Selkirk, who was furnished with 

them, knows was not the case. In fair ar

gument, the Society have a right to insist 

that more should not be imputed to them 

than they can clearly take the merit o£ 
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Any person who has had an opportunity 

of being on board an emigrant ship, navigat

ed even according to the rules of the act of 

Parliament, will have no reason for thinking 

that any unnecessary attention has been paid 

to the accommodation of the people. The 

number of human beings crowded into one 

spot, without any very easy circulation of 

air, of people, at no time very remarkable 

for cleanliness, and of course still less so in 

so new a situation, affording so few conve

niencies for this purpose, m",kes the condi

tion of such a ship quite different from one 

conveying a body of men under strict disci

pline, trained to habits of cleanliness and at

tention to airing their bedding. 

Neither can it be seriously thought that 

the proportion of food is too great for a 

voyage of uncertain length, which depends 

entirely upon the state of the weather. Ani

mal food is an article much less bulky, there

fore carried at a much cheaper rate, and 

much more nutritive than farinaceous food; 

and surely it cannot be said that for a labour-
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ing man, who, immediately Upon his arrival 

in America, is to meet with the difficulties, 

and must subdue the obstacles which are so 

eloquently described by Lord Selkirk *, and 

which are sufficient to appal the stoutest 

heart, 3-;- lib. of animal food each week is 

an unreasonable allowance. Formerly, from 

injudicious management, and a very, short

sighted policy, the economical arrangements 

upon this subject were so very scanty as 

very often so much enfeebled the emigrant, 

that, if he ever recovered himself from the 

natural depression of his mind and enervated 

state of his body, the period during which he 

was unable to unde'rgo the immense fatigue 

necessary in his new situation, wasted much 

more of his little capital than his defective 

fare had saved. 

But in his remarks upon this subjectt, 

Lord Selkirk shows how little he is acquaint

ed with that class of Highlanders who com

pose the ordinary emigrations. They are, 

;0 P. 17S, 189' t P. 15~· 
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acc:ording to his' own account, the more 

wealthy of the tenantry, among whom, . es

pecially in the Isles, the quantity of· animal 

food consumed in their families is -very con

siderable indeedr It has hitherto been, and 

probably ever will be, more a cattle than a 
grain country: And can.it be wondered at, 

, that in a country where a cow may' be 

bought from 35s. to 2l. and a sheep at 3s. 6d. 

(lr 4s. and where the necessity of importa.

tion always keeps grain at a high price*, the 

people should resort more to the former 

kind of food than the same ,class of people 

do in other parts of the country? Few fa

milies, of .such a class as used to emigrate, kilI 

fewer than six or eight sheep, besides a cow, 

for their support during the year. The al

lowance ()f farinaceous food is also objected 

to, as " being more than equal to the entire 

consumption of country labourers in any part 

IOf Scotland t". But" admitting that it is so, 

01/< Statis. Account of Harris. 
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when the ingenious author objects to an al

lowance of I ~ lib. each day, he forgets the 

quantity of vegetable food, milk, and tea, 

which every where diminishes the labourer's 

consumption of grain. For this deficiency 

it was necessary to provide. 

It will not appear surprising, that the de

sire of going as cheaply as possible to Ame

rica led them to bargain for themselves just 

as small a portion of food as it was possible 

for them to subsist upon; and their igno

rance of the length and hardships of the 

voyage, left this desire to operate in its full 

force, unchecked by the experience of those 

who cared not how soon they were relievc:d 

of the burden of supporting them. No bet

ter criterion could be obtained upon this sub

ject than by enlarging somewhat all the al

lowances usually made, in order more espe

cially to guard against the dismal effects of 

a voyage extending beyond the usual limits. 

Accordingly, in a contract entered into in the 

year 1802, between the owners of a vessel 

and a party of emigrants, the ql:1antity of 



provisions, which they insist upon, being pro

vided for them, is as follows: 5 lib. of oat~ 

meal, 3 lib. of biscuit, 4 lib. of beef, 1 Eng .... 

lish pint of molasses, . and -;- lib. of barley for 

each passenger per week, and I gallon of 

water per day. The stipulations of the act 

of Parliament make very little addition to the 

quantity of farinaceous food, and even pro

vide less animal food than the people, when 

left to themselves, insisted upon. This seems 

to leave no room to doubt the propriety of 

its enactrrients. 

But some very materi~l provisions of the 

act of Parliament are entirely overlooked by 

Lord Selkirk, which was necessary, perhaps, 

as he was bringing forward a charge of' in

humanity against its framers. The condi .. 

tion of the poor people who embarked was 

miserable, not only from their crowded situa

tion and want of food, but was also shock

ing to human nature, if any epidemical dis

temper arose among them, which was ex

tremely likely to happen. In such a case, 

h0W much. was the malignity of disease ag ... 



gravated by the want of any medical aSSlS

tance? But whether they escaped this or 

not, there was no security that their agree

ment should be fulfilled either on shipboard 

or in America. The bonds which are taken 

as a security for having the proper quantity 

of provisions on board, for embarking no 

more than the just proportion of passengers, 

for airing the bedding once.,.day, and fumi

gating the vessel twice a-week, for landing 

them at the place agreed upon~ and the ne

cessity there is to have a skilful surgeon on 

board every vessel which carries more than 

50 passengers, operate as a complete check 

against any kind of deceit. By these regu

lations, the trade is not prohibited, but is now 

placed upon the best possible footing. 

This, however, does not seem to be the 

opinion of Lord Selkirk:' The regulations 

'of the a<;t of parliament, we are told, are 

, so far from being absolutely necessary, that 

, it is difficult to see what object they can 

'serve, except to enhance the expence c,f 
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, passage. *' In one sense, indeed, it may be 

true that it is not absolutely necessary for 

this country to interfere. For a~though the 

accommodation formerly was such as in ge

neral produced a very great mortality, as 

they were at all events quitting the country, 

it signified little how many reached their 

place of destination, which was often a fa .. 

reign and independent state. But though 

unquestionably by these regulations, the ex

pence of the passage be a little enhanced, 

can any person be so blinded by prejudice 

as not to perceive that the object attained is 

fully a recompence (or this additional ex

pence? These regulations now produce this 

excellent effect, that every one of those poor 

creatures, whose real or supposed miseries in

duce them to look for happiness at a distance 

from their native country, now knows ex .. 

actly what he bargains for; and has a dis

tinct and easy mode pointed out of obtaining 

its fulfilment. He is not now left, as he for-

'*' P. lSi. 



merlywas, to the mercy of the contractor, 

who just took on board as many as he could 

possibly crowd together; but he now knows 

that for the stipulated sum, which he is left 

to fix at what rate he pleases, he must have a 

certain quantity of accommodation. Neither 

will it be found that there was any check against 

imposition, from the circumstance of one of the 

emigrants themselves being sometimes contrac

tor for the voyage *, the instances of which, 

however, were not very frequent. For unfor

tunately the interest of the contractor, whe

ther Highlander, Lowlander, or American, 

whether one of their own number, or in a 

higher sphere of life, is decidedly at variance 

with the comfortable accommodation of the 

emigrant. Whenever op.e of themselves un

dertook to bargain about a vessel to transport 

them, the 'ship-owners of course bound him 

under a penalty to provide the number of 

passengers agreed upon by a certain day; 

but in return for this, the contractor took 

* P. 144· 
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(;are to secure himself in a most ample re

compense. The contract formyrly alluded 

to was clogged by a private letter granted by 

the ship-owners to the person who took bur

den for the rest of the emigrants, by which 

it was secretly agreed upon that, of the sum 

which he bargained that each should pay 

for his passage, he was to receive d. for his 

exertions. This plainly identified hls inte

rest with that of· the owners of the vessel, 

which was to induce as many as possible to 

go, and to crowd as many as could be into 

the same vessel; and this, whether the state 

of the country, their comfort, or their incli

nations led them to it or not. 

It is very easy to say, that' in this, as in 

, other trades, competition must be the best 

, check to abuse. *' But after a poor ignorant 

Highlander, who perhaps has never wander

ed beyond the district in which he was born, 

had given up his farm. or been turned out of 
it; after he had bargained for his passage, 

and paid down half the passage-money; af

ter a ship had been provided, and before he 
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set his foot on board to inspect the aCCOm

modation provided for him, he had been 

obliged to pay down the other hal£-If, 

when he got on board, he found the vessel 

overloaded, or the quantity and qUillity of 

the . food· deficient, how could he. remedy 

this? He had in fact made himself an out

cast from the society he was leaving; he had 

now no home where he could repose his 

head; and the greater part of his fortune was 

in the hands of a man who might set sail 

with it next day, declaring it forfeited, be

cause he was ready to fulfil his engagement 

by conveying him to the other side of the 

Atlantic. How would the emigrant, in such 

a case, be able to support his claim by suing 

the contractor in a court of law? He had 

no alternative but to submit to whatever was 

provided for him, till these regulations en

abled him to fix specifically the accommoda

tion he was to obtain for the price stipulated 

between them. Amidst so much ignorance 

on the one hand, and seif-interested specuia-

sa 



tion on the other, it seems perfectly plain~ 

that 'much higgling would take place, some

, times deceit and imposition, and almost al

, ways a great deal of petty artifice and vq:l

, gflr intrigue*.' It will scarcely be believed 

possible that,. this admission can come from 

the same pen which has so loudly, depre

cated any interference to regulate this traffic. 

It is surely a very g.reat inconsistency for 

any person to see, to the fullest extent, the 

evils complained of, and yet to consider the 

means whizh completely check these, as bor

dering upon a degree of inhumanity which 

deserves the utmost s,everity of his Lor~. 

ship's pen. . It is indeed said t, that ' it 
, does not appear how the regulations pro

e posed can operate to remedy any of the 

, inconveniencies arising from these circum

, stances, or to obviate the deceit and impo

, sition which may occasionally have bee'n 

, practised by contractors.' It is hoped, 

however, that the public is fully aware of 

t Ibid. 



the way in which the Act of Parliament has 

effected this grand object; and if Lord Sel

Kirk shall ever ag'lin induce another cargo of 

emigrants to trust their fortunes and their 

haEpiness to him, he will probably derive 

the same informq.tion from experience. 

After all the clamour which has been rais-
I 

ed against the framers of this bill, who are 

said to have compelled the emigrant to ' waste 

, his capital in expenees absolutely futile and 

«useless,' the public will be astonished to 

learn how little the passage-money has been 

raised since the passing of the act. Prior to 

its enactment, the passage money was, upon 

an average, 7 1. "*; it is now raised to 9 1. 

Considering that it is partly for the useless 

and futile expence of medical assistance, of 

the equally useless and futile exp'ence of se

curity to be landed at the place agreed upon" 

as well as for the accurate fulfilment of every 

other stipulation, the difference, in such cir

cumstances, would be two smaH to thro\y 

*' Irvine, p. 88. 



i'l.l1y great check upon emigration; and i~ 

~ost amply compens'ateq to the emigrant~ 
themselves, in the vigorous state of body 

, ' 

whic~ enables them to enter at once upoq 

their distant journey to the back settlements 

of America, and the laborious task they have 

to perform when they reach their place of 

destination. But when it is considered, that 

since that period the rate of insurance has. 

very much risen, the convoy duty has bee~ 

imposed, and the wages of seamen, owing 

to the demand for men for the navy, have 

vety greatly increased, so that the freight of 

a vessel~ from the Clyde to America, has 

advanced at least 35 pe~ ce!lt. it will be found, 

that what formerly went to the unlawful gains 

of the contractor now goes to th,!! comfort-. 

able accommodation of the emigrant. A 

higher eulogium upon the merits of the emi

grant bill canno~ b(! devised than this simple 

fact. 

Lord Selkirk says, "some persons may lie. 

~, inclined to doubt whether humanity wa.s 



~ the leading motive of the Society *.' He 

goes on: 'Whatever may have been their 

, views~ it has certainly been the subject of 

, exultation to many individuals, that the 

~ bill, by rendering the passage too expen

~ sive for the pecuniary means of the tenant

, ry, must leave them at the mercy of their 

'superiors.' It is ackno:wledged that this 

effect will be produced only in a very incon

siderable degree, not, however, to the praise 

either of the superiors or of the Highland 

Society ~ but from the alleged obstinacy of 

the people, who the more they are restrain

ed will be the more eager to go. But does 

Lord Selkirk really think, that any indivi

dual, who bears the name of Briton, rejoices 

that any of the human race, far less their own 

countrymen, should be at the mercy of their 

superiors? The force of the phrase, be

ing at a person's mercy, is very peculiar; it 

is adopted, on the present occasion, to imply 

the possibility of the Highland gentlemen 

~eing tyrants, who would oppress the peoe 
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pJ~, provided they wer~ preveI').ted from leav-
"." ~ , .. t I .,.- • 1 , ' \ . . , 

ipp them, the very pers~ms ~~Q~ he ha4 

alrea.CJ.y represeI').t_~4 as befn~ i~ &en~ral most 

indulgent master§~. !3u~ ~~a~ 4.0 their su

pe;r~or~~ accordiI').g ~o Lorp Selkir~, gain by 

having them!(lt their m~r~r?-los,s of !~nt, 

alJ. il}finit~ de~l of troub~e, an4 110 aqvantage 

vy-h:~.tey~r. Thes~, theI?-, are not the indivi

duals whose ip.tere~t f~ is to e~u1t at tflOse 
" ,,:' 

~llp:posed conseq.llep.ces of ~pe bill :ancJ how 

any other perso~~, I?os~essi!lg ,no p~op~r~y in 

te~ H~ghlands, can l;tave any view but the 

good of tpeir co~mtryme~, ejthe! in the w~sh 

of their hearts or the obJect of their exertio~s, 

i.t will require all the ingeniqus reasoning of 
~ord Selkirk to ppint out. 

The view which Lore} Selkirk has ex

hibited of the conduct of the Highla~d 

§ociet:y would lead tp.e world to conceive 

1]1<1,t th.ey res,tedsatisfie~ '\Vith suggesting dis

couragements ito er,nigration, by restrictions 

and pena,lties, withouttro.ubling themselves 
- . , _, ~. , . - I I 

",bout any means for its pr~~~ntion, by Bug-
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gesting sources of employment for the peo

ple at home. ,Had this really been their 

conduct, the sheers they have met wIth 

would not have been altogether so imich 

misplaced. But such was not the coriduct of 

the Society. For, after endeavouring to find 

out a check to those unlawful gains which 

led to an unnecessary emigration, the re

ports proceed to consider the situation df 

those emigrants who leave their country not 

from choice, but from a supposed necessity. 

It is observed, , * That means are not dim:.: 

, cult to be found whereby this supposed 

, necessity to emigrate may be overcome, 

, by which the landholders may in due time 

, be not only left at liberty, but encouraged 

, to enlarge the size of their farms, and pro:" 

, secute every pEm of agricultural improve

, ment; and, finally, through which the ih
, creasing population of the country may be 

, fouild' its blessing and support, instead of 

, its burden and dppression.~ The means 

whiCh are then suggested for finding em-

~ Firiit Report, p. 36• 



pioyment for the Highlanders, and direCting 

their industry to the advantage of their na

tive country, which occupy the remainder of 

the report, cannot but have met with his 

Lordship's approbation; but they exhibit 

views of policy regarding the Highlands, sa 
adverse to the principles of American colo..; 

nization, that it was not to have been ex

pected that any very particular notice would 

be taken of them. A higher approbation,. 

and one much more gratifying to a genuine 

patriot, has been obtained, in the adoption, 

by the legislature, of those great objects of 

improvement which are now encouraged 

in this hitherto neglected portion of the em

pire, and which have been suggested and 

enforced by the information and zeal of the 

Highland Society. From one end of the 

kingdom to the other will be felt the bene

ficial consequences arising from the exten

sion of the fisheries; the facility of inland 

navigation, the increase of internal commu

nication, the consequent improvement of 

agriculture, the introduction of manufactures, 



and the success of the arts, which add to the 

comfort of man in society. 

Few, we are inforined, will be prevented 

from emigrating, by all the difference of ex~ 

pence from the regulations/ introduced by the 

act of Parliament *. Had it been the object? 

of the Society to put a stop to emigration 

by force, they would .have recommended 

50me much more efficacious measures. Such 

an idea they uniformly disc~aimed ; and they 

were too enlightened and too humane, for 

one moment to harbour the thought of re

straining the constitutional freedom of their 

countrymen. Their conduct was directed 

by the most liberal views of general policy 

and knowledge of individual circumstances. 

While they perceived designing men, for 

their own advantage, sowing discontent and 

disseminating seditIon, leading to the loss of 

many valuable lives, and the misery of the 

surviyors, they would have ill discharged 

their duty to their country, if they had omit-

'if' P. 153. 
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t~d the opportunity of explaining to the legis

lature those circumstances of dehJsion on the 

Qne hand, and of crafty design on the other, 

which were accompanied by such man~fold 

evils, They acted upon the conviction,. that 

they were offering to the :;lugust Assembly of 

the nation, not one single sentimentunwar ... 

ranted by well vouched or notorious facts; and 

now that they review their former recom~ 

mendations with the scrutinizing eye of men 

whose opinions have been questioned by such 

high authority, they probably look ~ack with 

heartfelt satisfaction on the part they have 

acted, ~md enjoy with confident anticipation 

the applause. of their country and of posteri. 

ty. 

Lord Selkirk supposes, , that the !Iighlanc 

.society would not have recommended th( 

measures in ,question; if they had beer 

aware of all their consequenc~s. It'woul< 

.perhaps (continues his Lordship) be un 

just to blame them for not having can 

sidered the subject with perfect impaJ1:iality 

or extended:theil" views to the general inte 
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fest of the empire. The peculiar objects of 

their institution lead them to pay an exclu. 

sive attention to the local interests of one dis

trict. They h~ve given their opinion not in 

the ~haracter of a judge, but as a party in the 

cause, as representing 'one class of men for 

whom they -appear as advocates at the bar of 

the public~c.' , The society might without 

scruple accept of this character of the measures 

they adopted, as it would at least identify 

them with one part of their country, to the 

interests of which those measures were, in 

their intention at least, directed; and it would 

not be assuming too' much to suppose that 

such rp.easures could be at least as impartiaJ, 

and as generally pointed to the good of the 

whole state, as those dicta~ed even by the most 

respectable men, who, from the zeal of sys

tem, or the bias of patrimonial interest, might 

be supposed, not uncharitably, to be some

what prejudiced in their opinions. The 

most national member of the Highland So .. 

'" P. 16"2. 



ciety could not be more entitled to the appet.. 

la,tion of a party i~ this question than a cul

tivator of Canada, or a settler of St Johns. 

1311t in truth a majority of the committee of 

the Society consisted of ge'ntlemen having no 

interest,' or a very remote interest (as that 

word is commonly used) in the Highlands, 

whose views were not boul!ded by local at

tachment or local considerations, but who 

looked to the welfare and security of the em

pire at large, in any measures which could 

be devised; for preserving its inhabitants to' 

guard, or their industry to enrich it. Besides, 

Lord Selkirk has an unfair advantage in ,the 

argument" when he states,his own idea~ or 

his own measures as those which the society 

thought might be hurtful to, or inexpedient 

for the country. The So~iety were called up

on to detect and to resist the, machinations of 

lUen very different from. his Lordship· in 

their mo~ives, and in the conduct prompted 

by those motiv~s ; !llen who estimated the 

happiness, the health, and the lives of, the 

emigrants, .only as these might ot' might not 
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be conductive to their, own plans .of imme

diate gain or of speculative advantage*". 

XI. Lord Selkirk assumes it ' as sufficient

, ly proved, that emigration, to a greater or 

, less extent, is likely to, go on from .the 

, Highlands till the whole class of small 

, tenants be entirely drained off.' Such a 

position being admItted, this drain can only 

be effected by their leaving the island. It needs 

'*' Lord Selkirk says, (page 145) " But allowing any 
degree bf cre<;lit to the circumstances related in this re
port, (report of the Highland Society) they are far 
from warranting the concl;usions drawn from them, 
and are in fact nothing more than instances of that ir
ritation, the grounds of which have already been ex
plained. It cannot be thought extraordinary that those 
who have determine~, on emigration should express 
their discontent with little reserve, and avail them
selves of the prevailing temper of the county to induc!! 
others 'to join in their schemes." But this statement 
(doubtless without design in the noble author) is a lit~ 
tie incorrect in a most material circumstance. It was 
not by persons determined to emigrate, that the art!> 
detailed in the report of the Highland Society wen~ 
used to encite or. encourage emigration. These were 
employed by ~en determined to get money by the 
emigration <;>f others, whose, dangers they were not to 
share, and some of whose hardships were to be .d. 

sou(ce of pro1it to those advocates for emigration. 
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not be added, that it necessarily followsy 

, that it is an object deserving of some at

, tention, and of some exertion, to secure 

, these emigrants to our own colonies, rather 

, than abandon them to a foreign country.' 

But if the remarks, which' have already 

been m~de, show that it is much for the ad. 

vantage of this country that no part of her 

population, capital, or industry, which can 

be employed at home, should abandon it ; 

they seem also to show, that there is none 
, , , 

which cannot be so employed, and that no 

obstacle arises from the temper of the peo

ple to prevent this employment~ We must 

not then allow ourseI-yes to be blinded by the 

ideal splendour of possessi~g foreign em

pires. No substantial benefits can be expected 

to follow from the transfer of a part of our 

people to the opposite si~e of the Atlantic. 

To even the most inattentive observer, it 

will not be thought immaterial, whether the 

inhabitants of the Hi~hlandsremain where 

they now are, or 'form a }>art of our empire 

in Canada. 
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No modern colony, it is believed, has 

ever yet furnished any ~ilitary force for 

the oefence of the mother country; and, in 

almost all the modern wars of Europe, the 

defence of distant colonies has not only 

occasioned a very great distraction of the 

military force requisite for the warlike ef

forts it Europe, but has occasioned an ex

pence in general very disproportionate to the 

advantage resulting from their preservation. 

In this respect, they have, without exception, 

been a cause rather of weakness than of 

strength to their respective mother coun

tries *. It would be a strange idea to go to 

the woods of Canada to raise a regiment of 

those hardy moun~aineers for the protec

tion of a country, which had encouraged 

them to look to another as their home, to 

which they were now to transfer their af

fections. Nor need it be expected that the 

trade we ~hould have an opportunity of car

rying or). with our countrymen in this new 

'" Wealth of Nations, Vol. II. p. 405· 



colony, would in the least degree compensate 

for their loss to the country. 

Th~. colonial trade, though its returns are 

distant, and. therefore its profits less than the 

home trade, most certainly opens a market 

for the produce of such manufacturedarti

des as exceed the demand of the horne trade, 

and turns into this channel such a portion of 

the capital and industry· of the. country as 

cannot be so beneficially employed by any 

other means. This furnishes an indirect ad

dition to the resources of Great Britain; but 

all the addition' which is obtained by trans

planting the popuiation of our own country' 

to our foreign colony, is acquired at an ex

pence which greatly counterbalances the ad

vantage. Let our American coloni~s increase 

according to the usual progress of new states, 

or let the emigrations from Germany and 

Switzerland, w hjch, from the political con

vulsions of the times, are likely to increase, 

be directed to fix there; but let it never be 

supposed that the strength or wealth of the 

British empire wi1l be increas(d by the de,. 
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population of her own territory, III favour 

of her colonies. As long as we can furnish 

our manufactures at a rate cheaper than any 

other country, and more agreeable to the 

taste of the consumers, our manufactures 

will besought after under whatever govern

ment the state may be. To think of con

"1uering and keeping in subjection a nation 

for the sake of creating a demand for the 

produce of our industry, is one of the 

visions of the mercantile system which ~ow 

gains very little credit ; and the idea of wast

ing the strength and population of the coun

try in forming a colony, as a mart for our 

m~nufactures, seems not in the least degree 

more solid. In short, till our country is 

stocked to the full with capital, till agricul

ture has made its utmost exertions in culti

vating the ground, till our fisheries have been 

carried to their utmost possible success, till 

every market to ~hich we have access is 

glutted with our manufactures, and the car

rying trade, in which we can employ our 

vessels, is completely occupied, it cannot be 

uu 



good policy to coloni~ie ~nd culti~ate -dista.n.t 

,territorie~ with the view of forming a new 

outlet for the commodities of our country. 

We aU ~w how very far the above 

is from beiIltg the case., -and_ we -rna}" there

fare judge how unwise and unpolkic it 

is, that enllgration should take iplace ill the 

pre~ent ;political and ·economical state ,of ~ 
nation. 

Although our -opinion ltln':}uesticnablr-w, 

that our colonies are -of less use thUl ,<;\1ie 

sometimes rated at, we are far frliml ar
guing either that .they should be neglected 

or relinquished *. It may he well perhaps 

to give the colonies such ap acquaintance 

with our manufactured produce, and to in

cuce their capital to flow into such a .channel 

as that, if events should occur to separate tht;,! 

mother country from them, they may still 

continue to ·resort t9 the same market. Al
though they were once obliged to ,sty1ply 

them:;elves in this way, they will continue to 

to do so of their own accord .as long as we 
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can futnish them with the same article cheap.;;; 

er than any other country. But what we 

contend for is, that although we ought not 

in point of justice to abandon the colonies 

which we have hitherto protected, a great part 

of whose poplliation and wealth consists of 

what has been drawn from the mother coun

try, we still ought never to think of depopu

bting our own island upon the idea of strength

ening our colonies or encreasing their wealth. 

No country in modern Europe has arrived at 

such a pitch of population as that subsistence 

may not be easily afforded for a much great

er number of inhabitants than is maintained 

by it. There cannot, therefore, in any coun

try be an overflowing of population proceed ... 

ing from necesS:1ry causes, but whenever 

emigration takes place, it must be such as 

the government call and ought to remove, 

arising from impolitic monopolies and re

strictions, from unwise and unjust fiscal re

gulations, or from a general system of op'" 

pression which induces the young and high 



spirited to abandon a country no longer con

genial to their feelings. 

Lord Selkirk claims gteat merit from 

having turned the emigrations to our own 

colonies instead of allowing them to go to 

the United States, and. talks of having given 

more than ordinary advantages to those who. 

jPined his colony, and of having extended. 

his offers. of encouragement as far as he could 

without a total disregard to his own inte

rest. 

Political circumstances had already made 

the tide of emigration set in ,strongly to our 

own colonies. Mter the close of the Ame-· 

rican war, most of those gallant Highlanders. 

who survived the contest were settled in Ca

nada and Nova Scotia, by the liberality of 

the British government~ The new lands re

quired cultivators, and the loyalists came to 

look for them among their kinsmen in the 

Highlands. Almost every district in th@ 

Highlands had furnished some one officer 

or. other whose services were rewarded by 

these grants of land; so that every dis-
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trict was equally assailed with· temptations to 

the discontented peasa~try to emigrate, with

Qut leaving the dominions of the British so. 

vereign. Every year these in~itements were 

beco~ing stronger, so that there was perhaps 

no part of the Highlands which continued to 

s.end emigrants to the United States except 

the isle of Sky. During the years 180 I, 

1802, and 1803,. independently of Lord 

Selkirk's emigration, 25 vessels sailed with 

emigrants. Of these one only went. to the 

United States; and since the era of Lord 

Selkirk's emigration, though several vessels 

have carried out the same cargo, they have 

without exception been bound for our own 

colonies, being all landed in Nova Scotia. * 

'*' Strictures and Remarks on the Earl of Selkirk's 
observations by Ro. Brown, Esq; p. 7. If this valua
ble publication had appeared sooner, the public would 
have been spared the trouble of perusing these re
marks; but it affords a very gratifying reflection that 
the views here detailed in general coincide so nearly 
with those of one who has written with so much intel
ligence and practical knowledge upon the subject. The 
observations upon the management of Highland es
tates1 and upon the n~l,1eries, merit parti<:ular attention. 



What then are we to think of the extract ... 

dinary inducements which were held out 

to make the people emigrate to the very 

country to which their Own unassisted in

clinations would have taken them? If induce .... 

ments were necessary and high offers of en

couragement required, it must have beeI1 

not to take them to our own colonies in 

preference of the U niced States, but to take 

them there in preference to remaining at 

home. 

It need scarcely be added, that we look 

with extreme jealousy upon the suggestion 

of' the measures that are necessary for di

, verting the current of emigration, and direct

C ing it to any part, of the colonies which 

, may appear to government the most advise

e able.*' It is acknowledged to be 'indispen

'sible that some pretty strong indu~ement 

, should be held out to the first party who 

, will settle in the situation offered to them. 

e To detached individuals it would be diffi-
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.: cult to offer any advantage sufficiently 

, strong to coumterbalance the pleasure of be .. 

, ing settled among friends, as well as the as

, sistanoe they might expect from their rela

, tions. But if means can be found of infiu

, encing a considerable body of people, con

, nt~cted by the ties of biDod and friendship, 

, they may haye less aversion to try a new 

, situation: ,~nd if such a settlement be once 

, conduotedsafely through its .first difficulties, 

, till the adve,nt~rers feel a confidence in their 

, .resources, and acquire some attachment to the 

, country, the object may be considered as al
, most entirely accomplished. All those circum

, stances, which operate against the first pro

, posal .of change, will serve to confirm it 

, when it is brought to this stage of advance

, ment; and no peculiar encouragement will 

, any longer be necessary *.' We cannot 

help thinking that this system can be viewed 

in no other point of view than that of hold

ing out a direct encouragement to emigra-

$ P. 168. 
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tion: that, instead of finding a reme~y or 

palliation of an evil di,rectly destructive of the 

body politic, it furnishes a provocative to the 

disease rendering its destructive tendency ir

resistible. The emigration is not now to be 

local and impartial, but en masse, and to an 

extent far beyond former examples. The 

inducement which is to be held out is to 

be so great that it would be sufficient to alter 

their original destination, which is fixed, not 

by motives of caprice, but because they go to 

the place where their friends and relations 

have gone before them. It must be just as 

great to obtain this victory over their feel

ings and desires~' as the original determination 

to emigrate. Nothing short of exciting this 

desire seems equivalent to the effect prbposed. 

Besides, the encouragement must not only be 

thus strong, but it must also be general. I~ 

is not a few detached individuals that will 
serve the purpose in view; it must be ' a con

, siderable body of people connected both by 

, the ties of blood and friendship,' that is ex

pected to lay the foundation of a predilection 
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fOr any particular spot in those who remain; 

Nor is this direct encouragement, which it 

is allowed must be pretty strong, to be Con

filled merely to one spot; for to serve the 

object of drawing off the population in the 

Highlands, the same inducements must be 

,offered in every village. Of the first settle

ments, which were formed from different 

districts of the Highlands in different p1.rts of 

America, ' the information sent home from. 

'each,' we are informed,' as to the circu'n

, stances of the country in which it W1S situ

e ated, did. not spread far. The nature of a 

, mountainous country, and the difficulty of 

~ mutual -intercourse, tended to confine any 

'information to the valley in which it was 

'first received *.' Thus, then, we see the 

extensive nature of that encouragement which 

will be necessary for carrying through Lord 

Selkirk's views, for we cannot suppose that the 

intercourse will increase in proportion as the 

depopulating effects of the sheep-farming sys-

'" P. 165. 

XX 



tctm gain ground. Sanguine as. Lord Selkh;K. ill 

well entitled to be, from the numbers in the 

colony which he has planted in the gulph of 

St Laurence, we do not find that he considers 

the course of emigration at all diverted to that 

point;. and the recommendation to govern.., 

ment of providing still further inducements, 

points out that much yet remain$ to be done, 

in Lord Selkirk's opinion, for the benefit ~f 

the Transatlantic colonists. But even after one 

settlement has been fairly accomplished, and 

government, proceeding, on the plan recom

mended to drain off all the small tenants, (by 

, fur the largest proportion of people in the 

Highlands,) wishes to form another settlement 

at a different spot, the same;! system of encou

ragement must be again resorted to in order 

more to attract this new favoured spot, the 

torrent flowing in the channel formerly 

chalked out for it. 

Aware of the force of the objection, that 

no encouragement should be held out to 

emigration, Lord Selkirk, overlooking the 

fever of emigration which raged throughout 
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the country in 1802 and 1803~ gives it as his 

opinion, that it is extremely difficult to raise 

a spirit of emigration merely by holding out 

.inducements for settlers, without some other 

predisposing cause; and he cites as a proof 

of this remark the bad success which attend

~d the publication of the plan for settling 

Georgia in the year 1722 *. Some pro

ceeding is perhaps here alluded to, which 

the noble author, if he fully understood, 

has not fully explained. For neither 

the name nor the settlement of Geor

gia, it is believed, were ever thought of till 

the year 1732, when letters patent were 

obtained by certain trustees for settling poot 

people there with a view to their advantage, 

as well as for the security of Carolina. The 

country had not been hitherto inhabited by 

Europeans. In November 1732, General 

James Oglethorpe, one of the trustees, em

barked for what, in honour of the king, was 

now called Georgia, with I 16 settlers, and 

built Savannah. From many injudicious 



rules, connected with the form of the proprie;." 

tary government, the people, who were poor 

and indigent, did not thrive, although, besides 

the sums expended by the trustees, parlia!

ment granted 36,9001. for two years succes

sively for their encouragement. Many of 

them found more beneficial settlements in 

other parts of America, particularly in Caro

lina. The legislature of Carolina, however, 

conceiving tha~ the settlement of Georgia 

would be a most useful' barrier against the 

Spanish power, sent a memorial upon this 

subject to Britain. 'The nation considered 

, Georgia to be of the utmost importance to 

, the British settlements in America, and be

, gan to make still more vigorous efforts for its 

, speedy population. The first embarkations 

, of poor people from England, being collec

, ted from towns and cities, were found equal

'Iy idle and useless members of society 

'abroad as they had been at home. . An 

, hardy and bold race of men, enured to rural 

'labour and fatigue, they were persuaded, 

• would be much better adapted both for cuI .. 
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, tivation and defence. To find men pos..; 

, sessed of these qualifications, they turned 

, their eyes to Germany and the Highlands 

, of Scotland, and resolved to send over a 

, number of Scotch and German labourers to 

, their infant province~ When they publish~ 

, ed their terms at Inverness, 130 High

'landers immediately accepted them, and 

, were transported to Georgia; a town on 

J the river Alatamaha, which was considered 

, as the boundary between the British and 

'Spanish territories, was allotted for the 

, Highlanders.; on which dangerous situation 

, they settled, and built a town, which they 

'called New Inverness. About the same 

'time, 170 Germans embarked with James 

, Oglethorpe, and were fixed in. another quar

, ter; so that in the space of three years, 

, Georgia received above 400 British subjects, 

'and about 170 foreigners. Mterwards 

, severai adventurers, both from Scotland and 

, Germany, followed their countrymen, and 

, added further strength to the province *.' 

: Morre's Amer. Geogr. p. 453-



These proceedings, which took place in the 

year 1735, cannot pcssibly be the same with 

those alluded to as having taken place~ in the 

year 1722 : for we find a very considerable 

alacrity to embrace the favourable terms 

which were held out to the Highlanders even 

during the full vigour of the feudal' system; 

insomuch that more of them emigrated at 

this time than had originally left England 

when Georgia was first settled; and the way 

being once pointed out, others continued oc

-casionally tQfind theirway to the city of New 

Inverness. In short, so very strong in the hu

man mind is the design of bettering our con~ 

clition, and so blind is the pursuit of happi~ 

ness, that it has at all times been found not 

very difficult to excite a spirit of emigration 
to an extent quite disproportionate either to 

.the moral or physical state of the country. 

But Lord Selkirk forgets the existence of 

an additional predisposing cause in the 

changes now g?ing on, and that their bad 

effects should be obviated as much as possi~ 

bleinstead of being cherished. The High .. 
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lands are at this moment an object requiring 

public attention, as many important advan ... 

tages which they are capable of affording will 

be lost, and the future progress and advance

ment of the country much retarded, unles~ 

judicious plans are adopted and skilfully ex

ecuted. 

Impressed with this conviction, we must be 

allowed to say, that it must give pleasure to' 

every real patriot, studious only of the good of 

his country, and of the happiness of his fellow 

citizens, that the plausible eloquence of Lord 

Selkirk was p.ot able to induce administration 

to enter into his views. It is hoped that the

wisdom which guided that determination 

will continue to regulate the conduct of those 

who now hold the future destinies of the 

British Empire. For instead of government 

holding out any inducements to forward this 

colonising system in the present state of the 

country, it is the duty of a wise and patri

otic administration neither forcibly to check: 

the desire of emigration, nor resolutely to in .. 

terfere with proprietors in their right to rna. 

nage their estates ip. the way they deem moat 
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advantageous,-but to afford every facility 

t'O the employment of the population and in

dustry of the country which otherwise must 

abandon it-to remove every obstruction to 

the success of a measure fraught with so 

many and such incalculable benefits-to give 

every encouragement, so far as is consistent 

with the welfare of the rest of the empire, to 

the discovery of the resources which the 

Highlands contain-to second the patriotic 

zeal of the proprietors, who, as an earnest of 

their desire of preserving to the country use

ful citizens and able defenders, have hitherto 

contented them8elv~s with very inadequate 

returns from their estates. These are [he 

objects becoming the legislature of this hi ... 

therto highly favoured country to attend to: 

because every increase of our internal re

sources makes us still more able to . resist the 

towering ambition of our rival on the other 

side of the Channel, who, amidst all the· 

events which have hitherto convulsed the 

Continent, looks ,with a steady eye to tha 

destruction of our naval power and commer-
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cial superiority. For this contest, all the ~i.; 

gour and energies of our country must be 

called forth to preserve the proud indepen

dence which has hitherto distinguished the 

British Isles. Other nations have crouched 

beneath the yoke, and bowed their heads at 

the foot of usurpation; bat, while the wealth 
, 

of this country does not enervate our minds 

nor enfeeble our bodies, and the great in

ternal resources Clf which she is possessed re

main, we may bid defiance to all the me

n~ces of our enemies. 

THE END. 

Alex. SlfId/ie, PrillteT, 


